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Chapter No1

Look before Leaping

The winter of nineteen ninety-nine at Messina Valley Ranch
had passed quite quickly. Sammy was looking forward to the
possibility of running for election in District 21. Sammy
rested after a long day visiting the farmers to the North. He
sat slumped in his favorite place, the hammock on the
verandah. The temperature this time of the year was
pleasant reaching around 25 Celsius. Swaying peacefully, he
drifted in and out of thoughts on his stratagem towards the
eventual success in being elected to office for District 21.
Sammy knew it would be some time before he could run for
office. There was a sudden awakening from this partial
slumber. His body was in a sweat as he lay on the hammock.
Sammy realized that he had dreamed about starting his
campaign. The new party would need cover for some time
period so he could formulate a platform and possible
referendums to the constitution. Registering as a new
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charter with the government would obviously give the
present president immediate awareness as to all the parties
activities. Sammy’s newly to be formed party (Zimbabwe
Democratic Reform Party) to be filed later in the year if
possible would come under close scrutiny and harassment.

He called to Janice with a loving voice saying “Janice what
if we were to research the archives at court of records in
Harare to find out if there are any prior parties that have
charters that may be registered but now defunct?” This
would give us some form of cover. “Janice replied through
the den window that was adjacent to the verandah.
“That’s a good thought. Perhaps a prior party did not
relinquish or abolish its charter and you could start under
the disguise of a new charter in Zimbabwe politics”
Janice knew she would be the one who would be assigned the
task of researching all the records at the courthouse. To
expose Sammy’s intentions so early would be catastrophic.
With her next breath she volunteered to take on the task.

She then strolled out on to the verandah and nestled close to
Sammy. As they both swung backwards and forwards on the
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hammock spontaneous thoughts came to mind. Both of them
could only visualize the dream of a new Zimbabwe. Janice
was pleased that Sammy was now undertaking the task of
being elected to District 21. Elections were over March of
that year.

Mr. Hanson, the incumbent, had once more

retained his hold on the district. Sammy talked to Janice
about the man who was himself very dedicated to the
concerns of the people and the welfare of his constituency.
The incumbent would retain the seat for the next two years.
This time period would give Sammy time to formulate the
running strategy. He realized that it would be no small task
to defeat the incumbent if and when he ran. The district was
quite small and outside of Sammy’s now inherited domain of
50,000 hectares consisted of only 20,000 hectares. Most of the
farmers within the compounds of both the north and the
south ranches did not vote. They would give Sammy quite a
formidable constituency of six hundred voters. Most were
not registered. Sammy would need to enroll them all at some
time. This would give him quite a foothold of voters when he
officially ran for office.
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Sammy was starting to believe that he might have chance at
becoming a politician and possibly president. His roots and
upbringing had molded his character. He was not easily
swayed from his convictions, if at all. Janice qualifications in
Political Science and Law solidified the couple as a welleducated pair. She had studied in Spain. Janice was tall six
foot carrying a very striking upright slender body. She
dressed immaculately and stood composed. One would look
at her as if she was a model in a famous magazine. Her
character was not unlike that of Sammy’s but she knew her
place alongside of her husband. Having studied in Europe
gave them both a vast experience in worldly matters. They
were experts in political science and economics. With all of
this background it was inevitable that Sammy would run for
office. Sammy’s supper star ability in football and
popularity would certainly help in his fight in the future for
the presidency.

A week had passed and Janice was now preparing for the
visit to Harare the capital. It was quite a trip up the A4 and
would take at least a three days ride in the jeep. Sammy had
assigned Mr. Rogers son David to drive Janice to the capital.
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This would give her cover as she would be under the disguise
as a servant to him. Janice needed to dress very similar to
the style of the local Ndebele tribe this in itself would give
additional cover also. Having grown up in Senegal she
understood the relationships between black and white
settlers. Ones station in life was defined and she knew how
to act out these relationships. Janice being educated in
Europe that experience had changes all of that, but on this
occasion she would need to be subjective and act out the part
as servant to Mr. Rogers while in public. In the confines of
the courthouse maybe it would be different she would need
to play that by ear.

Sammy bid her good-bye as the Jeep rounded the compound.
Janice stepped down from the verandah and jumped into the
back seat of the jeep. Young David Rogers felt uneasy as his
employer was riding in back normally the seat he would ride
in. Janice could see the expression on his face in a comforting
way with dignity said.
“David we both have to play this out so do not get to
emotional about it”.
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He replied, “Thank you mam I will do my best for both you
and Sammy.”
It was very early in the morning the sun was shinning low
over the cotton fields. There was no stinging from the intense
heat this time of the year. The jeep made its way to the
entrance of the ranch. Swirls of dust lay behind with plumes
as high as ten feet. Janice shouted at David to slow down.
The windshield wipers were having a difficult time sweeping
the dust from the viewing area. David laughed a little to
himself as he now realized that he was very nervous. This
emotion had caused him to drive at such a speed.
He slowed down to make the turn onto the highway. Within
three days he would be in Harare. It was very noisy in the
back seat so Janice was unable to have a conversation with
David along the way. David was very intense on the road
conditions and traffic patterns. Most of the vehicles traveling
on the A4 were commercial lorries. N1 through South Africa
turned into the A4 to Harare at Biet Bridge. It is the main
route to and from Pretoria South Africa so it was quite busy.
After a couple of hours, they both took a break at a lay bye.
It was now close to mid-day and the sun was very hot. Janice
was sweating and used her bandana to wipe it from her
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brow. Water the rare commodity in these parts was drawn
from a drum in the back seat. With little to say they both got
back in the jeep, and proceeded on their journey. It was late
afternoon on the third day that they arrived on the outskirts
of Harare.
At this time of the year the sun goes down quickly so by the
time they were in the city limits it was quite chilly. Janice
had brought a heavy shawl with her so she was comfortable.
David had on the other hand in his hurry to leave had
forgotten about some form of topcoat for the evenings in the
city. Needless to say he was shivering as they pulled into the
hotel court yard of the Marquee Royal. The cobbled
courtyard echoed as the jeep ran over the stones. Flowerpots
now showing their age were drooped with scraggly ivy. The
flower pots and statutes were stained with age several had
crumbled and lay strewn underneath their columns. The
building had not been painted for several years. Janice
wondered what sort of place it would be.
David jumped from the car and unloaded his sporty type
carry on luggage while Janice had just a shawl that held her
change of clothes. Janice would walk about two paces behind
David as they entered the proprietorship. It was a long dark
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alley the walls were of Cyprus that was were aged. They
entered the reception area that was quite a surprise as it was
very well kept and immaculately clean. David rang the bell
as the attendant was not at the front desk. “Yes”! A loud
voice echoed around the room. From the office adjacent to
the front desk that was dimly lit a small portly man with a
smile on his face greeted them both.
David asked, “For a room”, but then realized that they had
made a reservation or Sammy had done so.
“I’m sorry I believe we have a reservation for two under the
name of Sammy Kufa Kahn.” The gentleman opened the
register and taking the ink fountain pen from the storage
bottle slowly looked through his guest list that only consisted
of six other patrons. “Yes we have your reservation,” stating
it with authority
“Please sign in, he remarked.” The servant would need to
use the backrooms in the rear. I’m afraid she will have no
company back there, as she is the only registered servant.”
Janice almost exploded in rage, but needed to restrain the
emotion, as this was her first test, she was infuriated. She
looked away in shyness this she thought was the smart thing
to do. She thought this could be the start her new acting
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career. David was shown the spiral staircase that lead up to
the landing. The man remarked, “Your room is on the right
four doors down number 21. Supper is normally six to eight
every evening and breakfast at 6:00AM until 10:00PM.
Local papers are provided at the front desk.”
“For you addressing Janice we have food in the backroom
Mrs. Stonewall will take care of your needs.
You sir on the other hand, once more addressing David can
communicate over a phone it’s a party line in the backroom
quarters. Please keep your conversations too just a few
minutes.” They parted and after such a long journey were
quite content to just bed down for the evening as they had
missed the evening meal.

In the morning Janice arose quite early as she had so much
on her mind, but was completely refreshed from the night’s
sleep. This would be a long day. The records she knew at the
courthouse would take forever to go through. David had
breakfast early and was ready for the journey across the
city. They pulled up outside the courthouse neither knew
what to expect inside. The municipal building was typical
stoic type architecture of that time period when constructed.
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Large columns and about twenty marble steps to the
entrance. It was also run down and showed lack of care.
Major cracks jig jagged in the paving and the stairs
crumbling away. The marble was chipped in many places.
The colonnades were covered with bird droppings and
stained with a dark moss. David wondered how this had
attached itself to the building as the temperature is so high
with little or no moisture.

A drought had befallen the

country for the last five years. Under the old Ian Smith reign
this building must have been impressive but now lay in ruins.
With Janice behind him, they entered the main entrance. A
security guard asked as to the nature of their business. David
explained he needed to look up registration of deaths and
births for the District 21. There were sixteen other guards
that lined the building waving AK25’s a sign of the insecurity
of the current government. David felt a little scared but with
a mission at hand made his way to the center of the building.
Half kiosk type reading pens positioned around the
peripheral of the rotunda gave occupancy some form of
privacy. All the pens faced inward. Individuals could
communicate over the dividers if necessary. Janice sat in a
kiosk next to David on the far side away from the guards.
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Janice’s kiosk was the start of the black area. Although some
of the social barriers between black and white were
crumbling in favor of the black community, the dividers
between the kiosks had not been removed. Janice could
communicate in a low voice when necessary. The upper level
were rows and rows of library files stacked at least twelve
feet high and running forty or fifty feet long. There were five
tentacles reaching out from the center rotunda. The counties
records were all stored away in these racks. District 21
however was stored in the basement as they soon found out.
They had derived a plan that while David was researching
the district files with purpose. The work was intense Davis
would break from the constant reading and searching as a
decoy. Janice would bring him the files of political
institutions to research the task at hand. This would be a
slow process, as each file would need to be logged out and
then back in again after their use. There was secrecy in the
air as they went about their business. David from time to
time would look up at the guards patrolling the upper decks
smiling at them they did not stop from their intense policing
of the building. David noticed that they were wearing
armbands marked with large characters ZUFP that of the
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president Zanunu the incumbent party. David was still quite
scared as they slowly made little haste in their progress.
In the late afternoon there was a loud resounding voice
filling the rotunda with immediate orders to evacuate the
building. David stood frozen in place as the guards scurried
around running down the spiral stair case and heading
straight for their kiosk “Out! Out!” Their shouts rang out
throughout the rotunda. Both Janice and David were lead
out of the rotunda by force. The guard holding David was
very polite, but Janice was being treated very abusively. She
was shoved and pulled along at one point her legs dragging.
They were both hustled through the entrance and Janice was
manhandled and pushed tumbling down several of the stairs
damaging her knee which started to bleed. The language
from the guards was pretty abrasive. Janice dare not look
back in anger. As she composed herself her mind flashed
back to the days of when the insurgent rebel army in Senegal
raced through her village killing all the young men. Her own
father was saved as he was in the southern part of the
country at the time. She was only six too young for the rebels
to abuse. Her mother was not saved from torture as she
fought off the men who tried to rape her. The flashback was
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so vivid she struggled with her rage. David tried to gather
her from the steps. Janice pulled away displaying her
position with respect to a white master. Sammy appeared in
her mind with a solemn face, but this gave her the
encouragement to finish the task at hand. Janice was out of
harms way with respect to the crowed now forming in front
of the court house. She remarked to David “The books, they
were left open.” I don’t think we have much to worry about
as they were all on District 21 births and deaths he replied.”
Janice was bruised by the fall her knees now bleeding
profusely. She bandaged her knee using a scarf from her
belongings. She then gathered her strength and quietly stood
in a row of supporters behind David.

They were lucky this time she thought. As they stood on the
steps in the distance they could see they cavalcade of cars
and police on motorbikes all so neatly attired. Janice
thought, where did they get that type of money and then
realized that the countries coffers belonged to the president.
He has access to a huge fortune that he controlled. The
country over the past eighteen years had turned into a
dictatorship and the general population was now very, very,
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poor. Health, medical supplies, and food were the major
problems.
There were at least four hundred freedom fighters ahead of
the motorcade. These men had recently returned from
fighting in The Democratic Republic of the Congo. They
were ruthless combatants and would kill just for the sake of
it. It was not pretty, but it was an awesome sight of power.
Terror filled one’s body. Janice could tell from the crowds
that they were all supporters of the president or maybe not
she thought. What would it take to overthrow this savage
régime? In one way she feared for Sammy’s life and knew
on the other hand that there was a need for changes to be
made. The parade lasted for about forty minutes. After it
had passed by she looked at David a said.
“This is the end of our first day.”
David acknowledged with a sigh of relief. He did not feel it
would be safe to reenter the building on this day. Tomorrow
would be a good choice he thought as they made their way to
the jeep. They drove across the city bypassing the main
streets that were on the parade route. After an hour they
pulled into the courtyard.
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The car was stationed in the court yard waiting to be filled
up with gas. The porter was taking a long time to collect the
keys to the petrol pump. Waiting was interminable two of
them studied maps on how to route their way around the city
just to kill time. It was important to skirt the police stations.
Janice tried hard not to engage in a conversation that may
be viewed as them being very friendly. She sat in the back as
David planned the intended trip. David had been to Harare
visiting on several occasions and was familiar with at least
the main arteries that darted in and about the city. They
both felt comfortable about the route. Janice had not seen
the city before and thought it was a good idea just to take in
the sites. Obviously she was interested in the slum areas,
recreational facilities, hospitals, and where the prisons were.
From this Janice could judge the total economic picture of
the country as the trip across town would identify its
failures. Just as they had completed the route the porter
came crashing through the courtyard main door saying in a
singsong voice “Sorry for the delay only the key to the petrol
pump was misplaced in the office” He unlocked the pump
handle and singing away proceeded to fill the tank. Mr.
David your tank required twenty-six liters, quite a fill up. I
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will put it on your account as he once more locked the pump
handle and the car roared out of the courtyard. The first
port of call would be the market place on the eastern side of
the city in the less affluent area of the considered a ghetto.
Arriving at about 10:30AM the market was in full swing.
David dropped Janice of just as any white owner would do.
It was prearranged that Janice would shop in the market
and familiarize herself with foods and the method of trading.
David would visit the national football stadium. Janice soon
discovered how the economics of the market worked. Some
times transactions took place using a barter system, at other
stalls the items were purchased for a pittance in cash. The
quality of food was very poor. Vegetables were small in size
and limp. The fish odor was so overpowering that she ganged
as she passed a stall. Only items of quality were made of silk
such as scarves, neckerchiefs and pinafores. They were made
in very bright colors and stood out in the sordid and smelly
atmosphere that dominated the whole market place. The
smell was that of raw sewage. Pavements were littered with
animal droppings, remnants of food, dirt, and metal
fragments. Janice found it extremely difficult to negotiate
the row after row of bamboo stalls. Most of the stalls were
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broken down; the canvas covers for shade in tatters. The
crowds were very large. Her stomach felt like it was
nauseous she felt she going to throw up from the stench and
the heat of the mid-day sun now approaching thirty-five
degrees Celsius. The turban she wore gave her some
protection from the sun directly striking her head, but this
was of little comfort. It was approaching the time to meet up
with David at the obelisk structure that looked like a large
termite column at the north corner.

David had managed after a small bribe to gain entry into the
stadium where the national teams play. It was pretty run
down. Savannah grasses grew out of the concrete between
the steps. The stadium needed painting and the majority of
the barriers were broken down or rusted out. It was a pitiful
site the only bright spot was the presidential box that was
lavishly decorated and extremely clean. In the center of the
Stadium were guards marching up and down to orders given
by the commander. These men were the elite guards of the
president. David could see that they were professionally
trained and that formations and transitions were performed
with accuracy. These young men in the elite guards were
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mostly under the age of twenty. The reason for this was that
AIDS was rampant in the country. Fifty percent of the
population is now under twenty due to the epidemic of AIDS.
The country if it continues with the present downward spiral
will be in a desperate state within the next ten years. The
medical implications were staggering as the epidemic was
strangling the work force. If the situation is not reversed the
country will have very little to offer other nations as far as
productive services. The wealth was slowly evaporating
away. Industrial buildings once thriving with people laid
now in ruin. Once prosperous mines now closed and in
disrepair. Farm commodities on the open market were
dwindling to a very precarious state. The storage granaries
were empty. People were suppressed by force by the
incumbent president Zanunu’s police.
David realized as he looked over the stadium that the little
empire he grew up in was something he was beholding too.
The Messina Ranch established by Governor Willie Sutcliff
and his uncle both now deceased was virtually a model for
the country to once more succeed. Maybe it was only a
dream he thought, but things need to change. He had spent
enough time at the stadium and realized it was close to the
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pre arranged time to meet up with Janice and quickly as he
walked back to the jeep.

David as he walked towards the jeep reflected back in time
at the ranch as a young boy. How he was schooled in
Johannesburg studying liberal arts. His advanced studies for
a masters specialized in the European Art for the restoration
period. His concepts of survival in a third world economy
were based on his own sheltered life growing up on the ranch
and studying away from home. There was however a great
love of his birthright country, Zimbabwe. David saw no end
to the current situation.

Noon had passed as David pulled up to the obelisk he was
not sure of the time, but was relieved to find Janice just
quietly sitting on the steps whilst a security guard stood erect
and stern adjacent to her. With a, “Good afternoon officer”
David summoned Janice to the jeep. She obliged seating
herself in the back. Just as they were about to leave the
officer shouted to David to step down and present his papers.
Janice was scarred as she now envisioned a trip to the police
department the one thing they were trying to avoid. Any
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association with Sammy might bring an automatic crisis.
Her documentation was in her shawl that she immediately
presented them to the officer. He glanced at David’s nodded
with a groan in his voice passing them back. Janice s papers
were snatched abruptly from her hand. Her papers were
more thoroughly unraveled and scrutinized.
“You’re in this country how long”? He remarked.
“Five months married I noticed to Sammy Fufa Kahn.?”
“Yes” she replied.
Immediately he recognized the name.
“You mean Cheetah?” he exclaimed!
“Cheetah was a great player” with his next breath.
“Yes sir” she stated her claim to this union of man and wife.
He then asked why she rode in the back of the jeep.
She replied, “With my legs are too long for the front.”
He accepted her explanation and waved them on. David
moved the jeep out slowly so as to avoid any further scrutiny.
His body movements indicated that haste would be preferred
so as to obtain distance between the guard and the jeep.
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Janice had noticed during the morning that wounds on her
knee were not healing. They were swelling along the edges
indicating an inflammation. She said,
“David please go to the local hospital on the Westside of the
city”. David was concerned about her leg and knew that if
they entered the hospital and registered as an out-patient.
She may be in danger, but they did not have choice as the
knee looked rather nasty.

Janice hobbled into the entrance of the hospital one of
Zanunu’s guards pointed to the emergency area. They
appeared everywhere she thought. The outside verandah
had a least one hundred patients in line. She was sickened at
the thought of how much time this visit would take. A nurse
came quiet quickly to her and requested her to fill out the
forms. "Mark X” if you can’t read or write she stated in a
very stern voice. Janice indicated she could do both. After
half an hour the nurse responded to her request to see a
nurse immediately. Waving her administration forms
indicating an urgent need for medical care did nothing at
first. After several minutes, it did however get the nurse
attention. The nurse took the forms, leaving once again with
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a remark, “You must wait your turn.” Within minutes she
returned and said,
“Come this way”. Janice was puzzled as she was taken
ahead of those in line.

Entering the medical procedure room, it was dingy with only
oil lamps. Plastered or mud ceilings had disintegrated to a
state that massive chunks were hanging from the ceiling.
Beds were rusted out and porcelain utensils were chipped.
The only item that appeared new was the intravenous fluid
holders that had UNICEF stamped on them. She was
anxious, scarred, breathed slightly quicker and her heart
pounded. The whole thing she thought may not have been a
good move on her part.

Doctor Dajarden was light skinned. He looked Indian she
thought. With a motion of the hand beckoned her to his suite,
if one could call it such. It too was in disrepair. He adjusted
the small stool so she could sit on the bench next to his chair.
Examining her knee, he told the nurse to inject her with so
many cc’s of an antibiotic. Janice could not stand the sight
of needles, least of all a syringe. She looked the other way as
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the nurse proceeded with the injection of an antibiotic. He
himself dressed the wound a speaking in a soft, but broken
English, intertwined with an Indian dialect told her take
good care of the wound as it could easily fester into a major
problem. She thanked him for his kindness, but requested
how come she was treated to such care so quickly. Your
husband was just a wonderful player and superstar in
England where I studied at the same time he was so popular.
He gave us all a great feeling of pride that blacks would have
a place in football history. This least I could do to help his
wife. His gestures and mannerism showed a clandestine
awareness of Janice’s position and how vulnerable she may
be. She thanked him and left walking with still a slight limp
in her left leg. Approaching the jeep, she could see that David
was slumped in the front seat fast asleep. Janice prodded
him and with a jerk he jumped up immediately and looked
quickly around him. No guards were prodding him.
“Are you ready to drive?” Janice said.
David abruptly made himself erect in the front seat replying.
“I’m ready.”
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It was on the fifth day Janice was scurrying around the
basement moving ladder after ladder so as to climb to the
top of stacks of records. The records of judicial system were
in chronological order based on districts.

The judicial

system was in disarray as the majority of the barristers and
solicitors and white support personnel had been banished
from the country. The court system was conducted mainly
by blacks. The Clerk of Records had been very fastidious
and maintained a very orderly filing system. She had not
found any portfolio that would indicate past political
charters. It was late afternoon; she was high up on a ladder.
The ladder was very wobbly and as she turned to go back
down brushed a booklet it was sent plunging to the floor.
Dust scattered about but the manual was intact with no
damage to its cover. She slowly descended to the floor. The
noise had alerted a guard at the far end. He came slowly
down the isle with a suspicious look on his face Janice smiled
and said she had just knocked the book to the floor and
would put it back. The guard closely watched her as she
ascended to the top once again. The looks were more sexual
in nature. This sent shivers down Janice’s spine. She tried to
avoid eye contact clambering straight to the top. The guard
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just said, “Now you just watch your step young lady” as he
walked to the far end of the row.
Janice was quite relieved. She opened the book to find that
it was what she had been so eagerly awaiting. The page
heading
Past and Present Charters of Political Parties Southern
Rhodesia.
She opened the book slowly as the pages were quite old and
fragile. First on the list was the Zulu National Reform Party
remarks column abolished. About the tenth line she noticed
The Zimbabwe Socialist Reform Party (Z.S.R.P.) remarks
not in business to date.

This was a find. Not the best of names but it was still
registered without current business transactions. No trustees
were listed or actuaries. No shares listed. This was the pearl
she had hoped for. She jotted it down and then made her way
up to the rotunda floor. It was six o’clock so there was a
guard change and therefore no supervision for a short
period of time. She flew across the rotunda with excitement
in her eyes. It was apparent that her leg was now healing
well she floated along without a limp in her walk.
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“David” with excitement she announced, “I have found the
pearl I was looking for.” This enthusiasm had raised her
voice and David cringed to hear it echo around the
chambers. There were other researchers in the building all
of them starred at her with a look of distain on their faces.
Janice was beside herself and David knew immediately to
pack up and put the rest of District 21 books away. The
recorder just looked at him as if to say are you not finished
yet. David must have booked in and out thirty or forty
manuals of records over the past several days. He just said,
“I’m about finished my research” and walked quietly across
the rotunda and out the door. Janice sat in the back of the
jeep. Daylight was starting to fall as the setting sun was close
to the horizon. The jeep pulled away and they were very
content after such a battle over the past few days. Janice felt
it would be nice to return to the security of the ranch.

The journey homeward bound the next three days was
uneventful. At one point David shouted out just twenty miles
to go. Janice was curious, as a car had been following them
about a mile behind over the entire journey. Could it be
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Zanunu’s guards? She though.

Janice would take no

chances. As they approached Messina Valley ranch Janice
told David to drive on by to the copper mine in Messina
South Africa. He was disappointed as they passed the
entrance and continued on to the Messina mines about thirty
miles inside South Africa. The mines were still very
prosperous for Sammy and it would be a safe haven for
them. They stopped at the border guard station that was at
the bridge that crossed over the Limpopo River. They
showed their credentials and crossed over the border Janice
looked back from the South African side of the bridge the
car that had followed them had been stopped by the border
guards and turned back. She was then relieved that the
decoy had worked. Sammy would be safe. They arrived at
the gate to the mines Mr. Tonomi was still the manager of
the facility. Janice requested his presence and stated her
business. Mr. Tonomi kindly let them into the visitor’s
quarters. David would freshen up. Janice immediately called
Sammy and told him how the visit to Harare had gone and
all the things that had transpired. The conversation lasted
an hour. He was stunned at the results and the close call they
had encountered with the national guards. Janice also
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indicated they would be home on Sunday as the patrol car of
the elite Zanunu forces would probably have left by then. He
agreed and she placed the phone down.
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Model Ranch
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Chapter 2

The Model Ranch

On this morning Sammy sat on the edge of the bed and
looked back at Janice who was still sound asleep. With a
smile on his face, he made his way to the outer changing
room. His tracksuit and cleats were neatly placed in the
corner. Lawanda, his mother, cared for her first born with
such pride. She acted no differently than when Governor
Willie ran the farm. There was no need to make adjustments
to suit her son. The ranch had a routine and planting
schedule that was successful for the past thirty years or more
so why change it. Sammy was shaky on his legs and nearly
hit the wall as he entered. Laughing he said, “You silly
bugger.” Sitting on the bench he put on the track suit and
was ready for his daily run. Above his outfit was a rack of
Winchester rifles. Several ammo boxes where located on a
shelf. He thought back to the raids by the marauders. It was
a sad night when Governor Willie was killed.
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Sammy headed out as always in the northeastern direction
towards the outpost number two at mile marker four. He
still ran in bare feet as they had very hard calluses from
when he was a young man and ran with both his father and
Governor Willie. He was alone as he slowly increased his
speed he could feel his heart pounding. Sweat was now
pouring down his forehead. After fifteen minutes he could
see his father Sonny, now in his eighties, slowly walking
towards the mile marker. Sammy passed him with, “Good
morning father”. His father replied “likewise”. “Keep going
Sammy,” “See you back at the ranch.” Sammy deeply
admired his father for looking after the family and taking
good care of his mother and the Messina Valley ranch as
head farm hand. Sammy continued until reaching the mile
marker four where the large Cyprus tree stood alone at the
edge of the cotton fields. A small treehouse was built in the
tree so as to observe the property to the boundary line about
eight miles away. A guard was always manning the post 24/7.
Shouting to the guard as to acknowledge his importance he
turned without stopping and headed back towards the ranch
the sun was now above the horizon. He stopped for a while
just to look at the spectacle of such a beautiful sunrise. One
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of Gods greatest gifts he thought. Next thought why has my
country spiraled into such an abyss of terror and
corruption? He was saddened, but thought things will
change in the near future.

It was a routine that they both met at the football field after
the morning run. They would have a discussion on the
ranches routine. His father would bring into the discussion
the welfare of farmers in the north and south compounds.
The economics of the ranch were now immense. Sammy
would need daily briefings as to the status of crops, water,
and health and welfare of the farmers and the list went on
and on. Sammy was up for the challenge. As he as entered
the football field at the far end his father sat waiting on the
bleachers. One hour had passed it was now approaching
6:00AM. Sammy sprinted to the end. He was now completely
out of breath and sat alongside his father with his head
bowed between his knees. Sonny had a very sinewy looking
body that showed its age. He was still very fit and his muscles
stood out. His weight was about 70 kilos. Sammy now
breathing heavily expressed that on this day they would pass
on their normal discussion period. He explained that he was
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having a ranch meeting in the planning room. “This meeting
should have been conducted several weeks ago,” he said,
“Only I have been tied up just understanding all the ins and
outs of the operation.” They both walked slowly across the
field. Sammy remarked what a fantastic shape it was in. His
father just nodded his head. This field had been his pride
and joy. In years past he would try to imagine where Sammy
was playing and how the crowds were responding to his
supper star. He loved to watch on the weekends the farm
teams playing their games. The excitement that would
embrace the whole field made him feel so wanted. He would
spend many hours seeding, cutting, and watering the playing
surface. Sammy had the urge to once more play football. It
was only a passing thought as he was no way past his prime
as far as a football career was concerned. Maybe, I will coach
someday.
After breakfast he made his way to the Den. The daily
newspaper was neatly folded on his chair. Lawanda always
kept a close eye on him. He read for about a half-hour as the
paper was just a chronicle of local events with very limited
media of national news. It was the Biet Bridge echo from the
night before. Biet Bridge is located in the southernmost tip
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of Zimbabwe bordering on South Africa and was the end of
the earth for most citizens living in this part of the country.

It was nine o’clock the planning room was filled with all of
the staff and foreman from each of the compounds and Mr.
Tonomi from the Messina mines. It was the first such
meeting that all could attend in the year of 1999. The school
system was in recess due to winter break. The Rogers, Sally
and Clive, Doctor Rogers, Doctor Benjamin intern and head
nurse Susan. They all sat around a highly polished crescent
shaped table with plenty to talk about as they had all not met
for some time. Tea and biscuits had been provided. There
was a buzz in the air as they all chatted. Sammy entered
drawing a cup of tea from the teapot sat down in the middle
of the crescent table. He called to order the meeting.
Addressing the attendees said today marks almost six
months since I have inherited the ranch. In observing the
operation over the past several weeks I decided that it was
time for this occasion. Each of you, as I outlined over the
phone was requested to report on your yearly budget.
Additions and deletions to scope of duties and to formulate
projections forward, which I assume you have prepared for
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me. First we will start with Doctor Savage and his hospital
staffers need to get to their daily duties.

Doctor Savage with his report neatly complied in front of
him turned to the first page. First on my agenda is the
budget he said. “This last year we came in about as expected
with salaries. The expansion of the third wing was completed
on schedule. Furnishings were or the majority of them
provide by the local farmers. The tables, chairs and beds all
produced by very skilled craftsman in the northern and
southern compounds. Medical supplies were ordered from
Pretoria and except for PREZISTA with a combination drug
NORVIR the AIDS medication and drugs were within
budget. Sammy interjected, “Explain the AIDS drugs.”
Doctor Savage continued by saying that several of the
younger members of the farmhand siblings were not
working on the farms and sought work in the mines in South
Africa. While there the contacted AIDS. On returning to the
farms, they were very sick. We have isolated the carriers and
are treating them with special drugs that are very expensive.
Sammy immediately instructed the farm foreman to notify
him if a sibling intending to leave the compounds. Sammy
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would try to dissuade them from leaving with the possibility
of work in the Messina mines. He then spoke to Mr. Tonomi
“I’m assuming you can always make room for another
young lad.” “Yes he replied”

The good Doctor continued on. “Our records indicated that
we had one hundred births this year and sixty deaths of
which twenty were from AIDS. The new intern Doctor
Benjamine is very capable and with his experience in
African diseases has certainly enhanced the capabilities of
our ranch.” Sammy welcomed the doctor hoping his stay
would be similar to Doctor Savage now in his thirty-second
year. “Susan has a staff of ten nurses all trained in Pretoria.
We have an ongoing relationship with Memorial Medical
Facilities. Their training takes about four years and at
present ten young girls is studying for their RN. We rotate
girls in and out of the courses every six months so that they
have a good practical background along with their learning
qualifications. These young ladies are some of the brightest
individuals graduating from Mr. Rogers’s finely tuned
curriculum within the school system.” Sammy asked, “Any
questions from the table.” Silence rained. “Mr. Savage and
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staff thank you for your comprehensive report. I will study
next year’s budgets and meet with you later in the week.”

“Mr. Rogers your next or Sally your wife”. Sally said she
would present the report. The past year was very successful.
There is now one secondary modern school located in the
south compound with a total attendance of about two
hundred children. In each of the compounds we have two
buildings each with four classrooms with an attendance of
one hundred students total in each. Realizing we also have
the equivalent at the main ranch. The total enrollment is
three hundred. Sammy now realized why gasoline had
become a major budget item. The number of buses had to be
increased also. Mr. Tonomi had provided the expertise for
this and they now had ten buses in all. Sammy said, “Do we
still use them for Saturday football transportation?” Sally
equivocally stated, “Yes” Sammy said, “Continue.” Supplies
last year, as usual went up approximately 5 %. The most
exciting part of the year was graduation. Thirty students
received 6 or more “A” level qualification. Twenty with 5 or
more “O” the remainder qualified for nursing school.”
Sammy congratulated them on the work well done. Sally
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mentioned that at the present birthrate it is quite foreseeable
that the Secondary modern school will need a new addition
of at least two classrooms. She sat down with all in
attendance quiet impressed. Sammy thanked David his
courage and care of Janice during their trip.

The foreman for the Northern farm was next as he was about
to give his speech Lawanda came screaming into the room
“Sammy! Sammy! “We have major problem. Calm down,
“he exclaimed!” She was shivering with fear. “What has
happened? “The mine the mine,” She shouted a cave in. Mr.
Tonomi was already on his feet. He had sensed the worst.
The mine had not had a major accident in nearly thirty
years. It had a small crumbling of walls on several occasions
without the loss of lives, but this sounded serious. Sammy
immediately cancelled the meeting. Organizing a team to
drive to the Messina mine was his first priority. Mr. Tonomi,
Doctor Savage and staff. Mr. Rogers would accompany them
as coordinator of communications. Sally would stay and
keep Lawanda and Janice company and set up along with
the resident nurse’s beds and medical facilities.
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Several jeeps were used to transport the group to Messina in
South Africa. The journey was only thirty miles, but was
interminable for “Sammy”. The convoy slowed down at the
border crossing. The guards were very familiar with all that
were traveling so it was a cursory look and then a wave of
approval. They arrived at the gates to the Messina mine with
a melee of people shouting screaming and crying. The
convoy was directed by Mr. Tonomi to pull up to the
mineshaft entrance. There were several, but the shaft being
excavated this day was number four. After they stopped
Sammy stood upright in the jeep and addressed the crowd
of mostly women. He spoke in a very compassionate voice
telling them that they would do everything in their power to
bring the men out safely. Mr. Tonomi directed the above
ground gang to collect the supper excavating equipment and
special boring augers. He had a compressor that could pump
oxygen into the mineshaft. The men were one thousand feet
down and six hundred feet in excavating to the south. To
lower the equipment would take all day. His teams worked
relentlessly with sweat pouring from their foreheads. Their
shirts soaked to the skin and clung to their bodies. No one
complained. They would take turns in one-hour shifts to
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lower the equipment to the tunnel and maneuver to the rock
face that had collapsed. Material already was being removed
as the augers slowly burrowed their way through the fallen
rock. The weight of each rock was very heavy. Auguring and
removing the debris was the only solution. The machines
worked all night long there was no sounds as it was estimated
that at least thirty feet of tunnel had caved in. They were also
sixty feet from the excavating face. The survivors, if any, did
have a space to rest and wait. If they there had been a cutting
tool change it was expected that the majority would have lost
their lives. There was hope that they were not in the middle
of this operation. The miners all were solemn as they went
about the auguring. There was no communication between
miners, just orders given by the foreman. Each and every
man knew what he had to do and painstakingly carried out
the orders.

The women at the top of the mineshaft still stood around
quietly wondering what was to be the outcome. Daylight and
nightfall continued for several days. Sammy had set up in
the canteen hot meals to be served all day. Doctor Savage
and his staff were ready for the medical services that would
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be needed. Mr. Rogers was coordinating the walkie-talkies
insuring that they all stayed charged and ready for use. On
the sixth day the augur broke through into the carven. A
tube was installed.
There was a great roar from the rescue gang when a faint
tapping noise was heard. First water and then food would be
forced through the steel tube using compressed air. Several
storage tanks had been lowered to the bottom of the shaft.
This would serve as two purposes one the transporting of
much needed supplies and secondly fresh air. Several
walkie-talkies were also sent spiraling through the tube after
several minutes’ communication over the sets was
established. Mr. Tonomi was at the bottom of the shaft and
was quiet relieved that they had made communication with
the miners. The trapped miners reported that they had
several cohorts that had died or severely hurt. There were
forty-two miners in all still trapped, six dead and twelve
needing emergency care. It was agreed that the one-foot hole
would be enlarged to two feet this should be a large enough
passage then to transport the injured miners to safety. This
would again take several days although the initial hole would
help in guiding the new bit.
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After three additional days the first of the dead bodies were
transported through the tunnel. There was a moment of
silence at the pit face as they were wrapped and then moved
on to the main shaft. As the bodies one by one emerged from
the elevator women would run to see if it was their husband
that had died. Sammy was beside himself it was such a sad
sight. Screaming would echo around the valley as each was
identified.

Next would be the injured. There were several with major
injuries and these miners were rushed to the temporary
operating room that had been set up by Doctor Savage. Some
of the operations took several hours. Amputees resulted in
many cases. These miners would be transported after a few
days to the main ranch hospital. There they would be cared
for. It was not until mid-day that all the miners were
rescued. Mr. Tonomi was the last to leave the mineshaft.
This was a very sad day for him as one of his sons lost his
life. He bowed his head as he left the mineshaft tears slowly
trickled down his cheeks. Sammy put a compassionate arm
around him as he sensed his pain. The two of them walked
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back to the guest quarters. Mr. Tonomi had lost his wife
many years ago. This son was very close to him and it was a
great loss. Sammy asked, “If he needed anything?” He just
starred at the ceiling in silence. Sammy left the room quietly
closing the door.

Sammy made arrangements in Beit Bridge for the funeral
service for the six miners that lost their lives. There was a
tremendous turn out with at least four hundred people
attending. Sammy gave a wonderful eulogy about the fallen
miners. Father Black conducted the service with such
passion and reverence. The miners were to be buried at the
main ranch within a special garden that had been made for
them. A commemorative large marble plaque was dedicated
by the reverend on that day at the gravesite. Sammy could
only say how sad he was as each of the family members
touched his hands and thanked him.

Time had passed on and during the next few weeks Sammy
did have separate meetings with first the farmers from the
north compound. This part of the Messina Valley Ranch was
the most inhospitable to plant life. Tobacco and soybean
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were the only crops grown on the two hundred acres.
Governor Willie during the time he owned the farm had on
several occasions sought the advice of the University of
South Africa agricultural department to maximize the
output of these acres. Sammy would listen to their reply as
he confronted the farmers with tough questions.
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Chapter No3

Clandestine Operation

After such a depressing time period Sammy needed to be
alone although that night after the ranch chores were done
at the end of the day he dined with Janice the conversation
eventually leads into Sammy’s demeanor. The sadness in
his eyes was a deep concern of Janice. She said, “Sammy
over the last few weeks you have been in quite a bad state
of mind not your usual self “what’s the problem?”
Sammy replied in his very gentle manner.
“I’m having extreme difficulty comprehending the dire
situation within our country. Zaunnu is slowly bringing this
wonderful country to its knees and bankruptcy. It hurts to
see what’s going on around us when we life and have this
wonderful life style. This model farm should be a stepping
stone for the country to leap into the new millennium.”
Tears were slowly running down his cheeks. Janice arose
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from her chair and closed her arms around his upper chest
as he still sat at the table saying “Well what can we do to
get you on track as it’s been nearly two months since we
were in Harare. The new party will only come to life if you
start out on a wonderful mission to rectify the countries
past.” He sighed in her arms as she kissed him on the
cheeks. He released her arms and turning said. “It’s time to
start the wheels in motion.” Janice could sense now a
strong emotion in his body his muscles were taunt and he
stood up. This posture reminded her of seeing him at center
circle before kick off to a soccer game. Things are about to
change he now meant business.
Sammy talked about his next move and that would be a
visit to England. Janice was puzzled at this next step, but
went along with his request. She said,
“When would you like to go?”
“Within the month” he said, as it was nearing the end of
winter and the spring in England is not to cold. “As a bonus
I may be able to see a couple of soccer games while I visit.”
Janice said she would make the arrangements, as it was
just one month until Easter. They retired to the reading
room and settled in for the night.
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The next day Sammy visited the copper mine at Messina.
Mr. Tonomi welcomed him as he passed through the main
gate. They went straight into the conference room. Sammy
said a few kind words about the tragedy that had befallen
the mine just a few months ago. He was hoping that the
families who suffered such a loss were now back on their
feet. Mr. Tonomi replied, “I’m in contact with each family
and they are doing fine. Your generosity having
compensated the loss with a guaranteed monthly stipend is
helping each family survive.” It was then down to business.
Addressing Mr. Tonomi, “We have had our yearly meeting
and I’m now interested on two things. First the intended
output goals in the next two years, employment, and
facilities. Secondly the training facilities for the mercenary
forces we will need to back me during the elections of
district 21 coming up in about eighteen months.” Mr.
Tonomi answered the first question with a long explanation
of the new geological survey that indicated two very rich
vanes running approximately east west. The potential
copper recovery could be as high as 3 million metric tones
with street revenue of 50 million pounds.
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There would be a need for new machinery of about 400,000
pounds. The labor force would increase to about four
hundred and the basic camp facilities would require
doubling. Total cost approximately 1.5 million pounds.
“Boy we are in for a big year,” Sammy said.

“What about the mercenary encampment? “Sammy
inquired. “Well the training as far as I can tell over the past
years has been worthwhile. All the women are trained in
each camp and the 650 men have each been through several
weeks of training with the commando’s.” With this news
Sammy was well pleased. Mr. Tonomi broke out a bottle of
best wine and they sat and had lunch. After lunch Sammy
pulled the jeep out of the compound and headed for the
main highway north bound to the ranch.

As was usual it was customary being stopped at the border
crossing. As the jeep came to a slow crawl he noticed a
guard as one of the young men that had been abducted
twenty years ago when the first attack of the ranch
occurred. As the jeep came to rest at the direction of the
guard near the tower Sammy called out in the native
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language to the guard who without hesitation replied and
then having spoken realized his mistake and looked away.
Sammy jumped out of the jeep and caught the guard on his
shoulder pads as he walked away. The guard quickly
responded with his rifle raised. Sammy blurted out once
again.
“You are Rawanda the rancher’s son at the sundown
village.”
Rawanda looked stunned that he was recognized. With a
smile he talked in a low tone stating that he was one of the
village children that had been abducted many years ago.
Sammy said, “Where are the others?” still in Botswana at
the main encampment run by the marauders. Most of them
are dedicated to the cause but miss home. Sammy asked,
“How long have you been in the South African Guard?”
“Ten years all over South Africa. I escaped about ten years
after our capture.” “If I need to contact you will you always
be at the guard station?”
He replied,
“Yes” Rawanda asked not to be mentioned to his family at
the ranch, as he had not seen them for many years. Sammy
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thought so close, but so far. He was then signaled to cross
the bridge and was on his way.

Many thoughts were running through Sammy’s head. Why
this chance meeting? Was the Lord telling him something?
Did Rawanda tell the truth? Where all the other abductees
in Botswana? Had Rawanda really not seen his family? So
many unanswered questions were in his thoughts as he
sailed along. Sammy thought it would be quite an
experience to sit for a while and talk to Rawanda. He
swung into the dusty road that lead to the ranch
Compound passing through the guard post acknowledging
them as he slowed down so they could recognize him. They
informed the main house that he had arrived home.

Janice stood so upright dressed in a beautiful red outfit
with an orange and red turban on. She looked just stunning
with her slender body highlighted by the sun now going
down behind her. He ran the jeep close to her as he stepped
could not help but touch her and embrace in a kiss.
Lawanda was peeking out of one of the windows and smiled
as the two of them held each other so close and took several
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minutes to separate and walk towards the verandah.
Evening meal as would be like every evening out on the
verandah. The table was set special Sammy remarked,
” What’s so special today?” Janice said, “Sammy we are
going to have a baby”. Lawanda heard the good news and
screamed with joy as she entered on to the verandah from
the kitchen. Sammy jumped with joy picking up Janice and
holding her high in the air. This time tears of joy streamed
down his cheeks. He shouted, “I’m going to be a daddy”
“I’m going to be a daddy” After things had calmed down
Lawanda asked, “when.” Late November I’m four weeks
into my first trimester. “How do you know?” Sammy said.
Well I had a visit with Doctor Savage and he confirmed my
feelings. I have had morning sickness over the past two
weeks and feeling quite out of sorts.” Sammy shouted to his
father to come and celebrate the good news. Sonny with
now a slow walk came to the verandah. On this special
occasion several bottles of wine were drunk before they all
retired to bed.

Sammy did not usually drink at all but one glass of wine
made his head was hurting that morning as he went about
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his daily routine. The farm took close attention. He was a
dedicated owner. Sammy expected the same out of all his
farm managers. They respected him and worked to achieve
maximum output from the farms. As they day wore on
Janice came into the planning room she sat quietly to one
side as Sammy completed his phone call. He ended with
“Yes I will be there Mr. Higgins.” Janice looked bemused
about the ending of the conversation. She said Sammy,
“Who is Mr. Higgins?” “I will tell you all about him some
other time,” Sammy replied. Janice knew it was not time to
push the subject. She presented a folder with his basic
itinerary to England.
“He said where are the tickets?”
“No tickets they are electronic just show up and with proof
of I.D. you’re good to go”
“Boy what a way to fly. Less hassles as the years have gone
by things have improved with the airlines,” he said.
“O.K. What’s my schedule?”
You will leave here on March 23rd your flight out of
Johannesburg is March 25th. That gives one day lay over as
you requested to do business in South Africa.
“Good, Good!” he exclaimed.
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“You leave 4:00PM and arrive in England at 4:00AM. You
have reservations at the Charing Cross Thistle Hotel as it is
convenient to the center of London, The Strand, and close
to Soho. Your engagements in London I have left up to you.
Your return flight is on April 26th at 2:00PM arriving at
1:00AM; I have made the same arrangements for you to
stay over again in Johannesburg for business reasons. I did
not try to contact any government agencies due to the
clandestine nature of your trip. You’re basically incognito”.
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Chapter No4

Business Deals

The time passed quite quickly as the intended trip was close
at hand. Janice was a little apprehensive about the trip as he
would be away for a whole month. This was the first time
they had been separated for more than a week since their
wedding night. Sammy had given her complete control of all
the businesses and the farms, knowing full well she was very
competent. He had kept her in the loop every day. Her
pregnancy had him worried, as she was very tired at the end
of each day. Sammy had met with his father and discussed
the eminent trip. It was to be kept in secrecy as to his
whereabouts. None of the farm mangers were to be
informed. The trip was for machinery in Johannesburg at
the Farm Institute Expo if any inquired. This was only a
small lie as he intended to the stay over in Johannesburg.
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New machinery was needed for the mining operation at the
Messina mine. Mr. Tonomi had presented him with the
manifest of equipment needed to increase their output at the
mine. The £400,000 pounds for the specialized excavating
equipment would be a large purchase order for the lucky
company that he would award the order too.

March 23rd, it was a still morning. Sammy had taken his
daily run showered and ready for the trip. The young boys
at the ranch had loaded his car that was rarely used. It was
a sparkling 1996 Mercedes’ second hand of course although
he loved to drive it. The drive would take him several hours
and he should arrive late evening, as it was about 600 odd
kilometers. The road was paved, as it was the north south
route from Zimbabwe to South Africa. Commercial traffic
was pretty heavy and was strewn with truckers needing a
layover along the entire length. Sammy knew this would be
a very dusty and tiring day. He had just had a phone
conversation with John Osgood of Sky TV asking him to
meet in the late evening after John’s Sports Show. He had
kept a close relationship with John. Sammy asked John to
contact his brother so the three of them could dine together.
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John thought it was a great idea. He said the Chiefs had a
home game during the week so he felt it was possible for
them to meet up.

The cell phone was closed off, and with a loving kiss to his
wife he slid into the car and was on his way. The entry road
to the ranch had not been paved as he moved along at forty
miles an hour. The car rocked backwards and forwards over
the bumps. He said to himself I need to get this road fixed
when I get back. Turning out making a right on to the N1,
the main road he then headed south. It was now nine fifteen.
He set his odometer just to monitor the length of the trip.
With the radio on he listened to his favorite programs as the
traffic whizzed by on the other side. It was only a short time
at approximately 10:00AM that he crossed over the border
into South Africa. This time he would pass by Messina and
head straight on down to his destination. As he was checked
across the border, he once again noticed Rawanda on guard
in one of the towers. He was on the other side so he could not
talk to him just nodded as he went through the border
crossing.

The

Soutpangsburg

Mountains

were

just

spectacular and Sammy looked at them in amazement. The
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peaks and the beautiful vegetation that ran along the lower
slopes gave them just a wonderful serial look. It was quite
something he thought to himself. The car was traveling along
at about eighty miles an hour. His estimated time of arrival
was six fifteen in the evening. He would need to layover at
some point to talk to Mr. Higgins now that he was inside
South Africa.

Higgins was the commander in chief of the mercenary forces
that trained all of Sammy’s silent army. After three hours
on the road, he pulled over. It was now the heat of the day.
He got out of the car just to stretch his legs in doing so he
scratched his leg on the door hardware and was bleeding. He
mopped the blood with his handkerchief and tied it in a light
tourniquet. Removing the phone from his pocket he dialed
Higgins. Ring, ring, ring. “Higgins hear!” Was the voice on
the other end with quiet a pronounced with an English
accent? This is Sammy, “I’m on my way to Johannesburg
maybe we can meet tomorrow for lunch after I have visited
the Farm Expo.”
“That’s great old boy,” Higgins replied,
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“See you at the same Hotel as last time.” That is the
Heatherdale Guest House,” then hung up.
Sammy was slowly; well at least on this end of his trip he
thought getting things in order. He still needed to visit with
the Communication Minister to firm up his application and
license for a TV station and cell phone company in the
northern part of the country stretching from Pretoria to the
border. This would give him quite a leverage wheeling his
philosophy broadcasting over the airways between the two
countries located for convenience close to the border. On his
mind was to call William Black the son of Rev Black of Beit
Bridge.

His

son

was

the

Minister

in

charge

of

Communications, as luck would have it. Sammy was now
riding high as things were coming together. The plan so laid
out in his head, was forming nicely. The car having sped
through Pretoria was on the outskirts of Johannesburg So
far so good no cops had stopped him for speeding excessively
in his hurry to reach his destination.

At precisely six fifteen he rolled into the courtyard of this
exquisite guesthouse. Flowers adorned the tops of the wall a
kind of ivy was intermittently dispersed also. A faint odor of
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pollen hung in the evening cool air. “Could it be honey
suckle?” he asked himself, but it sure was pleasing to the
body after a long journey. The car door was opened up for
him and two young men ran to assist with the luggage that
was in the boot. Sammy obviously had packed for quite a
substantial amount of traveling with three large suitcases in
all. The young lad struggled as he lifted one of them out, and
retorting to his friend. “Boy this feels like a dead body in this
one.” Both Sammy and the other bellhop laughed. They all
proceeded to the front desk.

“Yes Sir what can I do for you?” A bosomed young lady
appeared from the corner room.
“I need a room for two nights Sammy,” replied.
Well we are pretty booked up but I do have a cancellation on
one of our suite rooms. Is that too expensive for you? “I will
take it as he produced his checkbook infuriated. “I will pay
now and it’s on the bank of Messina you can check the
account. I’m sure you will find it adequate to support the
fees for my stay.” The young lady was taken aback with his
aggressive connotation and demeanor.
“I’m sure it will be she answered”
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The two boys were told to take the luggage to the special
wing of suite rooms 203 was the room key. Each sheepishly
walked the two dollies to the room after exiting the elevator.
They set him up with all the amenities, explained the TV
controller. They both brushed passed him as they exited.
Sammy placed a tip in their hands.
Each said, “Thank you Sir.”
The tip was gracious to say the least. The boys scurried down
to the front desk displaying the tip of five pounds each to the
bosomed young lady at the front desk. “Sally you need to
treat that man very differently as he seems to be wealthy not
like the norm.” She was perplexed as what to say and just
blushed, knowing her first impressions were not the best.

Within the hour Sammy called the front desk for reservation
at the main restaurant. Sally was now eager to answer to
Sammy.
“How can I help you sir?” she asked in a very quiet and silky
tone.
I have two guests tonight and one tomorrow for a late lunch.
Tonight they will arrive at eight and tomorrow at 1:00PM.
Please have the best table available I believe the window view
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is the better table as it looks out over the beautiful gardens.
“Oh! “So you have been here before,” she stated.
“This is one of my several visits over the past ten years.” Of
course that was just a little white lie again or was he just
stretching the truth to make her feel small. Sammy hated to
be treated with a distain nature because he was black or
Negro. Segregation was just not in his cards, he loved
everyone no matter what color or station they came from.

At 7:30PM Sammy went to the smoking lounge or sat just
off to one side in a very plush couch so over stuffed. One fell
deep into it and looked awkward sitting in the slouched
position. He loved to people watch, as it was his favorite pass
time at airports, hotels and public places like bus stations.
Sitting quietly, he could hear several conversations one of
which was on the sorry state of affairs in Zimbabwe. His ears
pricked up as to the conversation. His first thoughts based
on the overhear conversation that could endanger his family.
After really straining to catch some snippets of the
conversation it was apparent that they were talking about
the possibility of the Zimbabwe going into bankruptcy. He
was relieved to hear it he and relaxed once more. His eyes
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were constantly moving watching and listening to people
passing his location on their way to the dining area. Time
passed quickly and it wasn’t long before John Osgood
presented himself.
“Boy it’s been a long time Sammy,” was his first statement.
“We have been friends for so many years what brings you to
our part of Africa?”
“Well I’m on my way to England looking for new farm
equipment.” John did not pursue it any further as there was
an expo in town and he did recall Sammy mentioning that he
needed to attend. Well you’re very youngest brother is
following you in your footsteps. He is an outstanding player.
Not quite as fast as you, but technically sound, with great
movements on and off the ball. He will join us at 8:45PM. I
sent a limousine round to pick him up. He is really playing
well. The team has won the Champions League, now six
seasons in a row. Many of the players are part of the national
side. I was even trying to get Sonny to become a citizen so he
could play for South Africa. I doubt if he would ever do that.
Sammy had neglected to tell John about Willie passing away.
As it crossed his mind, his brother entered so he was
distracted from bringing up the subject.
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Sonny entered the room there was a silence in the dining
room as several of the guest recognized this six foot three
gentleman as Silver. Sammy’s brother was like lighting on
the field very quick. Sammy knew what stardom was all
about. Brother Sonny was very cocky and flaunted his
stardom status to extreme gains. Sammy picked this up right
away as he strutted into the room. His brother with all the
gaul he could display said, “Hi broth why the meeting?” in a
nasty way. Sammy sensed resentment as he was now not rich
but extremely rich. John did pick up on the attitude of Sonny
and wondered why?

Sammy thought it might now be

appropriate to explain his circumstances.

“John one of the reasons I came down or stopped by, is to
tell you the bad news about Governor Willie. It’s sad but he
passed away just before late last year. You were in England
at the time and I have been so wound up in managing the
ranch I did not know how to tell you about it. So I have made
this a crusade to see you and answer any questions you might
have about the ruthless killing.” John was stunned to say the
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least, but held back his tears. Sammy went into the whole
story as to the circumstances of his death. After all was said
John quietly walked away from the couch just to contain his
composure. After several minutes he came back. They all
three of them were seated at the window, as requested the
day before. The meeting took on a different overture after
John started to tell Sammy all about Sonny’s playing career.
His brother was interjecting at times as he was so excited to
be considered almost as good as Sammy. Sammy confronted
John as to how good. “Fifty-six goals in Ninety matches,
How’s that?”
“Not bad but what was the competition like,” Sammy
retorted
John explained the past seasons and how most of the games
went. “
“So what do you think?”
Sammy was now pushing John to make some form of
commitment as to his brother’s capabilities in the big
leagues.
Is he worth a pro position in the English League? John
replied, “Yes I believe he can make a big impression just like
you.”
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Sammy said, “He will have to get that chip off of his
shoulders first. If not, they will take it off in England.”

“John I need a favor; you know William Black.” Sammy
had changed the subject John was confused but thought he
would come back to it later. “Yes”, I know him quite well.”
“Do you think we could, or would he come to a meeting
tomorrow night?” John said, “He would try, but did not
pursue the subject matter further. They had a wonderful
meal and were ready for bed just before mid-night. Sonny
and John took the corporate limousine home. Sammy went
upstairs to bed, as tomorrow would be another long day.
These challenges he reveled in.

The second day started with a light breakfast. Sammy sat at
his window seat. The sun was just rising over the hot hazy
sky. From all indications this was to be a very hot day. He
just daydreamed for several minutes until the waiter asked,
“Sir what is you desire?” Sammy told him his menu. Coffee
was placed on the table. The pot was of silver plate that
gleamed and the reflections splattered the walls. The coffee
when poured was quite hot. A whiff of smoke passed his
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nostrils. The smell was just breath taking. He slowly sipped
his coffee savoring each and every mouthful and continued
to daydream.

Unbeknown to him, a lady had positioned herself at the
adjacent table. She was very attractive. One would judge
about twenty-seven years old. Her attire was an attractive
off white dress suit with a small broach on her right
shoulder, red shoes and a red kerchief around her neck. He
casually looked over from behind his morning newspaper.
He nodded as to say good morning. The young lady just
smiled and went about ordering her meal. There was little
said during the next few minutes. Sammy just could not keep
his eyes off of such an attractive lady. He himself was very
handsome being six foot four, slender, dressed in a light
cream suit, brown shoes and quite a wonderful smile. His
reputation before he was married in Europe was that of a
Casanova.
This was to be his day he thought.

He went about his business completed his meal and ordered
a taxi to the Expo. He requested to be called from his room.
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Within twenty minutes the taxi arrived. He was advised over
the phone it was waiting. Leaving the room and descending
the spiral staircase he noticed the young lady talking to a
man who looked like a detective of some sort. He, poised,
took note in his head of the situation, and thought it was
strange. He addressed the taxi driver who stretched out his
hand to take his computer case. He tugged back on it saying
“this travels with me.” Again it struck him as odd, or was he
just becoming paranoid with the situation he found himself
in. The driver acknowledged his request and went about his
business opening the door for him. Entering he noticed the
detective giving what could be construed as directions to the
young lady. His arms were waving about in fury and his face
was red. The driver pulled away from the courtyard.

The Exposition was on the other side of the city it took about
an hour to get there. Arriving, it was opening time. He paid the
taxi driver and strolled across the esplanade. Tables where
arranged on the outside and customers and manufactures where
taking an early morning break. Most had been at the Expo
since seven in the morning setting up booths and signage.
Sammy paid the entrance fee and obtained a program. He sat
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down at a bench and studied the layout. With a marker he
highlighted all of the booths he needed to visit, and make deals
for the machinery required at the Messina Mine.

He had planned his day so that he should be finished by midday. First would be the booth and display for Circular
Conveyor Company. He introduced himself and at once had a
small crowd of sales people milling around him. They were
only too happy to seat him. The show that followed was very
impressive. The circular conveyor saved a lot of dynamiting
and possible cave-ins. The tubular excavator had a steel system
that interlocked to form a tunnel after the excavator had driven
in to the rock formation about ten feet. This was well
engineered. The initial cost would include ten-foot circular
steel modules. They were fairly expensive. He knew it would
save lives. Sammy was very impressed with the excavation rate
of ten feet every hour. The supporting hydraulic modules and
cutting edge sharpening blades and the motor driven rail
mounted unit looked very compact. The machinery with
conveying system was about £650,000 pounds this was about
150 % above budget. They did have a great reputation, as it
was the same company that excavated the English Chunnel. He
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spent most of his time at this one booth. He did stroll around to
look at farming equipment. Ferguson Massey, Leyland and
Caterpillar all were represented. The investment would be a
consideration on his return trip. Ferguson Massey made
arrangements to meet on April the 27th on his return trip.

He left at mid-day taking a taxi right outside the Expo. Traffic
at mid-day was pretty heavy. It took a little longer getting back
to the Guest House. As he entered the lobby, Mr. Higgins was
passing through.
“Well, my chap, what are you doing here?” He stated.
Sammy had made a quick trip to Johannesburg just after
Christmas that was very secretive. They both had met up at
that time. Sammy had told Higgins about his inheritance and
what it would mean going forward into the Millennium.
“Higgins old boy meet me in the lounge after I have cleaned
up,” Sammy spoke in a clear, but concise voice.
“O.K.”
Higgins spouted out in his usual boisterous way. “I will be
into my second scotch by then.” Sammy acknowledged this
with a wave of the hand. Higgins was in his late sixties now,
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but as sharp as a whip. Sammy entered the bar area. It was
very secluded. Higgins was tucked in at the end of the bar.
“What will you have old boy?”
“A white wine,” Sammy replied.
“How did your day go so far?”
“Quite well,” Sammy indicated.
The young lady appeared at the entrance to the bar. Sammy
was now curious as to her intentions. He went up to her. As
he past Higgins he said, “Conversation over for a while.”
Higgins got the jest of what was going on.
Sammy asked the young lady to join him at the bar. She
kindly accepted his invitation.
“Higgins this is Miss, with a pause she answered, “Miss
Silkwood.”
Sammy felt a little better as she was now in his company. His
curiosity would need some tempering if he was to have a
successful trip. “Miss Silkwood, what brings you to these
parts?” Higgins said.
“Well I’m a student at the University of Jonesburg.”
“What studies?”
“Political Science,” She said
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A wine she had requested was placed in front of her. They
all chatted about minor worldly governments. Sammy
sensed something was wrong. After one hour he parted ways
with both the lady and Higgins. He said he needed rest as he
was leaving tomorrow. The young lady was coming on to
Higgins. She thought him very different. Sammy pinched
Higgins as he left indicating “watch what you say.” Higgins
was obviously flattered by the young ladies’ interest in him.
Sammy was on way to bed.
He quickly went upstairs to his room. This had been a
mistake. He felt Higgins may be vulnerable to a sweet young
lady. She had made it her goal to get close to him. Higgins
was falling for her charm. With Sammy out of the way, the
young lady made a play for Higgins within twenty minutes.
He was in her arms in her bedroom. Higgins could not resist
the temptation of such a lovely creature. Miss Silkwood was
all over him and they had sex. Higgins was questioned and
questioned as to his relationship with Sammy. He was
steadfast in all of his answers not to fall into any trap. He
had been successful on both ends.
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Sammy was quite worried during the few hours that past.
Eventually Sammy was able to contact Higgins.
"So what happened?" Higgins
“Yes she is a beauty in all respects.” The sex was very good.
Sammy’s heart sank. “Well did you tell any secrets?”
“Sammy old boy I’m and expert at handling women, I’m an
ex-mercenary.” Well we still need to complete details about
the next three years. “What do you suggest Sammy?”
Sammy indicated that they should meet in London.
“London old boy, Where?”
I’m going to be in the Thistle at Charing Cross for the next
four weeks. See you there, don’t contact me. Just leave a
message at the front desk when you arrive. If arrangements
change I will leave a note at the public house, the Pig and
Whistle, in Windsor.

Sammy had one more meeting that was scheduled in the
evening with John Osgood and William Black, the minister
in charge of communications. Sammy waited in the lounge
in the very same corner as the afternoon. At 8:00PM, John
Osgood appeared with Mr. William Black. A short
introduction and they all ordered drinks. Sammy talked for
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some time about Williams’s father, who was Reverend
Black, in Beit Bridge. He was very close to him. His father
had followed Sammy’s career path and his professional
approach to the Messina Valley Ranch. They had spent
many times together. “Your father” Sammy stated, had
schooled him in how to be a gentleman and always pursue
your

dream.

Well

after

the

discussion

about

his

relationships, his career and the future, Mr. Black asked
Sammy what he wanted from him.
Sammy said “I would like the permits for all the cell phone
operation in Northern Africa from Pretoria up to the border
at Beit Bridge. I would like to own a TV Station to be located
in Messina.”
“Why” Mr. Black questioned.
With secrecy Sammy said,” I’m going to run against Zanunu
when all of the elements are in place so as to be successful.
Mr. Black indicated that the Prime Minister would need to
be informed along with the Secretary of Defense. “Can they
be trusted?” Sammy said.
“Yes,” William Black replied.
“I will pass this way in about four weeks the week of the
April 26th arriving on the 27th. Can all the permits be in
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place by then?” A nod of the head and things were now
coming together. Mr. Sinclare attorney at law in Biet Bridge
would handle all the necessary forms and applications. Mr.
Black paused then saying, “He’s still around. My father and
him are best of friends.” Sammy said, “That’s the one.” They
parted with an after dinner drink. John stayed a little longer
and they just reminisced about old times.

The trip to the airport was pretty uneventful. Sammy was
very early so he went to the courtesy room. The flight was
two hours away at 4:00PM. Sammy ate some finger
sandwiches with a small soda and then relaxed. He opened
up his computer and made notes about the two days that had
passed. Sammy was very pleased with all of the events except
the visit by the young lady ay the Heatherdale Guest House.
What was she doing and why? Could Zanunu have received
word about his intended plans? All these thoughts went
through his head.

In this frenzy of thoughts, he called Janice. She first asked
how he was doing. Sammy brought her up to date with the
events of the past two days. She was stunned when the girl
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came into the picture. Again Janice had the same series of
questions. They debated the whole affair for quite some time.
Janice thought maybe the South African Government was
trying to undermine his future plans. He thought, Mr. Black
seemed to be quite surprised at the fact that Sammy was so
interested in communication centers in the north. The
population in this area other than Pretoria was sparse. He
told her that Mr. Sinclare would contact her about signing
all the papers for the intended TV and Cell phone rights.
“Janice it’s in the locked draw I always keep the power of
attorney in your name so you can sign any documentation”,
Sammy said. Janice confirmed by unlocking the draw. O.K.
I have found it. You will need it within the next two weeks.
They talked extensively on how they should only
communicate over cell phones. The trouble with that is you
will need to travel to Messina, as they do have limited service
at Biet Bridge there in Messina you will have good service,
remember you are twelve hours’ difference GMT. Mr.
Tonomi has a cellphone, use his. With the next breath how’s
the baby? Janice said “fine I’m still having morning
sickness; it will last a few more weeks.” Janice then hung up
saying “that she loved him and to be very careful.”
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Mr. Kufa Kahn we are boarding flight BA-201 to London. A
well-spoken purser or concierge pointed to the doorway now
opened. It leads directly to the business section of the plane.
Sammy was the first on board. What a fuss he thought as his
jacket was taken from him. Next a set of head phones,
cleanup kit and walk around socks.
In his playing days he would have felt it was all necessary
and made one feel good. On this strip he thought why such
extravagance. Sammy was in a sobering mined thinking all
time about the new constitution if and when he won the
election or secured the country. Both these subjects were
pre-eminent. He sat quietly as the plane filled up a young
man in his early twenties sat across the aisle from Sammy.
He introduced himself as Colin Nelson of JTW TV in
Johannesburg. The TV station that also carried Sky Sports
the home of John Osgood.

A drink interrupted their conversation and Sammy just sat
back and enjoyed sipping the white wine. His mind was
blank a respite in time.
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The trip would require him to sleep as it was 4:00PM in the
afternoon. The twelve-hour flight would be a drag. The
business class menu was place on his desk top while he was
day dreaming. He was startled. The stewardess smiled as he
arrived back in the real world. Mr. Kufa Kahn she
announced.
“Are you enjoying the flight?” Can we do something to make
it more pleasurable for you? Pleasantly he returned the
request with a glass of water please. Sammy would need to
drink at least eight ounces of water on the trip so as not to
get dehydrated. The announcement of Mr. Kufa Kahn
certainly got the attention of the young TV executive
engineer. He immediately asked, “You mean Cheetah,”
Sammy was surprised to think this young man even heard of
him.
“Sir I have followed you career all the way since a young boy
growing up and playing football.” They soon were deep in a
discussion on European Football, Player present and past.

Several hours passed. It continued on and off with breaks for
meals. The last part of their dialog was about the young lad’s
career path as he was very young to be an engineering
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executive. Sammy asked what his major was at university.
“Communication, TV, and Electronic media,” Colin replied.
It was time to sleep Sammy excused himself. Remind me
when I wake up to give you a card I’m very interested in you
working for me. I’m not back in Johannesburg until Aril 26th
give me a call I will be at the Heatherdale Guest House
through the 28th

At 2:00PM they were only a short distance from England
flying over Spain as indicated by the fly by monitor giving
position, land speed, head wind, and time ETA. A light meal
was served. Sammy made way to the bathroom to get
freshened up before landing. He loved to watch the approach
to London Airport Heath Row. Especially interesting when
the weather was not overcast that was the norm. The slow
maneuvering aircraft Boing747 traveling east to west
following the Thames was just spectacular. Maybe today
would be one of those days. “Please fasten your seat belt we
are twenty minutes from landing.” The plane had passed
over Greenwich Mean Time, Tower of London, London
Bridge, House of Parliament, the new Wheel was under
construction and Wembley was being torn down. Wembley
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was certainly sad as it was in every Football player’s blood
to play on the special surface at Wembley. Within minutes
the plane bumped landing on the runway. Sammy felt this
was his second home. He had been away for several years
playing in Europe. It was still a wonderful feeling his second
home although 5000 miles away.
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M5
Scotland Yard
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Chapter No5

M5 Scotland Yard

Sammy approached the luggage carousel to pick up his three
cases. He glimpsed to his right a silhouette of a lady in stature
to Miss. Silkwood was exiting the airport. He tried to get a
better look at her but she entered a cab and was on her way.
He frowned and was perplexed, why she was on the flight he
thought. Sammy would have to be very careful as to where
he would have meetings and socialize with friends. He took
a cab into the City of London. Charring Cross Station is
always a beehive with people crossing the streets after
exiting the station and there is very little frontage for
parking. Taxi drivers occupy most of the apron area around
the station. Charring Cross Thistle Hotel is a converted from
the annex of the railroad station and mezzanine. The annex
is a seven-story hotel. It’s quite quaint with a wonderful
staff.
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Sammy checked in the front desk area was very small, barely
enough room for his luggage. With several people hanging
around waiting to check out it was tight quarters. The man
on the front desk was very slow. It took twenty minutes to
check in. The bellhop loaded his luggage onto the dolly and
with a direction of the hands showed Sammy to the elevators
at the far end of the corridor. “Sir we have to cross over at
the 3rd floor to your room in the annex.” After maneuvering
once again into the elevator it stopped at the 4th floor. “To
your left”, the bellhop stated. Sammy moved forward, “its
room 307” he said with the dolly being maneuvered passed
him by. The electronic key was inserted and the luggage was
set inside the locker room at one end. The TV was switched
on and the bellhop left. Sammy went to the window and
looked out from the view the main road out in front of the
hotel was hustle and bustle with people starting their day.
There was an overpass adjoining the annex to the main hotel.
That was the third floor cross over he remarked to himself.
The other window looked out into a passageway to the rear
buildings. There were no balconies. This was a relief. He
dumped his weary body on to the bed and within minutes
was asleep.
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The next day was well underway. He had slept for almost
nineteen hours. Fully clothed, he wondered where he was for
just an instant in time. As he raised his body his torso looked
pretty bad in the mirror facing the bed. Shattered would be
the correct observation. Sammy shrugged his shoulders,
undress, and went and showered up.
This was to be the operating center for the next four weeks
so he needed to check out all the amenities. Toweling himself
down he looked around yes, phone and Internet access. WI
fi units were installed next to the phone. He was in business.
The annex itself gave him seclusion from the main stream.
Worried he could not fathom out why Miss Silkwood was at
London Airport. This had shaken him up a little. He was to
be very cautious about his movements and phone calls. It
wasn’t but ten minutes when there was a knock on the door.
He was process of dressing when a voice from outside “M5
Scotland Yard needs to talk to you.” Sammy wondered what
the heck this was all about. Opening the door two men
presented him with their credentials, forcing their way
passed him. “So you’re alone.” The tall officer stated.
Sammy nodded and said, “Do I need a lawyer?” “Sorry sir
no, but we do need you to come to headquarters for a while
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we can talk down there.” Sammy was escorted out of the
hotel and into a waiting car. Several other cars all with police
lights flashing as a cavalcade through the London streets
whisked him away. He knew it wasn’t far to Scotland Yard
from Charring Cross, maybe ten minutes. The entourage
entered through the lower decks. He was hustled up the
stairs on the elevator and into a small cell type room. A very
stern looking officer sat at desk while six other stood around.
“I’m detective Brown,” the gentleman said. What’s your
business in London? Sammy thought quickly “I’m on my
way to Southampton to make arrangement for my brother
to have a tryout.” “Why what have I done wrong?” “You
have spent time in the last few days in the company of a
young lady Miss Silkwood, it’s her we are very interested
in.”
“So why me today?”
We need you to work for us and get information out of her.
It appears she has some uranium for sale, a large haul of it.
Your casual acquaintance is a perfect cover for us.” “How
did you know I was with her?” “We have followed both of
you since the meeting at the Heatherdale Guest House,” “I
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thought that was her yesterday at the airport, but wasn’t
sure.” The detective said “you’re quite right.”
“O.K. Where do I fit in?”
Sammy saw this as an opportunity for him to be a double
agent. This way he could find out who she is working for.
“She is at the Lexington Hotel next to the Governors House.
We will provide a room there for you to work out of also.”
He was handed the keys.
“And what do I get in return?”

“We also have some inside information on yourself and we
know you need a meeting with the Prime Minister, Home
Secretary and Minister of Defense.” Sammy thought
William Black has blown my cover. “This is a two-way deal.
We both need something from other and we can both achieve
our goals this way,” Detective Brown iterated. “You would
take months trying to get into the network to talk to those
three gentlemen. We will give that opportunity to all three at
one time”
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Sammy was puzzled to say the least.
He kept his mouth shut and just listened to what they were
saying. The meeting ended and Sammy was taken back to
his hotel. Before leaving Scotland Yard he was given a
special cell phone coded for direct conversations with
whomever, but dual fed to the Yard directly. He sat in the
hotel room thinking how I got into this mess. First he needed
to get a regular phone so he could call Janice. He stopped
short his thought process. I have Wi Fi to talk to her. All he
needed was his Internet browser to be on an Ethernet
connection cable, which it was. Sammy could now call with
complete privacy.
He sat in the chair in his room just to think it all through.
The Ms. Silkwood was attractive. She also had made love to
one of his friends. How he would approach her, he guessed
as a mere chance meeting at the Lexington hotel. The M5
had told him that she was meeting two other men that they
knew were on the Interpol watch list as arms smugglers. The
two were ruthless men from Ajabazan, close to Afghanistan,
in the Middle East. Their meetings would take place in the
circle bar just off the lobby. The arms smugglers were
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associated with people like Higgins, he thought. Maybe he
would meet up with Mr. Higgins first and then meet with the
young lady. Bad move, I need to stay incognito. Higgins was
the man they really wanted to talk to. Miss Silkwood
pumped Higgins for information on Sammy. Sammy would
be the end user of any arms deals. This other side of
Sammy’s character was one that he always suppressed. It
was mean, but he knew in the next two years he would need
to fight for the right to bring back his country once more into
the world community. Zanunu had practically destroyed it.
So many questions flying around in his mind. He needed to
clear his head.
He drove down the M3 towards Southampton. The music
station on the radio was playing oldies from the sixties and
seventies. He hummed as he drove along reminiscing on
prior times he had spent in England. It was a very pleasant
day, as the sun was out for a few hours and it was only about
seventy miles to the Dell. Once in a while he looked in his
rear view mirror to see if a car was following. It appeared
not. Chandlersford, about six miles north of Southampton,
and was approaching. He pulled off of the main road. The
car stopped at a local pub, he knew in town the Tabby Cat.
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His impressive figure, as he passed through the entrance
door shadowed the entrance. People automatically looked at
him. He was a giant compared with the locals. Placing
himself on a bar stool in the corner, he ordered half a pint of
draft beer. It was not long before a group of young men were
all around him. They had recognized him as “Cheetah”
from his playing days at the Dell. It was like homecoming.
Several asked for his autograph, others milled around just
to hear him talk. Yes, he was certainly a celebrity in these
parts of the world. It was refreshing for him and he felt a
little of the pressure off of what was going on in the last two
days going away. Time had marched on. It was late
afternoon. He left the pub with farewells, got in his car and
drove towards the Dell. He had not realized it was Easter
weekend and today was Saturday.
Maybe there will be no one at the Dell when I arrived. This
was a distinct possibility, as he did not know the Saints
schedule for playing over the holiday season. If away the
place would be deserted with only caretakers being around.
Arriving, he got out of his car and went directly into the
supporter’s club building adjacent to the main stadium. He
was asked for identification at the door just as the Saints
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team coordinator came out of his office. He did a double
take. “Sammy”,
He said, “What the hell are you doing here?” “Come into
my office”, there was little activity around the office Sammy
knew the team was obviously away this weekend. So what
brings you to the Dell?” “I would like a meeting with Mr.
Mcfee.” “I have a young lad that scouting reports from
Johannesburg tell me he is a great prospect.” “John Osgood
and I would like him to have a tryout at the Saints.” “John
Osgood” Mr. Bell retorted. “Haven’t heard that name in
ages." Is he still involved in TV Broadcasting? ” Yes”
“I will give Bill the manager a call later in the evening as they
are away at Chelsea and Tottenham this week end.”
“That’s a shame as I just drove down from London this
afternoon.”
“I will give him your message and we will go from there.”
Sammy left the Dell and now needed a place to stay over the
weekend. The Crest Hotel in Eastleigh is very nice and out
of the way, he thought, I will go there. He would have to slow
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down. This in and out of hotels is becoming a pain, he
thought. Settled in, after having an evening meal downstairs
at the hotel, he was just watching Football results on the tele
when the phone rang. “This is Bill White from the office.”
“You’re meeting with Mr. Mcfee is set up for Monday at the
Bugle Inn, Botley do you know it?”
“I do.” “What time?” “Twelve thirty in the lounge bar,” Bill
replied.
“O.K. Chap, he knows what it’s all about and is keen to talk
with you.” Sammy thanked him and went back to the tele.
Sammy over the years had kept in touch with a dear friend
of Governor Willies, John Moody. Calling John had been on
his mind. Tomorrow would be a good time to visit, as it was
a very religious day all around the world. John would be
home, He thought. He picked up the phone and dialed John.
Madge, his wife picked up the phone. Sammy introduced
himself. “John, Sammy someone is on the phone, he wants to
talk to you.” John got to the phone in a hurry. He knew who
was speaking too. With great enthusiasm in his voice, he had
a long conversation with Sammy. John the reasons for being
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in England is business relating to my brother now playing
for the Chiefs in Johannesburg. After quite a long
conversation, John asked Sammy out for lunch on Easter
Sunday. We will go to a little pub I know on the cliffs at
Barton on Sea. Sammy thanked him, after John, giving him
directions and a time to meet. So Sammy would not be alone
on Easter Sunday after all.
Easter morning was just wonderful the sun was out. This
time of the year the weather would normally be raining. No
rain clouds today. They were wispy, light, and moving fast.
The sun shone brightly at times. It was very refreshing as he
drove from Southampton through the New Forest. The
forest has wide-open rolling mores, the dead bracken and
lichen with just the new buds show so green. The trees were
showing redness, full of buds indicating the seasonal change.
The leaves were within a month ready to busting out,
announcing spring had arrived. There were several herds of
cows and horses just roaming. Some animals were feeding
on the new shoots of grass. Breeding time was at hand. The
New Forest is a fantastic place to see the unfenced animals
free only to be branded once a year. Sammy took it all in as
it would be his last visit he was quiet sure. His plans were
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very complicated, but on this day he would savor the simple
things in life new birth, friendships, and Gods gifts of nature.
There was such a stark difference between the two
landscapes of Hampshire and Zimbabwe. He was just happy
to be alive.
A large fireplace embedded in walnut wooded walls with
brass tongs stood out but was time dated to 19th century. The
massive roaring fire logs crackled the flames dancing at
alternate heights as they burnt away. The heat generated
from the fireplace kept the lounge very comfortable on such
a miserable time of the year. John with his wife Madge sat
chatting. John got up from his seat but hesitated as Sammy
approached. “No Sit” Sammy said. Pulling the spare chair
towards the table to make him comfortable. “Wine?” John
said. “White please,” Sammy replied. Drinks were ordered.
There was so much of the past to catch up on Sammy thought
it would take days. The conversation was small talk all
through the lunch. The waiter was articulate while serving
and the place settings were magnificent. The setting sun now
low in the skyline, highlighted the Needles off shore on the
Isle of White. It was a magnificent sunset. Yellow, red,
bronze dark purple, a coat of many colors he said to himself.
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This was to be a memorable experience for him. Sammy was
invited back to John’s home but declined, as he was tired.
John understood. They parted in the parking lot, Sammy
saying, “Please visit us some day at the Messina Valley
Ranch.”
“Happy Easter,” he said waving out of the window as he
drove passed them exiting the lot.
Monday Sammy met up with Mr. Mcfee at the Bugle Inn
Botley. Over the first pint they discussed the progress of the
Saints and reminisced about players. As midday was coming
to an end they got into the subject of Sonny. “Well how good
is he?” Mr. Mc Fee asked.
“Fast quick excellent ball control, left foot, outside
wingback, can play mid defense also. Scored 40 goals in
ninety games,” Sammy said.
“Impressive, possible signing fee?”
“I would think in today’s marked 700,000 pounds with a
personal signing bonus of 100,000 pounds.”
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“Not bad”
“When can he come?”
“How about Whitsun”
“Good”
“Who’s his agent?”
“Me”, Sammy said with a smile on his face.
“We will pay his cost flight from Johannesburg and back,
pick up at the airport, medical, and hotel expenses including
all meals.” This is all on the club.
Sammy said it was very gracious of them. The two shook
hands on the deal and went their separate ways. Before
leaving the Crest Hotel in Eastleigh Sammy called John
Osgood.
“This is the deal for Sonny.” He explained it in depth.
“Boy what a sweet one, that deal is.” John said.
“I will tell both the Chiefs and Sonny. Leave the rest to me.”
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“By the way the signing bonus is for you, me, and Sonny, a
three way split”
John was obviously pleased with the outcome.
“Thanks Sammy” and hung up. He arrived at the hotel
Thistle Charring Cross quite late, close to mid-night as he
passed the front desk, the young night clerk said “Mr. Kufa
Kahn you have a message in your box.” He withdrew the
note and gave it to Sammy.
Arrive Wednesday May 7th stop.
Staying at the hotel Lexington stop.
How did he know he was at the Charring Cross Thistle he
had not mentioned that to Higgins? The bloody M5 are
involved again.
Boy this took Sammy by surprise, why the Lexington? He
thought, was there a conspiracy going on between Higgins,
M5, and Silkwood. Sammy thought, I would not put it past
Higgins who in his youthful days was a pretty rough guy. He
was a sly character and smooth operator especially when big
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money was around. His connections in the underworld of
armaments were vast. He could probably get a Stealth
bomber from the USA Government. Higgins was really good
at his trade.
Time had flown by. He needed to call Janice. Hooking up the
computer, he logged on to the Net. With the mini netcam
mounted on top of his computer they were able to see one
another during their tele conferencing. Janice heard the
special calling signal as to say “You have mail.” Scampering
to the computer in Sammy’s office Janice was so excited
inside she shivered with emotion. “Sammy, Sammy” she said
“what is happening?” The phone call lasted for quite some
time. Sammy relaying all the details that he thought she
needed to know. He was quite nonchalant about it although
inside he was deeply concerned for his life. I’m into
something that I never in my wildest dreams could have
conjured up. It will take some time to sort out. He slipped up
mentioning Higgins is coming on Wednesday. “Why
Higgins?” Janice questions. “Again, it’s a long story, but it’s
all part of the web I’m exposed to. Just as innocently as it
could have been I’m in deep.” Janice was very excited on
the other end. “Come home now Sammy get out. England is
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too dangerous for you.” “I can’t” he replied, not until the
problem has been fixed as the M5 are involved. That’s all I
can say. Please don’t press me any further I will contact you
in next few days.” With kisses and a good bye, he
disconnected from the web. Tears swelled up in Janice’s eyes
as eminent danger hung over Sammy’s shoulders. It could
be a very hard time for him in England. She must be
supportive and show strength next time she talks to him.
Janice had no one to share her concerns with. This would be
her first real test of courage although the trip to Harare was
pretty hair raising. It was ironic, the next day she got a call
from Mr. Sinclare the attorney in Biet Bridge. “Janice I have
a number of forms for you to sign. Would it be convenient to
come to Biet Bridge office tomorrow or would you prefer my
Messina office on Wednesday the 7th of April?” Janice had
been expecting the call and calmly agreed to Wednesday in
the Messina office. She was fully aware of the sensitivity of
what was going on.
Janice pulled away from the ranch heading for the border
traveling down the N1. It took about an hour after a brief
stop at the guard tower. Janice enjoyed the ride just seeing
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the beauty of the Soutpangsburg Mountains. Mr. Sinclare’s
office was twenty miles away. She drove conservatively, as
she did not want to get a ticket. The jeep pulled alongside
several other vehicles already parked in front of his office.
She wondered why so many. Entering, she was surprised to
see Susan there, his secretary from the Beit Bridge office.
Susan greeted her with a gesture of open arms. Janice was
taken aback by her kindness as she was normally pretty
grumpy. How come Janice thought?

Janice sat in the

holding room with several other clientele. Janice took a book
from the paper rack and looked around boy this office is
very different front the one in Biet Bridge that was so
disheveled with papers stacked everywhere. After ten
minutes, a young lady attorney appeared. “Mrs. Kufa Kahn,
this way,” she pointed to a board room. She sat at one end
of the table, the attorney the other.
“First let me introduce myself, I’m Alice Weatherspoon the
acting district Attorney for the Upper State of South Africa.
That is from Pretoria to the border and stretching as far
South as Durban,”
“That’s quite a large area,” Janice said.
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“Yes I’m a very busy lady. So let’s not waste time.” Janice
thought she was a bit abrupt and kurt mannerism
“I have been told to take care of your husband’s request as
quickly as possible so that all the forms can be filed before
he arrives back in Johannesburg. “
Well that’s very accommodating of you,” Janice replied.
“The first set of forms is for the rights to a TV license issued
by the South Africa Communications Board. It’s to be made
out to Messina Broadcasting Company ltd. Mr. Sinclare has
assured me those company documents and the first meeting
of the board will be in place today. In front of you are the
applications for the license for that company.”
Please read them if you have any questions I will be in the
next room.” Janice read all of the documentation it took
about forty-five minutes and then signed them. Alice retuned
“O.K. any questions?

“Only

one, the

Fiduciary

responsibility appears to be written strictly with Sammy as
owner. That’s not correct we have joint ownership.”
“Easley corrected with a codicil.”
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She wrote a quick codicil on paper and Janice signed.
“Next are the documents for the Cell Phone Company. Is
the same corporate name NewWave to apply is this correct.”
“Yes,” said Janice.
“They are very similar and by the time you have finished
you will have a codicil in place. I will get Susan to type it
similar to the one I wrote. She is available now.”
Janice slowly read all of the documents and signed where
indicated. Appearing once more, Alice presented a welltyped Codicil. Janice signed and Alice said. “You will be
issued all the necessary permits ready in time for your
husband to pick them up at Mr. Black’s office in
Johannesburg. Janice thanked her and went into the foyer
and sat down. It had been two hours. It was midday. Lunch
was ordered by Susan to be delivered. Janice thought well at
least this part of Africa is up with the times. They all were
asked to retreat follow to the back room, which was a staff
area. The tables were very well prepared for a sit down meal.
The cutlery was not plastic. Janice was impressed. There
were about four other clients so the conversation was quite
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light hearted. Mr. Sinclare was his is usual self, stern and
somber. The break was over in about thirty minutes. Mr.
Sinclare said to Janice, “Your next in my study room.” She
obliged walking past Susan, whose own desk was not as neat
as the rest. Janice thought, oh well, she is that way in Biet
Bridge also. Mr. Sinclare was very straight forward with the
corporate papers he needed to file with the South African
board of Trade. He explained in detail what each section and
document. “Janice,” he said, “You eventually will need to
sign for both you and Sammy.” Janice produced the power
of attorney. A second copy was taken to Alice as she had
neglected to ask for it in her rush to get things completed
that day. “Well your new corporation is in effect as of next
Wednesday the 14th of April. The documents will be sent by
courier to Pretoria, the central clearinghouse for these parts
of South Africa.” Janice completed all the paper signing and
went on her way bidding both Alice and Susan goodbye with
a thank you as she left the office. It was now two o’clock in
the afternoon; she had been there about five hours. Janice
screeched her tires as she pulled away from the parking spot.
Everyone on the street watched in amazement as she sped
away. It wasn’t intended she was just too heavy on the gas.
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Messina was fading in her mind as she reached the border.
The patrol let her through quickly. Messina Valley Ranch
was only thirty minutes away now. Janice was in a relaxed
mood now, having completed her exhausting day at the
office. The jeep pulled into the unpaved drive way. Half a
mile in, she went through the gatehouse with a wave from.
Joseph Lawanda’s youngest who was manning the gate
during the afternoons after school. He was quite capable, as
he was now fifteen a strapping man with a bright future. He
was very intelligent and would be off to University in about
a year. This would be way ahead of other students his age.
He had exceptional Math and Science grades. He was hoping
to study computer science in England. The required exams
would be in November for entrance to the University of
London. He would take several University entrance exams,
Southampton, Sheffield, and Edinburgh were all on his list.
Janice dreamed of days gone by when she was studying in
Europe. They were radical times and she was always in the
thick of it. Equal Rights and Social Reforms were her
expertise being a lawyer. What memories to have, but now
she must concentrate on being a wife and mother to be. She
stopped at the stairs to the verandah. Lawanda ran out to
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greet her. She said Sammy has called earlier and would call
back at eight tonight. “He sounded different.” she remarked.
“Yes I know Mom. Something is not going to well for him in
England.” It was no good her holding back as a mother’s
intuition is normally right. They both held each other’s
hands and walked out towards the Zoo. The gardens around
the area were now in full blossom. The evening fragrants
were just wonderful, this area was so peaceful. They sat at a
bench that Mrs. Janet, Governor Willie’s wife, had placed
there when the Zoo was first opened many years ago. The
Zoo was for those animals injured or had other deformities
to give them a safe haven. They sat and chatted for an hour.
Lawanda Jumped up “I must go; the chicken is in the oven.
They will get over done if I don’t run now.” Janice strolled
back to the ranch house. Lawanda had set the meal table
ready for the evening’s guests. The Rogers were joining her
tonight; it was customary on the first Wednesday of the
month.
Sammy had hung around London for a couple of days with
no contact from Higgins. He was just lying around when the
phone rang. “Higgins here old boy.” Sammy was still
puzzled how he knew the hotel he was staying at. “Well how
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was your trip?” Sammy asked. “Pretty boring, except I did
meet a charming young lady traveling in business class. She
was a classy lady with plenty of money. Just my type old
chap. May be a little too young.” “Like what?” Sammy said.
“Fortyish, with flowing blonde hair. I’m partial to blondes,
old boy. Other than that, anything else?” Sammy was very
inquisitive as he suspected the M5 followed Higgins all the
way. “Why did you book up at the Lexington?” “I have used
it many times before because it’s off of Hyde Park. It’s a
fascinating area with the Grosvenor House next door and the
Silhouette Club around the corner. Love to gamble, old
chap. We should go one night together.” Sammy was not
convinced. “We need to meet tomorrow come to the Thistle,
no even better let’s meet in the Grosvenor House at
12:00PPM.” Higgins agreed to meet at the bar just off the
lobby.

He logged on to the web. Within just a few seconds Janice
was in front of the camera. She looked rather alarmed.

“Sammy what’s going on?” she asked.
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“I have had no contact with the M5, but I’m expecting that
to change soon”
“Why?”
“Well Higgins has arrived. To my amazement he is staying
the same hotel as Miss Silkwood.”
“What a coincidence,” Janice said in a very snippy voice
Sammy could sense a little jealousy creeping in.
“What’s your next move?”
“Higgins and I are meeting up tomorrow at the bar in the
Grosvenor House.”
“But you don’t drink.”
“A glass of wine that’s, all on occasions.”
Sammy had not filled her in on the trip to Southampton as
he thought it was of no interest to her. They continued for a
long period of time. Janice informed him that his mother
sensed danger. “She is worried to Sammy so watch you
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back.” Janice was not pleased with the situation, but had no
answers as to circumvent the whole mess he was in. They
ended on a pleasant subject, the new baby, Sammy was
thrilled every moment of the time they spoke about it.
“Any movement yet?”
“Sammy its only five weeks about the tenth week is when
that happens and then the kicking starts.” “I’m looking
forward to just feeling your stomach and the thrill of him
kicking.
“Sammy who’s to say it’s a boy. We don’t know so don’t get
your hopes up.” It has to be since we only make boys in our
family.”
Abruptly, she disconnected as if to say wait and see. Mid–
day was approaching Sammy had taken a walk in St James’s
Park and eventually Hyde Park. He loved to hear the
speakers at Hyde Park Corner who shouted their theories or
arguments about the government from a podium that could
even be an orange crate. Today there were just two of them
as it was windy and very chilly to stand around. Sammy
stopped for a while and listened intensely to one speaker who
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was spilling out his rhetoric about Zimbabwe and how good
the present dictator was controlling the country. He was
against the European Union’s embargoes as well as the
British Empire group including Australia. The gentleman
was obviously miss-informed. Sammy refrained from a
general banter so as not to engage in conversing with him.
Sammy left after half an hour. He crossed over the road and
walked briskly towards the Grosvenor House.

The revolving doors challenged him as they were old and
rubbed along the bottom. It appeared that the bottom
bearings were damaged. The noise was a screeching sound.
People at the registration desk looked around to see who was
entering. The Concierge was seated to one side looking up
addressed Sammy with.

“How can I help you Sir?”

“I have an appointment at the bar.”

“A respite from the chilly weathers no doubt Sir.”
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“Very windy, cold and rainy outside,” Sammy said. He
rubbed his arms and hands after removing his coat.” It’s
lovely in here,” he said and quickly went into the bar.
Higgins was already on his third scotch
“Sammy what brings you to these parts?” He spoke with a
boisterous voice, indicating to all listing that this was a
chance meeting.
Sammy answered,
“I’m here to help my brother get a Transfer to Southampton
Football

club.”

”Good show old chap”
“What will you have?”
“A Perrier with lime.”
They then settled down and talked for a long time. Sammy
explained the mess he was in. Higgins was not surprised. I
tell you old boy you need me around just to get you out of
this cloak and dagger mess. Of course Higgins had that
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flamboyant boastful attitude and with his cheeky, way was
mimicking Sammy.
“I leave you alone and you get into funny situations.”
“Well how can I help?” Not just two seconds after, another
gentleman sat next to them both at the bar. Sammy was
shocked to say the least it was detective Brown from the M5.
“Just keep talking,” he said “I will listen.” He ordered a
drink of scotch and water. Mr. Brown continued the
conversation with the bartender. He slipped a piece of paper
to Sammy. Sammy excused himself and went to the men’s
room. Once inside he read it. Meet me in room 2010 in ten
minutes include Higgins. As Higgins sipped the scotch
Sammy, gave him the message and left.
Sammy went to the convenience store to rummage around
just to kill time. At precisely 1:10PM he went up to room
2110 knocked, and after several seconds the door opened and
six M5 detectives were in view through the smoke filled
room. There was surveillance equipment everywhere.
Sammy was surprised to see Higgins already sitting on a
couch smoking his pipe. Detective Brown introduced the
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team. “Here is the plan, Sammy.” “You and Higgins will now
have to work as a team to make the contact with Miss
Silkwood. We are very positive she wants to talk to Sammy
about the large stash of uranium that is somewhere of the
coast of England. Some coastal village is in peril if we don’t
get our hands on that stuff. Sammy, we believe they know
you want to strengthen your mercenary forces. The uranium
would be worth double on the street.” Higgins saw this as a
big money maker with a lot of down side. “We could get
killed in this mess he thought if the M5 are sloppy. It may
take a couple of days to get in contact with her in the
meantime both of you have access to this room. The special
phone number is M51537. Call us only on the cell phone,
Sammy has in his possession.” “You also have the key for the
use of the room above. It is not bugged; I can assure you.”
Higgins was shocked at the set up. Glancing around he could
tell they had Miss Silkwood’s room bugged with sound and
TV surveillance. This was no small operation. He felt
something big was coming down. “Higgins you should switch
rooms with Sammy. Don’t check out, just use it as a sleeping
place.” “Reregister in your name. We have told the hotel of
about these arrangements. Both of you interchange your
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hotel rooms intermittently, until the contact is made.”
Higgins thought that the scotch had gone to his head or could
he be dreaming this whole affair. He now knew why Sammy
had been on edge. “If either one of you make contact you
must tell us immediately so that we get the funds lined up at
the bank of their choice. We need to get Interpol involved so
the funds will be confiscated before can could move them to
another country or currency.” “Higgins you’ve done this
type of transactions before I’m sure.” Higgins nodded with
a proud smirk on his face. “This is big time though,” he said.
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Scuttled
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Chapter 6
Scuttled

Friday Sammy called Higgins and made arrangements to
travel to Southampton. They would travel down by train, as
it was only one hour fifteen minutes this would be something
different for the high flying Higgins. Sammy had organized
it this way so they could sit in first class just the two without
being disturbed. Mr. Nelson had organized a limousine to
pick them up at 11:00AM at Southampton Parkway rail
road station.

The train was rolling along traveling at ninety miles an hour
over the fast track system. They skimmed by the rolling hills
of the South Downs. Green pastures just stimulating to the
mind soon to bust into splendor. Higgins was in a deep
conversation about the planning for the mercenary forces
for the next three years. Sammy listened carefully about
logistics, distribution of men, armaments and training
required for the mercenary forces. “We will set up on a small
Island of off Madagascar Indigo Run. It’s a protectorate of
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the British I’m sure after your meetings they will be only too
happy to accommodate you old chap.” Sammy asked what
the cost might be giving him a rough estimate. “Well I have
talked to Colonel Robins now on the Island of Indigo Run
setting up preliminary expeditionary forces. His input was
pretty helpful. The budget for year one through five is about
£15,000,000 pounds. This does not include the heavy
armored vehicles that will be needed. We will handle the
early raids as a scouting operation. Ground forces will be
about five thousand strong, well trained a very lean fighting
machine.” There was a lot of intrigue about the planning.
This required complete secrecy between all parties involved.
Sammy now had a budget to work with. He immediately
thought the Mining operation must acquire the necessary
equipment promptly. He would place and order when he
arrived back in South Africa. Higgins said, “By the time you
have run for office you will need to have the various
governments lined up to support your election and possible
takeover of the country.”
At exactly one hour fifteen minutes, the train pulled into
Southampton Park Station. Higgins was really excited about
the day; he had not watched a football game since he was a
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young man. The only limousine in the parking lot was
obviously the one for Sammy. Strolling over he announced
himself as Mr. Kufa Kahn. “Not around here you’re not its
Cheetah.” Taking a second look in the front as the drive got
in Sammy said, “I did not recognize you George.”
“It’s been several years’ sir we all get older.”
I’m taking you to the new St Mary’s Village now under
construction. The Stadium is well under way sir. The
executive building is completed and there is a boardroom
that is spectacular there. When the stadium is complete there
will be a walk over from the Executive Suites.” Impressive
Sammy though. “Mr. Mcfee has made arrangements to see
you there.” Higgins now pumped out his chest as though he
was the celebrity in town. The car intertwined the local
streets though Portswood and then St Deny’s. The new
building came in to view. It was designed with the future in
mind. The building components consisted of a glass façade
in a metal structure of aluminum. Concrete panels with
special deigns in them signified the growth of the club. The
construction of the cross over now jutting out had stained
glass windows. Sammy was very impressed.” Wow!”
“What a fantastic site”. Higgins was suitably impressed also.
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The doors were open and George said,
“Hope I see you after lunch Sir.”
“The elevators are over there Sir.” pointing to the East wing.
They parted and Sammy led the way to elevator. As they
entered the electronic voice echoed with a Star Wars type
music playing in the background. Welcome to St Mary’s.
The Saints will play Everton today. This elevator stops at the
third floor only. Enjoy the facilities at St Mary’s.
The doors flew open what a site. A wonderful reception area
all in a light grained wood. The trophy case covered the wall
behind the receptionist. The young lady at the desk smiled
“Yes Sir, how can I help you?” “Mr. Kufa Kahn to meet Mr.
Mc Fee,” he said.
“Please wait sir; I will notify him you’re here.”
They sat in the very plush rotunda in the center of the foyer.
Within one minute, Mr. Mc Fee arrived. Sammy introduced
Higgins and they all went into the executive dining area.
“Well Sammy you are in for a great afternoon. You may not
know it, but the club is one hundred years old this week. So
there is a buzz around here. At half time celebrations you
will be presented with a plaque for still holding the record
for the most goals scored by a player at Southampton. I
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believe the total was two hundred twenty-six. We, the board,
thought it appropriate on this occasion to make an award to
you. Sammy would be out on the field once more, this excited
him. He thanked him for the club’s generosity.

At two thirty they made their way to the Dell the old stadium.
Crossing the parking lot crowds of supporters chanting
“Cheetah, Cheetah.” Higgins thought they were all mad.
Sammy walked briskly to the Executive Entrance. Higgins
and Mr. Mc Fee followed.
They were both ushered into the guest box. The crowd
started to shout “Cheetah, Cheetah.” Sammy stood up and
acknowledged the crowd. It took several minutes before
they quieted down. The game was well played and exciting.
Saints took the lead and at half time and were two up. With
fanfare and the band playing marching music, Sammy was
paraded onto the pitch. The announcement of the award
brought the crowd into raptures with chanting and more
chanting Cheetah. Sammy walked around the whole field
thanking the supporters for the great honor they had
bestowed on him.
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The game was over at 4:45PM. Both Higgins and Sammy
went back to the Executive Board Room to mingle with the
Southampton FC guests on this special day celebrating the
century long as a professional football club before traveling
on to Southampton Parkway Station.

George said, Good-bye, to them as he dropped them off, and
they were on their way back to London. The journey was
fairly quick, only two stops along the way. They arrived at
8:00PM. Higgins, as they were getting into the hotel
remarked, “I will meet you in about two hours at the
Silhouette Club. That will top off a wonderful day. Just drop
me off at the Lexington first though.” Sammy agreed with
the evening’s arrangements and after dropping off, Higgins
went to his hotel to change and order room service for a
quick bite to eat.

They met up at the club. Higgins was already playing black
jack. There was a spare place, two stools up from his right.
Sammy sat in the vacant seat and got involved with the
gambling. Higgins had a great number of chips in front of
him Sammy smiled as if to say, good job Higgins. They
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continued for the next two hours after that time Higgins was
really getting drunk. Not to the extent of being obnoxious,
but loud with his playing ability like throw me another ace
baby. He was teasing the croupier and ragging on him. The
pit boss was getting a little tired of it based on his facial
expressions. Sammy got up and told him to temper his
enthusiasm. It was approaching midnight when they played
on. Sammy enjoyed the time playing as it was diversion from
all the intrigue that was happening around him.

The seat next to Higgins opened up. They did not have a
chance to get together when a young lady in a tight low cut
evening dress slid in between them both. She touched
Higgins with one side of her hips. He was aroused at the
contact. The lady in a smooth voice introduced herself.
Sammy was shocked. It was Miss Silkwood wearing a
beautiful wig covering her own hair. She still was stunning.
“Good evening gentleman. What a coincidence the two of
you being here.” Sammy felt very uncomfortable with the
situation. “Continue with your game,” she said. They all
ordered another drink Higgins was cut off and caused a little
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bit of a ruckus about it. Things did calm down after the
drinks were served to Sammy and Miss Silkwood.
They played for another hour. Sammy was winning a little,
Miss Silkwood about the same. The conversation led into
their next meeting place. It should be with her friends at the
Lexington Hotel she said. “I believe we have something of
interest for you.” “Like what?” Sammy said trying to be
naïve. Miss Silkwood bent over and whispered quietly in his
ear, taking a little sexy bite on it. Whispering she said “I have
contacts that are interested in selling a substantial stash of
plutonium to you.” Sammy was taken aback by the bite.
Higgins was privy to the information also, as he overheard
it. Sammy said, “Higgins is your man, not me.” She said “I
think not.” Both of you are involved. Higgins and I have met
quite intimately before. Sammy blushed, but it would not
show due to his color. She passed Sammy a note during the
game. He put it in his pocket. She said, “Now look after that,
it’s pretty sensitive information.” Higgins had choked on the
remaining glass of scotch when he heard what was said. He
had to leave the playing table. Sammy got up also after the
passing of the note and left. Miss Silkwood played on.
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The next day they were to meet up with the two arms dealers
in the Lexington Hotel. Sammy conveyed the information to
Detective Brown’s M5 group still nesting in the room at the
Grosvenor House. They were now fully alerted and waiting
for the intended deal to take place. At seven in the evening,
Sammy met up with Higgins who had been of the meeting
informed during the day. He immediately apologized for his
behavior the night before. Sammy just said, “At times we all
have to let off steam, your turn was last night.” “Did I
embarrass you around Miss Silkwood? “No”, Sammy
replied. In about twenty minutes we have to meet at room
2110. I will lead as they do not know about all of our dealings,
I think.”

It was a smoke filled room with papers everywhere. House
cleaning did not appear to be the two gentlemen’s strong
point. It was Miss Silkwood’s room. She was not there.
Puzzled by this Sammy remarked, “Where is Miss
Silkwood?” The tall gentleman said, "She is at another
meeting in Sheffield.” “Sammy asked, “So let’s hear your
story.”
“First can you come up with the four million pounds?”
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“Tell me where you want the money put Sammy said.”
“Swiss bank Leibowitz Ltd. Account 123408.”
“I can arrange that after we have the goods.”
“Well that’s not as easy as you know to carry around. We
will take you to Devon and visit the Southern Star tanker
berthed in Falmouth. After that, you can contact the
Shipping Company in Libya, the Xeon Shipping Line, and
have it transported to where you want it unloaded. The deal
will be done at that point. You will need to place someone
onboard to stay with the cargo.”
“Higgins will do that,” Sammy said quickly thinking.
Higgins was surprised at that move. “We will confirm the
money in place and then release the cargo. Let’s make it
Thursday. This will give you time to get your end lined up.”

Sammy agreed and then left the hotel. Higgins was a little
upset at being the guinea pig. They both took a cab for
diversion and drove around London for about twenty
minutes ending up in the back court yard of the Grosvenor
House. The two of them went to room 3110, above the stake
out. They conversed with the M5 force below. “Good job, the
implant in your neck worked well. Sammy,” Detective
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Brown said. Higgins was unaware of this. “We will now have
to move our operation to Falmouth ready to take over the
Southern Star. This will be a big coupe. These people are
controlling millions of pounds of Plutonium. This shipment
is one of many. We just cannot find the source although we
believe it is Soviet, or part of Ben Laden’s operations.”
Sammy was in very deep. This casual trip to meet up with
the British envoy was becoming more and more complicated.
They talked over the plan for Thursday. The M5 indicated
that they could all be in place with plenty of logistic support
and armaments for the encounter. The time given by the
arms dealers was 8:00 PM at night, not the best for vision.
Detective Brown was not concerned as they had night vision
equipment designed by the United States. After several
hours, the meeting broke up. Sammy gave Higgins his keys
to stay at the Thistle for the night. He thought it was a good
idea to interchange rooms. Higgins left at about 11:00PM.

Higgins used the third floor elevator in the main building.
The elevators were very small just four people could fit.
Using the cross over, he just dawdled along nonchalantly.
Using the electronic key, he entered the room. It was such a
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disheveled mess; he could not get past the desk on his right.
He switched on the light. To his amazement, a body lay
strewn across the bed dead. He knew right away it was Miss
Silkwood. Death to him was not scary. The circumstances
made it quite serious. He did not panic and informed Sammy
of the situation. Sammy immediately called Detective Brown
on the special cell phone telling him what had happened.
They could not fathom out why she was in Sammy’s room.
Sammy was informed to tell Higgins to leave immediately
before the police arrived, and go back to the hotel Lexington.

Higgins was long gone when about ten squad cars pulled up
in the court yard at Charring Cross Thistle. There was a lot
of commotion. The night staff did not know what was going
on. Detective Brown introduced himself, producing a
warrant for entry into Room 307 in the annex. The night
clerk asked what for? “We have a tip and we need to
investigate.” The young man told the bellhop to show
Detective Brown to the room. The party of six detectives took
just a few minutes as they rushed up the spiral staircase
using the cross over and the fire escape stairway. The
bellhop was shivering with fright. He opened the door and
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stepped back. The room was in a mess indicating a struggle.
There on the bed was Miss Silkwood. M5 was all over the
place for the next three hours. They left with two officers
placed on the floor for security.

Daily paper News of the World headlines the next day.

“GRUSOME MURDER AT THE THISTLE.”

Sammy had moved some of his clothes, computer and
personal needs to the Hotel Grosvenor House so he was not
implicated as the killer. Of course the M5 knew what was
going on, but they needed it to be kept secret otherwise
Sammy would be in the lime light of the editorials, one thing
they did not want.

The special task force immediately raided the Lexington.
The Lexington came up empty the two arms dealers had left.
Somehow they had gotten wind of the M5 operation. Killing
Miss Silkwood gave them time to move on. The murder was
a diversion for the escape. The task force did impound the
ship and the crew arrested. Except for the publications using
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Sammy as the person holding the reservation on the room,
he was not headline news. The M5 were very happy that the
plutonium was now in safe hands. M5 was disappointed not
to have caught the two ringleaders.

Sammy was off the hook and with little publicity, the one
thing he did not want. He was allowed after a couple of days
to move the balance of his clothing to the Grosvenor House
Hotel. Detective Brown was also spearheading a task force
that was nearing the take over the Southern Cross at
Falmouth. Within a few hours the M5 had released
information to the media about the large haul of plutonium
recovered in Falmouth. This made headline news. They tied
the murder to the assailants that had left the country.
Interpol was now involved, as Europe may have been their
destination.

Several days later Detective Brown called Sammy. “Well
things have quieted down a little so I have made
arrangements for you to meet up with the respective
ministers you requested. The location is at Windsor on
Thames 2:00PM tomorrow. They will meet you on the
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Runamead Maid. Do you know how to get there?” “Yes” I
will be alone. Higgins was already on a plane back to South
Africa.” Sammy did not give them any further information
and thanked Mr. Brown.
Higgins had been sent to meet up with Colonel Robins on
Indigo Island. Time was marching, on Sammy only had
three days left to complete his mission. This would work out
well, as it was Friday the 23rd.

Friday morning was raining. The weather in the afternoon
was supposedly to clear up with a little sunshine. Sammy
strolled through the main lobby exiting into the back court
yard. Just about to get into his car two detectives came up to
him grabbed him by the arm and asked him to step inside
the waiting limousine. Inside was the Prime Minister. He was
sorry for the inconvenience, but thought this was the best
way to do business in the back seat of a limousine.
“First I want to thank you for your courageous effort with
the plutonium issue.”
Sammy said, “No big deal.” He was still reeling from the
experience.
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Well let’s get on with it, as I only have an hour and we need
to get you to Windsor after that.
Sammy outlined his strategy for the next two years. “What’s
Higgins involvement?” “He is on my payroll as general of the
mercenary forces now on the Island of Indigo.”
“Yes we need the government’s permission.” “Already
under way.” “The British government has held talks with
South African envoys at the embassy we are all in agreement
with your future plans.”
“You’re pretty gutsy to take on such a burden.”
“We understand the needs. Remember was part of the
empire is in bad shape near bankruptcy.”
“You will have a monumental task in saving the country.”
“If needed we will work with the United Nations and the
Security Council to get you manpower and skilled fighting
forces.”
Sammy thanked him for his efforts. He was dropped off just
outside Windsor. “You can take a bus in from here. The rest
of my cabinet that you need to talk to will be on the
Runamead Maid.”
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Sammy did not have his own transportation at this point, but
it was only a short journey by train back to London. From
there he went to the dock to find the Runamead Maid. He
approached a moored cannel boat rather broad and flat
looking. The gangplank was manned. He announced his
name, Sammy Kufa Kahn, and was shown to the loading
deck the second deck had a closed in restaurant. There were
about six people all eating as he entered. The boat was
already moving by the time of introductions and drinks
brought in. Sammy would order water with lemon. First the
Defense Minister talked about the strategy of a coupe, if it
was necessary. He outlined that the British have two
divisions on the Island of Diego Garcia with paratroopers
ready for action at a minute’s notice. They are three units
about 10,000 strong each. We know Zanunu has limited
capability to mass an effective force. The rag tag army is
made up of those who fought in the Congo, about equal in
number. We also know that he does have strong ties with
African Nations. The Republic of the Congo is his
internment camp. Your mercenary forces now on the Island
of Indigo, I understand, are well equipped for jungle
fighting, but have little or no armored units. “We are
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planning to buy some”, Sammy said. The best units are those
USA Humvee’s well-engineered for house-to-house and
street fighting. We can give you all the support you need. Mr.
Gordon, the home minister, is here as Mc Donald the
minister of agriculture could not attend. We know that the
granaries are totally depleted so you will need grain, seed,
and fodder for the livestock. It will be distributed on request.
It will take years to get the country back on its feet. The
constitution will need to be enforced and law and order
restored. Future development for a water distribution
system from Lake Victoria is essential, along with other
infrastructure and power distribution using gas turbines as
a distributed energy sources. Gas supply is available through
South Africa. Sammy had listened intently. He was fully
aware of some of the needs. The ministers had put it in
prospective. The defense minister interjected, “I forgot one
point you will need the CIA to get involved before you make
any moves.” Sammy was aware of the need and thanked him.
The boat was on its way back to Windsor and it was only a
short time before they were docked and roped off. The
ministers all got into a car and sped off to London. Sammy
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wanted it that way as he could now ride the train casually
back. He arrived about seven in the evening he thought.

Sammy walked up the hill towards the Windsor train station
from the river dockside; he passed a billboard outside a
paper shop.
Headlines:
NUKE SHIP FALMOUTH HARBOR SCUTTLED.
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Chapter No7

Lost Opportunity

Sammy was reasonably happy with the events that had taken
place. What a roller coaster ride the last three weeks had
been. He had kept Janice in the loop. She was very relieved
that he was now out of danger. As far as Sammy was
concerned he had almost accomplished his entire itinerary
with the numerous appointments completed. Looking in his
diary, he crossed each one of them off his list. Mission
accomplished. The CIA would wait until later. He had just
two days left before boarding the plane to Johannesburg.

That night, while he was talking to John Osgood, he
mentioned that he was awarded a special plaque at the Dell.
John originally held the title for the most goals. He was
happy for Sammy. They had a long conversation about
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Sonny who would be traveling to Southampton in just a few
weeks. John was pretty up on Sonny’s ability. However,
Sammy was still concerned about the chip on his brother’s
shoulders, John said, “Sammy he has to change himself. The
big brother image is coming through. You need to lighten up
on him. He will do really well at the Dell you wait and see.”
John asked how the Saints played the weekend he saw them?
“They looked pretty raggedy. They really need a new
manager if they are to stay up in the Premier League.”
“Is that a likely proposition at this time?”
“No the only thing we can hope for is that they scrape
through.”
“They only have six matches and need four points to avoid
relegation.”
“Will they make it?” John said.
“Only if they battle to the end.”
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Sammy said he would meet John to go over Sonny’s trip
when he arrived on the 27th.
“O.K.” and he hung up.

April the 26th the plane taxied onto the runway. “British
Airways flight 610 to Johannesburg ready for take-off”. The
captain communicating with the control tower awaited for
instructions. In a short period of time the tower with clear
instructions “610 your cleared to take off proceed to East 90North 26 continue up to 10,000 feet wait until further
orders”. Sammy put his head back looking at the same time
looking out of the window. Take off was quite a sight flying
out of Heathrow. He took the earphones and listened to the
captain as the instructions from the control tower continued.
They slipped out over Windsor Castle. Turning south the
plane was now heading out over the Atlantic Ocean. He
caught the South of Ireland ahead just before the turning
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south. It would be twelve hours before he would be in
Johannesburg.

He fell asleep after just one hour. The stewardess did not
wake him until the second meal was being served. A slight
nudge on the shoulder, “Mr. Kufa Kahn we are ready to
serve breakfast”. He had slept peacefully in a deep slumber.
It took several minutes for him to shake of his tiredness. He
got out of his seat and went to the restroom. He washed up,
combed his hair and now felt ready for breakfast. He had a
typical English breakfast two eggs, bacon, potatoes, and
baked beans with a small tomato on the side. Breakfast also
included hot rolls with marmalade, and a cup of coffee. It all
went down well. He felt like a new person ready for the
business day ahead.
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They landed in Johannesburg just a half hour late. Sammy
picked up his Mercedes and drove over to the Heathersdale
Guest House. The bosomed young lady remembered him
from just a few weeks ago. “Mr. Kufa Kahn your room is the
same as last time. I had it set aside for the next two days, and
longer if you wish”. “Thank you young lady,” he said. The
two bellhops rushed to take his luggage as they were well
rewarded last time. He stayed downstairs as they took his
luggage to his room. He had already passed a tip to them.
They were delighted. He just wanted to stroll for a while.

Entering the busy streets, that were teaming with morning
traffic, he could sense that he was now prepared and
confident for what lay ahead. After turning right, left and
right again, he was in a neighborhood he was unfamiliar
with except for one thing the lonely spire that stood so erect
two blocks away. It was Father Wilcock’s church. He was
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pulled in that direction. He had not visited there for many
years. The church was still immaculately kept with a steps
leading up to the entrance. The building was a beautiful off
white painted cement. The grounds were so neatly kept. He
paused for a while turned around, took a good look at the
sky and all his surroundings. He said to himself “Thank you
Lord for the past four weeks.” He then went inside and sat
in a pew towards the back. The stained glass windows
glistened on the brass candelabras down the aisles. Placed on
the altar, was a dish and a serving chalice next to it. They
sparkled around the whole church. The silence was so
peaceful. It was restful to sit and think clearly. He prayed for
quite some time.

Father Wilcock appeared. Now quite old and frail, he
shuffled as he walked slowly down the Nave towards the
pew.
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“Son what are you doing here again?”
“So you remember me father.”
“It’s been such a long time my boy.”
“Tell me all about your travels.”
“I’m afraid it will take so long.”
“Son, I have all the time in the World.”
In a very kind and loving voice.
Sammy thought of Father as his second father.
Well let me start at the time I last left here on my way to
England, at least ten years ago.”
“Continue young man. I’m so interested in what has
transpired.”
The father’s voice was so inspiring, Sammy just rattled off
about the years that had passed.
Sammy even talked about his future running for office and
trying to reclaim the country that he so dearly loved.
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“Father I will need divine intervention to accomplish such a
feat.” Sammy said.
“Son you have all the tools and you love the Lord. You are
just, and firm in your ideology. I’m so proud that you have
decided on such an undertaking. The world, if you
accomplish it should shout out in praises to the Lord. Would
you like communion?” Sammy said, “Yes” they both went to
the altar knelt and Father Wilcock said the communion
prayers. Sammy received and this made him feel clean after
all the shady dealings and with all the corrupt people he had
been dealing with. They both walked to the end of the nave
into the narthex. Father knew this would most probably be
the last time he would see this wonderful young man. He
gave Sammy a special cross that tied around his waist.
“Sammy carry this at all time. You will be safe.”
The two parted.
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Sammy made his way back to the hotel. It was now late
afternoon. He had an appointment with John Osgood that
evening. On arriving back at the hotel, he had a message
waiting in the holder at the front desk.
He picked it up.
Reading it.
See you tomorrow.
10:30am.
Parliament Square.
Be alone.
Mr. Black.

The second message was from Massey Ferguson asking
Sammy to please call about the estimate on the required
machinery he needed to purchase. Circular Conveyor did
not submit a bid. He was disappointed as he thought they
would be the forerunner.
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Sammy went up to his room and called Massey Ferguson
about the estimate. Eventually they faxed over the estimate.
It was delivered to Sammy’s room. He immediately
contacted them again as there was no time to waste. He
talked to the head of sales and confirmed the final price and
delivery. I will meet you at 2:00pm to sign a purchase order.
They were excited on the other end. The deal would be made
tomorrow. It appeared that delivery would be within six
months. Mr. Tonomi would have his equipment for the
training and to start and boring and excavating of the new
vein after training.
The revenue acquired from the copper vein will be needed to
sponsor his future campaign.

It was a beautiful morning as he opened the drapes to look
out over the courtyard. So bright was the sun trying to shine
through the haze of pollution. The pollution as in every
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major city is a product of so many cars and buses. Pollution
is a big problem in Johannesburg. He opened the patio doors
leading out on to the balcony. Stepping out, he took in a deep
breath. The air on this side of the city was not as polluted.
The early morning fragrance from the flowers below filled
his nostrils. It stimulated his senses. He stretched out his
arms and sang a tribal prayer. It was invigorating. Sammy’s
sensitivity rarely showed. He brought the paper out from
under his arm. Sitting on the patio chair he read for a
lengthy time. The noise level of the traffic was increasing so
he thought it was about time to eat and be on his way.

From the room he ordered the bellhops to take down his
luggage to the car stationed in the courtyard. As he
descended the spiral staircase he could see another message
in his box. “How long has that been there?” he inquired. “It
was transmitted just a few minutes ago.” the young lady said.
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It read
Memo:
To:

Mr. Kufa Kahn

From: Mr. Bill Nelson
Re:

Proposed meeting 28th

Dear Mr. Kufa Kahn,

Current obligations need addressing. I will not make the
meeting today. I’m scheduled to be in Messina three weeks’
time. Meet you then Bill Nelson.

Sammy was a little disappointed, but would now be able to
leave the city earlier than expected. He had set aside a couple
of hours in the late afternoon for signing the contracts at
Ferguson Massey’s, office scheduled for a little after two
o’clock.
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“Sir your car is ready,” one of the bellhops said. He thanked
them all for the stay.
Time was approaching for the intended appointment with
Mr. Black. The traffic was very heavy so it was slow going.
He parked just about ten minutes late at Parliament Square.
On the far side he could see Mr. Black sat under a Cyprus
tree as to shade himself from the sun that was shining so
intensely. He was at a patio restaurant sipping a cup of tea.

“Well Sammy.” Approaching he bent under the umbrella to
position himself in one of the seats. “Good morning Sir” I
will have a tea also. The waiter was summoned.
“Yes Sir what will you have?”
“Cup of tea and biscuits.”
“Earl Grey, PG tipped, or Four Roses Sir?”
“PG tips young man.”
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“Good choice,” Mr. Black said.
They continued with the meeting. Mr. Black talked for an
extensive time about his meetings with the Prime Minister.
All of the meetings have been in closed-door sessions. “The
South African Government is quite willing to help all aspects
of your successful run for President. I’m sure we will have
further meetings and I will contact you from time to time.
You have my government cell phone. This brings me to the
subject of why we are really here. The TV station and cell
phone licenses are all in place. Mrs. Weatherspoon, the
District Attorney for Northern Territories did a fantastic
job. You need to thank her old chap. By the way, she
complimented your wife, as being a very astute lady”. The
documents passed hands. Sammy was very pleased to have
them safe in his valise. While talking, Mr. Black said, “As
luck would have it Sammy we have a guest arriving in just a
few minutes you really need to meet up with this fella he
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could be very helpful to you.” Sammy thanked Mr. Black for
all of his hard work.

Sammy was on his third cup of tea. The clock on the church
on the far side struck mid-day. Where did the day go he
thought? Mr. Gonzales announced his presence. “Well I’m
pleased to meet up with you, I hear you have some exciting
news for me to hear.” Sammy said, “What”?
“Let me first state that I’m head of all clandestine operations
for the CIA in Africa.” Bingo went off inside Sammy’s head
straight to the top. This would complete the cycle of meetings
and contacts he needed before his campaign.
“Please tell me more about the whole situation you are about
to undertake,” Mr. Gonzales said. Sammy talked for an hour
bringing the CIA up to date.
“We have had contact with Higgins over the years he is a
very reliable guy.”
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“You got yourself in a big jam in England with the M5.”
Sammy acknowledged he had. “They forced me into that
one, it was not by choice.”
“See we are well informed. I had you checked out.”
“I have been in contact with our Washington Office. I’m
having a meeting when I get back to discuss your plans. Our
initial reaction is very positive and we can support you with
pre-operative strikes before you get too deep into the
situation. We do not see this operation, that is Poison Sword,
our nickname of course as being too complicated. By the
time we have finished our reconnaissance work you will be
fully informed about the total capability of the ZURP army.”
Sammy was amazed how much the CIA was going to get
involved on his behalf. Sammy left the meeting and drove to
Ferguson Massey’s headquarters.
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Mr. Williamson, the president met him in the foyer and they
went into a room off to one side. Sammy read the contract
agreement brief. “I have one question, I think it is extremely
important from my point of view that a performance clause
with liquidated damages, needs inserting. I think a thousand
pounds a day is reasonable.” Mr. Williams a very proud man
standing erect said, “We have no problem with that.” He
took the contract and gave it to the secretary in the foyer just
outside the office. “Jane please add the following addendum
to the contract.” She immediately went about her business
and produced an addendum in short order. Jane came back
presenting Sammy with the document. He thanked her. He
could not help but notice that she was very attractive. He
signed the contract and parted. It was late, but he was
determined to drive at least to Pretoria that night. It was
only a short distance, as he did not want to check back into
the hotel in Johannesburg.
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Poison Sword

“Higgins old man how is the operation on Indigo Run
going?”
“Quite well old boy” Higgins replied.
“Sammy I’m about to visit the island and meet up with
Colonel Robbins. He has now formulated his plan and
briefly I will tell you the cost will be about two million pound
a year.”
“That’s about what we talked about while in England so I’m
now convinced we will have the necessary protection in place
when the election starts next March.
I most probably will only need a small force of body guards
during the election. With a small contingency of well-trained
mercenaries, I will be well protected. I’m expecting your full
budget for the next three years when you get back from
Indigo Run. By the way, are we using the CIA operation
name as Poison Sword?”
“Yes” Higgins replied.
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Higgins hung up and went about his daily business
preparing for the trip to Indigo Run. Sunday came around
all too soon and Higgins was making his way to
Johannesburg Airport he stopped by to meet up will Mr.
Gonzales as Sammy had introduced him during his last trip.
Mr. Gonzales had confirmed the USA Governments support
of operation Poison Sword. Higgins was informed about the
Special Forces that would be available on short notice to
support the takeover.
He arrived at the airport and boarded a private Lier Jet that
could hold about thirteen people although on this trip he was
alone. The jet taxied and took off towards the east. The trip
would take about four hours flying around 28,000 feet. With
plenty of planning to do it was relaxing to bone up on the
events that had taken place over the last two years. He
reflected on how he came to meet up with Sammy. What his
future would hold. It would be inevitable that he once more
saw action again. During the flight he prepared for the
meeting with Colonel Robbins.

A voice from the cockpit “Sir we are about ten minutes from
landing please put your seat belt on. You will see the runway
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on your left so change window seats to the port side of the
craft,” the captain said
The plane made a sharp turn and descended quickly to
10,000 feet.
“I will circle the island twice so you can see the layout sir.”
The craft flew slowly around the island. Higgins made
mental notes as he saw the outline of the compound where
Colonel Robbins would be stationed. The terrain on the
island was perfect for the type of warfare expected in
Zimbabwe. He could see platoons of men going about their
tasks. Training would be intense knowing Robbins he
thought.

Within minutes they were landing and taxing into a small
Nissan hut left over by the British. The island only had about
six hundred inhabitances. Mostly they lived off of fish and
farming. The British had abandoned the island a long time
ago after the Sues Cannel war in the fifties. The engines were
shut down. Higgins jumped from the plane. Colonel Robbins
was not at hand to meet him. A Staff Sergeant Williams was
standing by with the jeep. “Commander Higgins” as he
saluted the Commander.
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Higgins asked “What made you come to these parts
Williams?” “Adventure, money, and the excitement of war,”
Williams replied. Higgins thought spoken like a true
mercenary.
“Well you may get plenty of all that. In about six months.”
The jeep sped along the broken paved road now in a
deplorable state. Pot holes everywhere savannah grasses
growing out of the surface some even three feet high.
Then after forty minutes they pulled up to the compound
entrance to be greeted by two armed guards. Williams
showed his credentials and Higgins the same. There would
be no errors in identifying personnel. Everyone would need
identification to pass through into the barracks and training
facility.

They drove directly over to the command center. Higgins
was announced as they entered the building now renovated
to at least a usable state. Emergency Generators supplied the
electricity to support the electronics and surveillance
equipment. The island was very humid and hot Higgins was
sweating profusely. Colonel Robbins shook his hand and led
him into the inner chambers of the operations center.
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It was quiet in the Colonel’s room adjacent to a large
planning room with a complete map of Zimbabwe laid out
on a large projection screen on the wall. There were
computers everywhere with people manning them. Higgins
slumped back into the chair.
“Well Robbins how is your small army coming along?”
“We are well on our way to finishing our terrorist warfare
training. About two thousand of the men are now fully
trained. I’m expecting about another thousand to be
integrated into the theater in about a months’ time.”
“I have a few surprises for you and will take you around the
facility when we have had a drink” Robbins said.

They had a meal and it was now turning 6:00pm. “Higgins
jump in the jeep I will show you around” Robbins said
Higgins obliged and the jeep took off at a brisk pace. Over
hear Robbins pointed out are the door to door houses set up
for street fighting. Pointing in the opposite direction “We
have an obstacle course set up with intense physical feats for
fitness training. The water course is at the far end for
training in jungle warfare. The elite group train for night
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beach landings they are about fifty strong at this time
expecting to become a one hundred well trained outfit.”
“I’m impressed,” Higgins stated. The jeep started to head
for the mountains. After a short period of time they arrived
at a secret location built into the side of the mountain range.
Heavily guarded they were admitted as the doors rolled
back. Facing Higgins were three Mig Jets. “Where the heck
did you get those from?
A side trip to Maldives’ Island in the Indian Ocean were I
found out about a dealer who had three for sale at a price I
could not give up. How much Higgins growled?
“How about 1 million for all three.”
” Fantastic!” Higgins shouted out “fantastic!”
“What about Pilots and spare parts?”
“No problem I have recruited them that is six crews and
pilots from Uzbekistan.
Spare parts came all neatly crated. They all flew in the
Afghanistan war for the Russians.”
“Spot on boy.” With these we will have both air and
ground support. In South Africa at the Messina Mine we
have hidden in an old shaft entrance at least ten 180 cm
tanks quite a formidable army.
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“Well Done Robbins I’m suitably impressed.”
I would like to bring to your attention that in Johannesburg
we have a very large population of expatriates from
Zimbabwe. At present there are two million refugees. About
twenty percent have AIDS, but if we recruit we could
possibly have a force well superior to that of Zanunu. It’s
worth thinking about,” Higgins said.
“So what have you spent initially to date?”
“About three million pounds,” Robbins said.
I believe we had budgeted about ten million over a five-year
period.”
“That great because the army will cost about a two million a
year to finance, Higgins said.
“I will need to take a full report back to South Africa in the
morning will it be possible to provide me with one. “Yes.”

The jet took off from Indigo Run Island heading south west
towards South Africa. The Jet took them over the Messina
Valley ranch and touched down in Johannesburg at 4:00pm.
“Mission accomplished.” Higgins said to himself.
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Homecoming
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Chapter No8

Homecoming

Janice was walking back from her evening stroll. She had
walked to the mile marker two and back as the evening was
not so humid. The round trip would normally take about
an hour. There was still an outpost at mile marker four that
was part of the inner ring of outposts. They were fully
equipped with the latest in surveillance. Sammy was still
deeply aware of the marauders that had raided the ranch
within the last year. Governor Willie’s death was a constant
reminder. Janice knew better than to walk out to that
marker. Her fitness was a concern now that the baby was
conceived. Doctor Savage had put her on a diet and with
exercise she thought the delivery might be safer. Sweat was
pouring down her face stinging her eyes. She would sing as
she strolled along. This was a very happy time for her.

Approaching the ranch from a distance, there was a cloud
of dust spiraling into the sky. Her heart pounded. Could
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this be Sammy? He had been away what she thought as an
eternity of time. The baby was now fluttering inside her
belly and a small pouch was forming around her mid-riff
mainly in the front. What would Sammy think? How would
he react to the situation of being a father? Their life would
have a different meaning now, a new babe to share their
world.

The silver Mercedes’ sped into the compound. It was
Sammy. She ran to his side as he got out of the car he
swung her into the air kissed and kissed with joy. He was
home in her arms. They hugged and walked up on to the
verandah. Lawanda heard the commotion and ran to the
front of the ranch. She also embraced Sammy. The family
was safe and sound. The family had supper together. Sonny
thought his father was looking rather tired. Sammy
remarked, “Father Do you feel good?” Sonny just nodded
he now had a shake in his hands and arms. Sammy was
deeply worried about his condition. He had talked to
Doctor Savage just before he left about his father’s frail
condition. The Doctor informed Sammy that it was
Hodgkin’s disease. He told Sammy it comes on pretty
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rapidly when you are as old as Sonny. The doctor had
informed Sammy to expect the worst in the coming year.

There was intensive talk about Sammy’s intentions to run
for office in March of 2002. Sammy needed to register at
the end of the year as a party member for the new ZSRP
(Zimbabwe Socialist Reform Party). Mr. Sinclare would be
his first registration as a party member, he hoped. He
would need to visit him and have a heart to heart talk. The
initial conversation several months ago was the foundation
on which he embarked his political career. Mr. Sinclare,
even though he was in his seventies, would be a tremendous
asset. Sonny was concerned about what Zanunu might
contrive to have Sammy arrested. Sammy’s trip had
exposed his cover he thought. He was very safe on the
ranch as the villages were all well trained with guards
posted at strategic locations monitoring any troop
movements heading towards the ranch. The infiltration
would come from the North and east from the Limpopo
River. The boundaries of the ranch had lookouts every five
miles and they were manned. Higgins with Colonel Robbins
had a master plan that was being executed very well by the
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leaders of the militia army made up of the farmers, women
and young men. Quite an impressive force comprising of
about two thousand individuals well trained having the
latest equipment available on the black market. Sammy
confirmed his plans for the next year. He would use it to
rally some of the other factions of government that held one
hundred seats in the existing Parliament. They were
fragmented and needed a leader at the appropriate time.
Converting them to his cause would take time and effort.
He knew they would be only too willing once his fame and
money was circulated in the news media. Sammy could
control the information through the new TV station that
will be built on the Soutpangsburg Mountains it would
have a range of one hundred watts. The radial distribution
of six hundred miles, practically the whole of Zimbabwe
would give him a tremendous tool to convey his policies to
the population. He still needed to sign the young Mr.
Nelson to a contract. This would be one of the first things
on his agenda in the next few weeks. They all retired to bed
late that evening.
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Janice said quietly to Sammy, “The baby is acting up
tonight place your head on my stomach.” Sammy was on
the edge of the bed leant over and placed his head slowly on
the belly. He could feel the flutters his eyes lit up. He did
not move. It was about three minutes before he would once
more sit erect on the bed. “Janice,” he said, “What a
blessing and we both have created this great gift from
Heaven.” Snuggling next to Janet it was time to say good
night and rest his weary body. So much excitement in the
past few weeks had left him expended. Tomorrow will need
a fresh start.

Sammy during the morning ritual passed by Doctor
Savage’s house. It was early in the morning so the doctor
had not started his rounds at the hospital. He called
through the verandah window. Doctor Savage appeared
after just a few minutes. Sammy confronted him about the
health of his father that had deteriorated since he left three
weeks ago. They had a long discussion about arresting the
disease. Doctor Savage said, “The disease is too far gone.
He may live out the year, but I doubt it.” Sammy was
saddened; he knew now to face the inevitable at some time
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in the near future. He was just hoping that the baby would
be born before his father left this world for a place with the
Lord.

Sammy strolled through the zoo gardens listening to the
various animals that were now being cared for there was a
large family in residence close to a hundred. They consisted
of the savannah plains animals and a wonderful collection
of birds in the special aviaries they had constructed many
years ago under Governor Willies tutelage. The various
flowers with their fragrant’s dispersing through the air.

He walked towards the barn inspecting the machinery used
for the plowing and harvesting. It was all kept in
immaculate condition his father was proud of this. The
football playing field was another of his father’s daily
duties. All these activities would need someone to take over
within the next year. Seated on the bench at the halfway
line he daydreamed for a short time about his past. He
could hear the shouting of the spectators; this brought to
memory some of the great goals he had scored. He was
alarmed when the main sprinklers went off dowsing him
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slightly this brought him back to reality. Jumping up he
walked quickly back to the main ranch house thinking he
must visit with the Rogers as school was in session again.
He just loved to sneak into a class sit at the back and listen
to the young students. Some of students showed off their
talents, it was inspiring to see them engaged with
enthusiasm. This all was a far cry from the reality of the
Zimbabwe now under the strong arm of Zanunu. Mr.
Governor Willie really had accomplished such an
enormous amount of work in the years he owned the farm.
This was truly a model on which the foundation to rebuild
the country. The question in his mind would he be
successful in his ambitions?

It was Saturday. He realized it as in the distance he could
see several busses approaching. They were all painted
various colors of the tribes full of young players. They
pulled up alongside the football fields. With cheering and
joy they young players jumped off the busses. There was a
commotion they were all milling around not knowing where
they should go. This Saturday was special; it was
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championship time. The play offs were to be played all
weekend. The Organizer stepped up to Sammy saying,
“Would it be possible for him to present the medals to the
winners and losing teams?” Sammy said, “He would love to
do it.”
Buy now the teams were all practicing with their football
balls they looked very smart in their uniforms. Sammy felt
good as he walked away. Tradition was being carried on
the dedication by both tribes was encouraging.

Lawanda was brushing off the dust that settled on the
verandah. This was caused by the busses she was not
pleased. Sammy knew this was a good time to talk to his
mother about his father health. He settled her down on the
bench at one end it was quiet away from the barn where he
knew his father would be working.
“Mother Doctor Savage has told me the news about
father,” he said.
She dropped hear head as tears flowed.
“I’m not surprised as he is shaking and it’s gotten very
severe even at night in his bed.”
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“He has little time left as there are no medicines to help him
it’s in the advanced stages.”
“I’m prepared,” she answered. Lawanda was several years
younger that Sonny
“I just wanted you to know that if there was a way to help I
would do all I could.”
She gave him a big hug and went about her business.

He went inside closing the door behind him into the
planning room. It was time to catch up the farm business.
The light in the room was dim he liked to work that way it
was a relief from the blazing sun outside. There were
always bills and more bills stacked up on his in tray.
Shuffling through the pile and neatly placing them in
payment order to his surprise a bill from Southampton
football club or was it. No it was the first payment on his
brother’s sign on bonus. He was delighted although it was
not the full amount. The amount was 10,000 pounds it was
a retainer type check. While studying the check he thought
what I can use it for. Education came to mind. With that
thought he quickly left the room and went directly to the
school. It was not in session. Mrs. Rogers gave special
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attention and tutoring to the children that were having
difficulties with their studies. It was very convenient as the
busses brought the children to the compound on Saturdays.
Seating himself in the back of one of the rooms he listened
in. She was quite aware of his presence, but continued her
work. It would be about twenty minutes before the morning
session was over. The desk in the front of Mrs. Rogers had
a small bell on it ready to be struck for session end. She
reached over ding, ding, ding it rang. The children were
delighted with smiles on their faces the filed in line out of
the room. Sammy approached Mrs. Rogers and sat at the
front desk.
Sammy she said,
“It’s a pleasure to have you in class, but for what occasion?
“
“Well Mrs. Rogers not telling her about the money. If you
had a wish for the children’s studies or what would you
wish?”
“It can add to the curriculum or material aids.”
She paused for a short time. “We seem to be remote from
the real world. What if we could install computers” This
would be a fantastic addition to our ability to teach the
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children. Sammy already new the check he had received
would not be enough for the immediate need of computers.
“Formulate a budget and we will go over it at the next
meeting. I believe also its time to move into the new
millennium.” Mrs. Rogers was beside herself she knew this
would be a great experience for all the children. She would
have to learn the computer. It would a combined effort
with teacher and child having to learn.
She thanked him saying,
“I will have to tell Clive about this he will be very happy.”

As he stood on the steps of the verandahs he waved and felt
so proud inside.
It was late afternoon with spiraling dust and with happy
children cheering out of the windows the busses as they
were pulling away. Saturday’s games were over. He
acknowledged each one as they moved down the road. He
would walk over to the playing fields just to see what was
happening. He expected to see his father cleaning up. It was
not the case a panic set into his body. He ran looking in all
corners of the barn and the Zoo. Sonny his father was
nowhere to be found. He looked around all of the storage
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bins calling his name. Not to be found. He rushed back to
the compound shouting to Lawanda, “Have you seen
father?” She also was alarmed hearing his shouts of
desperation. She ran in a panic to the barn. Sammy did not
know his father’s seat that he used behind the fuel storage
area. Lawanda was devastated on arrival Sonny was
slumped over blue in the face she expected the worst.
Sammy was just coming into the barn when he saw the look
on his mother’s face. “He’s dead?” His mother shook her
head as if to say yes. Sammy brushed past her picked up
Sonny and carried him straight to the hospital Doctor
Savage was at hand. They rushed him into the operating
room. His listless body looked like the Lord had taken him
from this earth. Doctor Savage said, “Out, out both of you I
need time with him to see what we can do. He is still has a
heartbeat let’s hope.”

The night was very long as they all sat around the verandah
table. Sammy just stared into the black sky. Janice laid her
head on his shoulder to comfort him. His body she could
tell was in shock. His arms and muscles taught he shivered
slightly inside. Her warmth she thought might calm his
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body. Lawanda was speechless. They waited and waited it
was not until just after midnight that Doctor Savage came
by the ranch.
“Well we have saved him. He is resting well. All of you can
see him tomorrow. Just let him rest. I will give the
prognosis in the morning.”

The night was interminable for Sammy his whole life came
before him as he stared into the darkness of the bedroom.
As soon as the first daylight shone around the bedroom he
was up. He went about his morning routine. He was soon
out to mile marker two stopped for a while thanking the
Lord for sharing his father just a little longer on this earth.
He ran back to the playing fields and pondered on the day
that lay ahead. It would be one of mixed feelings, as the
busses would arrive shortly after eight. Arriving at the
ranch Doctor Savage had purposely waited for Sammy to
arrive back from his run. He placed his arms around him
and said Sammy.
“Your father is in bad shape.”
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“He had a massive stroke that has left side of his body
paralyzed. He will have no speech patterns and his motor
skills will be limited.”
“How long?”
“Maybe six months.”
“I’m so sorry.”
“Sammy said I will tell mother.”
They parted. Sammy climbed up the verandah steps slowly.
This would be one of those moments in life we all have to go
through he thought. Lawanda as usual came out with his
morning breakfast. She looked at him as if to say tell me
the bad news.
Sammy grimaced holding back the tears. “Mother Father is
very sick. He will not be able to work again and will need
special care.”
“I will take care of him Sammy.”
“It will be a couple of weeks before Doctor Savage will
release him as he needs to monitor his heart and try and let
the body repair some of the damage maybe.”
“At that point we will talk about the future.”
This was a sad day, but the scheduled events must go on he
thought. The busses would arrive a little later as it was
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semi-finals and finals today. The games would be over by
midafternoon. At nine o’clock they started to arrive in
single file. It was always a wonderful sight so much energy
from the children. They pulled alongside of the playing
field rumbling to a stop. This would be a festive day for the
children.

During the morning Sammy took a little time out to watch
a couple of games. It wasn’t long before he had crowd of
young players around him. They wanted to touch him and
talk about playing football. Many questions were asked
about his pro career. It took a lot to calm their inquisitive
minds. In the end they ran out of questions and sat down to
watch the games. Sammy left after an hour. He coordinated
his return with the head of the league. On this day Sammy
would present the trophies. Sonny was still in a coma when
Sammy visited with him at mid-day. Doctor Savage was on
hand and explained the symptoms in detail. Recovery is
very doubtful as he is severely paralyzed on his left side. He
may not come out of the coma. We can only hope it’s in the
Lords hands. Janice sat at Sonnies side hour after hour.
Sammy told her she should rest or the baby may be
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affected. He pulled her up from the chair and they both
went to the ranch house. Janice went to bed for rest.

The coordinator stood in the doorway of Sammy’s office
saying, “We are ready for the presentations.” Sammy
jumped up and they went together to the fields. The
coordinator first said, It’s a great honor today we have Mr.
Kufa Kahn to present the trophies. The children cheered
and cheered with Cheetah Cheetah this made Sammy’s
day. Pain in his heart continued. He showed courage to put
a smile on his face. There was such happiness all around
him. What a delight in such sad times.
He watched all the children leave remembering the days he
played on the same fields. Over the years several fields had
been added to the complex. It was impressive this oasis in
the middle of the savannah.

Sonny came out of the coma after two weeks. His body now
was very thin mostly skin and bones not a pleasant site. He
had been moved into Lawanda’s care. Doctor Savage
passed by the hut every day to make sure recovery was on
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track. There was still little improvement in his status.
Sammy knew the worst was to follow.

He had already had a major decision and that was to
replace Lawanda as head of the compound services. She
had not wished to give up her position as she loved her
work. On a temporary basis she agreed. Sonny’s needs
were extensive and took up most of her day. She had
recommended the youngest of her assistance Chanu. Chanu
was very fastidious, neat in her appearance and was
extremely competent. Sammy was impressed how she had
taken over the ranch services.

It was now time to visit the Messina copper mines Mr.
Nelson had called a week earlier and they had made a date
it was in two days’ time. The visit to the mine would
coincide with the first installment of excavation equipment
from Massey Ferguson. He was very excited about the trip.
He arrived about ten thirty in the morning Mr. Tonomi
met him at the compound gate. Pulling the large gate open
Sammy could see about ten busses lined up.
“Boy how many men do we have working now,” he said.
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“Sir about 200 men we will need a further 400 after all the
equipment arrives so that we can excavate both new seams
we have discovered.”
Our production is now up to 15,000 tones a year with a
profit of 150,000 pounds. The efficiency of the mine had
improved about twenty-five percent. Sammy did not know
exactly how much profit was being generated as the
original meeting was abandoned due to the mine shaft
collapsing. This was a touchy subject for Mr. Tonomi.
Sammy just skimmed over it.

They strolled over to the office Sammy said.
“You have another young son I believe that works at the
mine. I would like to talk to him.” Mr. Tonomi did not
question his boss.
“You mean now?”
“Yes”
Mr. Tonomi asked for Fastue to come to the office using the
walkie talkie.
Within minutes the young lad of thirty came into the office.
“Please to meet you Sir.”
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“I have a proposition for you young man. It will mean you
moving your family to the ranch.”
“What is that?” Fastue said
“My father is very sick. I need someone like yourself who is
very talented at maintaining equipment. One who can
administer the hired help around the ranch. I think you are
the one based on reports by your father.”
Fastue was dumbfounded.
“Yes Sir.” he said.
Sammy told him to report to the ranch next Monday.
Fastue left the room Mr. Tonomi had a look of
astonishment on his face. Why my son?
“He will be well compensated I can assure you Mr.
Tonomi,” Sammy said.
They then talked about the delivery of the Massey
Ferguson Equipment. Mr. Tonomi showed Sammy around
the compound area that had been fenced off for the
equipment. Already about a third of it was in place. We
have enough to start assembly for the first vein in about a
month. Full operation should be within forty days after
that. That would start production from the mine face in
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August. Sammy wanted it by June so he was a
disappointed. “What’s holding up?”
“I’m told they had a strike which lasted a month. All
orders are behind.” Sammy told him that here was a
liquidated damages clause in his contract so that Mr.
Tonomi was aware of it. He also said, “Call them tomorrow
and get a schedule of delivery check it out and inform me if
they can meet dead line.”

At two in the afternoon Mr. Nelson arrived. Sammy knew
this was to be a very long meeting. He was well dressed and
presented himself as typical executive. Not too stodgy
Sammy thought. Mr. Nelson was stunned after listening to
Sammy’s outline for a TV station and cell phone towers
throughout upper South Africa. We will need to buy
property way up on the Soutpangsberg Mountain so that
signals will reach Harare and Chinhoyl in the Northern
Province. I need complete coverage of Zimbabwe. Mr.
Nelson did not question how he got the TV and cell phone
rights. “You young man I will offer the top management
job and a seat on the board of directors,” Sammy said.
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Your starting salary will be 50,000 pounds a year. I will
need a full detail of construction of towers, base camp on
the mountain and operating costs for the next ten years.”
Projections of profits and advertising revenue will be
needed also. You told me on the plane you were a top
executive now I’m about to find out.
Are you onboard or not?”
Mr. Nelson was so excited he responded without hesitation.
“I’m single,” he said, “So It will be very easy for me to
relocate. I may need an office in Pretoria also with an
apartment.” “Don’t keep on just do it,” Sammy said, “As
long as it’s all in your report I will be very happy. With me
I need to know costs and where we are heading. I can then
estimate the budget my campaigned so money can be
appropriated for me to run for office in Biet Bridge and
President of Zimbabwe.” The words had slipped out. “By
the way you did not hear that at all.”
Mr. Nelson was now sworn to secrecy he knew this was
very ambitious and maybe even crazy. They shook hands
and a deal was made.
“How long for a budget operating cost, and a revenue
stream etc.?”
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“About two weeks.” “I will see you in Pretoria then.” They
parted in late afternoon it would be about a nine-hour
journey home for the young executive.

Sammy felt really good about things falling into place. He
was amassing a very young group of executives around
him. They will all be involved in his campaign at some
point he said to himself. The car came to rest in the
compound the first thing Sammy did was to visit with his
father. This had become part of his daily ritual. Lawanda
was in attendance and was happy to see Sammy. She gave
him an update on his father’s condition that seemed to be
fading. His body weight was as little as eighty pounds. His
motor skills had improved to a degree his fingers were
moving, but Oh so slowly. Lawanda had tears in her eyes
“Sammy she said how long can this go on?” He knew it had
taken a toll on her she needed to get a break from the
demanding routine. Maybe the best place for him was back
in the hospital in an isolation area. He would talk to Doctor
Savage in the morning he promised Lawanda.
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Janice was waiting for him at the evening meal table. She
looked also bedraggled. Sammy’s women were falling
apart. Janice it was from morning sickness as it had not
diminished at all. It now was late in her third month.
Sammy had so many other things going on around him it
was difficult at times to be passionate about human
concerns. He was not that type of person, but the toll of
sickness being a daily concern was making him oblivious to
Janice’s needs. She shouted in rage “Sammy I need to
spend time with you” He knew it was time to come down
from the high he was on. He apologized. His tone changed
and he was more comforting to Janice. She responded in
the same way. The meal was served and with a bottle of
wine they talked about the future of their little child.

In the interim Sammy had talked to Higgins in
Johannesburg. The meeting was arranged at the Willows
Inn in Pretoria.

Young Fastue was now running the ranch hands and
maintaining all the equipment. The fields were looking as
good as new. He was very proud of his new appointment.
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This was a big promotion and would not let his father
down. Sammy met up with him one morning and they
discussed the future of the ranch. Sammy informed him
that it was time that he presents him to the other members
and staff. He explained the complete operation of the
ranch, including the hospital, and schools. Each entity has
an expert staff running the facilities. We need to introduce
you formally to each one. I will send out a message in a few
days that we all attend a ranch meeting at the compound in
the planning room.

Janice was now over morning sickness. She seemed very
happy with the baby well on its way. Evening meals
together with Sammy were a great pleasure once more as it
was not often he was able to spend time with her at lunch.
Janice was into research about the past elections. Mr.
Sinclare had been so forthright. His details about the past
election were quite informative. The one hundred sixty
seats that were won by various other factions were won
handedly. These seats were mostly in the southern province
and in the rural north. The three hundred seats that
Zanunu had won were in Harare, Bulawayo, Gweru and
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Marodera the population of these cities were mostly Shona.
It was very evident that the Ndebele tribe had little
representation in the government or so called government.
For all purposes it was a dictatorship. The seats won by
Zanunu were with a high percentage of voter turnout or
corrupt voting. Janice suspected that it was voter fraud
that won the election. Mr. Sinclare was getting more and
more involved in the movement. He and Janice talked for
hours on the phone during his time away from the office.

Janice jumped into her jeep. Sammy saw her about to take
off and offered to go with her. He was not sure where she
was off too or did she unannounced, but it must be pretty
important as she looked in a hurry. They arrived at Biet
Bridge not much had changed over the forty years. Mrs.
White still ran the haberdashery shop. Still as nosy as
everyone could see her peeking out of the window as you
passed her shop. Janice had had a previous experience with
her and knew all about her spying on people. Her store was
on Main Street. The curtains would be pulled back to view
people entering the town. Mrs. Black, the reverend’s wife
was still alive and conducted her Tuesday afternoon tea
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club. Things were still a throwback to the Rhodesia days.
On this day Janice pulled into the parking spot outside Mr.
Sinclares office. Sammy wondered why?

Janice said follow me. They entered the office. It was
disheveled as ever with paper and documents strewn all
over the place quite a mess not what you would expect in an
attorney’s office. Susan had not changed in all these years.
“Well what brings you to these parts?” Susan said
“I would like to see Mr. Sinclare.” Janice had a pushy way
with her at times not kurt, but certainly forceful. Susan was
taken aback saying, “Do you have an appointment?”
“No “
Mr. Sinclare heard the commotion in the front of the office
and stuck his head out to see what the fuss was all about.
“My goodness Janice you’re here I didn’t expect you.”
“Yes I was in a hurry to finalize the report you had given
me about the election results over the phone. I needed more
detail. Sammy also requires you to start to formulate the
papers to run for office. We know it takes time and the
timing of the applications will be important to the party.
You have filed the papers I assume?”
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“No I was waiting for the government to recess in about a
month for summer brake as it’s too hot in Harare then.”
“Had not thought of that,” she said.
Well come into my office the door was closed as the chance
meeting would require secrecy. Susan was not privy to the
documents Mr. Sinclare had them prepared in Messina.
They talked for about an hour. Mr. Sinclare did agree to be
a party member. He was serious about changing the state of
affairs. His position as an attorney over the past year was in
jeopardy based on the fact that over two hundred judges
and barristers had fled Zimbabwe. “
I’m only hoping in my life time you are successful Sammy.”
“You have a strong partner in Janice she will serve you
well when you gain the rightful place as president. Of
course this is still a long way off.”
Sammy was fully aware of her strengths and her dedication
to the cause.
The incumbent, Mr. Hanson, is entrenched. He won
carrying eighty percent of the votes. Sammy said “I know,
but I have all the farmers on my side if I can get them
registered within the next year. I think we should plan on
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limited number at a time so as not to alert Zanunu and his
thugs.”
“O.K.”
“When do you want to start?”
“As suggested, during the summer months they only need
to be registered in District 21. No party alliance is required
is that so?” Mr. Sinclare confirmed in the affirmative.
Sammy was now pleased he would take all the applications
and start the process of registration. The unscheduled
appointment was very productive.
They both said, “Good day” and left the office.

Sammy had a creepy sense that they were being followed.
He told Janice not to drive to the ranch.
“Go to Messina” were his instructions.
Janice was not aware of a person or persons following.
Sammy’s intuition though most times was right.
She pulled away from Biet Bridge stopped at the border
and was waved through. The jeep proceeded to Messina.

Mr. Tonomi was supervising and giving instructions to the
night shift as the mine was a twenty-four, seven-day
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operation. Sammy was amazed that the Massey Ferguson
compound was fairly empty. “How come?” he remarked to
Mr. Tonomi.
“Well we had enough parts and material to start the
assembly on the first face it is now complete and we are
waiting for the balance of material to start the second shaft.
“I guess your call got them off of their duff down at
Johannesburg.”
“I think it was liquidated damages when I mentioned it
Sir.”
“Good for you,” Sammy iterated.
“Well what brings you down her at such a late hour?”
“Just thought I would make a surprise visit”
Janice was still sat in the jeep. It was fairly cool night as the
sun was now setting. She waited patiently for Sammy to
finish business with Mr. Tonomi.
The jeep pulled out of the compound about eight o’clock
passing over the Limpopo river just forty minutes later.
The guards were very congenial on this occasion as
Rawanda was on duty. They sped away and arrived home
at just after nine ten.
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Janice said. “So what was that all about?” Sammy said he
had noticed a group of Zanunu guards at one end of town
pushing people around and checking their papers. The
precaution he took was to safe guard them both. Janice was
very happy with his explanation. She would ask about the
mine later during the evening meal that would be late on
this occasion. They were certainly out of routine.

Chuna had prepared a wonderful meal and was noticeably
upset due to the lateness of them dining. Janice sensed this
and asked her why
“Sorry mam if it is that way only my son is really sick with
fever.”
“I needed to be by his side.”
“Janice dismissed her.”
They were both capable of getting the meal and having a
bottle of wine together. Lawanda came up onto the
verandah she looked exhausted. Sammy was hurting inside
for her as she sat on her stool. Sonny was near the end. She
had that look in her eyes.
Sonny said,
“How long?”
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“Maybe a day or so.”
This put a damper on the evening. They would just talk
about times gone by. How wonderful; Sonny had been over
all those years. “Eighty is a long time in these parts
“Sammy said.

The monthly meeting was attended by all the staff. Mr.
Rogers was asked to submit his budget for the new
computers and TVs. The total cost was about forty-five
thousand pounds. Sammy thanked him and would make a
decision in the next week Clive and Sally were ecstatic
about the whole concept. Doctor Rogers was advised before
not to mention Sonny’s condition. His report was straight
forward. He did explain that the AIDS medicine d4T was
coming down in price as UNICEF has made it available in
South Africa. He was very happy with the situation. His
staff was all working well. It appeared to him they were
getting enough time off to rest. Sammy was pleased. The
sub-foreman for the farms on the bank of the Limpopo
River gave a report that was promising. They were now
producing three times the crops that were originally
introduced by Willie the Governor. The Sugar cane crops
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further to the north were the responsibility of another subforeman. He reported that they had cultivated an
additional 15,000 acres that were had a very impressive
yield. The Northern farmers were not as lucky as the
continuing drought. The yielded of cotton maize and
soybean was less than ten percent what they would produce
during a normal season of rain. The ranch had not
extended the irrigation that far north it was now under
construction and would be supporting the crops by the next
planting sequence. Sammy turned to Mr. Tonomi who was
very enthusiastic about his report and the new veins
discovered by the geologist and the production yields would
be fantastic compared to previous years. They would
require an increase in manpower and that was underway.
He was not aware of the TV station so it was not in his
report. Fastue was introduced as the new ranch manager.
All problems should be directed to him from now on. He
has built already a very neat office on the end of the barn.
You will find him there or leave a message on his board
hanging in the vestibule as you enter. Clive asked of his
father. Sammy replied we are hopeful and left it at that.
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They all went about their business of the day as it was now
eleven o’clock.

Sammy would spend the rest of time on this day with his
father. He sat at one end of the bed just staring at his
father. He reminded himself that he needed to talk to
Sonny his brother who was in England and tell him of the
prognosis. At seven in the evening while Janice and Sammy
sat at bedside Sonny took his last breath. His soul passed on
to another world one with less pain and suffering. Sammy
kissed his father with tears streaming down his face. Janice
the same as she had loved him as her own father. Sammy
left the isolation room and went for Lawanda. She knew as
soon as he entered he had passed away. She walked slowly
to the isolation ward. Doctor Savage walked just behind; he
knew or sensed the ultimate had occurred. She went to
Sonny’s bedside kneeled and prayed holding his now cold
hands. Doctor Savage stood alongside her and touched her
shoulder. There was complete silence he left her alone for a
period of time. After thirty minutes he returned to find her
slumped over the body dripping in tears so sad was the
occasion he thought. He pulled her away and took her to
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his office administering a sedative and called Sammy to
pick her up. By the time he arrived she was in a transient
state of mind Sammy took her so lovingly in his arms and
led her to the main ranch house on this night she would
have peace in one of the guest rooms.

Sammy first called his brother in England. He was still very
brash and confrontational Sammy with so what’s this call
all about. “Sonny dad has passed away today at six this
evening.” Sonny Jnr did not answer for some time. “Well
do I need to come?” Sonny said, “The funeral will most
probably be in three days’ time. It’s up to you.” His
brother thanked him and left it at that. Sammy thought not
a tear or kind word what’s wrong with that boy.

On the next day Sammy drove to Biet Bridge to make
arrangements. This was the fourth time in just a few short
years that he would have to experience such a sad time.
Lawanda had not awakened from her induced sleep and
that was good news to him as he drove into town. Father
Black was in the church at the time he arrived. Sammy
walked quietly through the church bowing as he turned
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into the cloister on one side. Father Black was startled as he
entered. “Sammy,” he said, “I have heard the bad news.”
How can I help?” “Father was so well like and adored by
many. I would like to have a viewing using the Chapel on
the side of the church. This way many can pay their
respects. “I will limit the actual funeral to just two hundred
invitees as that is all the seating in the church can handle.”
Father agreed to open up the church for the next two days
with the funeral being on the third. I will get out the word
said Sammy although the farmers both north and south
will have been informed by now. After he has been
embalmed by the funeral director please make
arrangements for the body to rest here. Father agreed. By
two o’clock that day the procession of people was slowly
passing the chapel. The first viewing almost four hundred
people passed by. Father Black was amazed at such a large
viewing. On the second day Lawanda and Janice would
from time to time be seated at the coffin. Lawanda was still
very weak and could barely stand up. She was grief
stricken. Janice would hold her so closely to guide her to
the chapel area. That night Lawanda once more slept in the
guest room. Sammy had called John Osgood about his
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father. He said he would be at the funeral. On that day one
thousand had passed by the coffin. What a wonderful man
he was Sammy thought. His kindness over the years and his
sensitivity had touched many friends. Sonny would be
etched in their memory for ever.

On the third day at eleven o’clock the church bell rang out
with a monotone sound. Just a constant chime it resounded
over the whole town. Sammy, Janice, and Lawanda had
taken the first pews. Guests filed in one by one. Sammy on
occasion would look back just to see who was in attendance.
One time he noticed Higgins and Colonel Robins. After
twenty minutes, he took another glance John Osgood and
his brother Sonny was now just two rows back. Sammy was
delighted that Sonny had come. The eulogy was spoken by
Janice. Sammy was just too distraught to speak. There
were so many wreaths hundreds of them mostly made by
the farmer’s wife’s of the villages. Sammy could not get
over the admiration his father had. They would follow the
coffin entourage back to the ranch. Sonny would be buried
with Governor Willie and Janet in the special garden
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created a few years ago. The following lasted for hours as
they all passed by the site of his final resting place.
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Chapter No10

Incumbent Challenged

Winter was approaching the harvest was one of the worst in
the last decade. Maze, soybean, and peanuts were a rare
commodity and were selling at three times the usual rate per
bushel. The country was in a major crisis and the
government agencies were pillaging the farms and
confiscating the crops. It was a known fact that at least 4.5
million people would have a food crisis in the coming year.
Sammy had the whole farm on high alert expecting the
Zanunu forces to appear at a moment’s notice. All of the
ranches root crops both the west and south territory did very
well as they were irrigated from the extensive pumping
system that had been installed. The current market value at
least made the associated farms break even. The granary
silos were well stocked from prior years so the farmers and
their families had little to worry about. The farm had
become a very successful with international distribution
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from Pretoria. The refrigerated trucks constantly ran to and
from the airport the result being a considerable income for
the farm. Sammy had no need to worry as the ranch was still
running smoothly with the new appointees in place.

Sammy was now in the throes of planning his strategy for
running in the early part of the New Year. He had talked to
each of the farm leaders and registration forms to vote were
distributed to each family. His attorney Mr. Sinclare had
acquired a large number of registration forms during the
summer recess of the government. He would have about
three thousand votes alone from within his ranch
community. This precinct most probably would carry the
district #21. He had a small van that paraded the streets of
Biet Bridge expounding his views about the incumbent Mr.
Hanson’s lack of attendance at the congress and his voting
record. Sammy used Janice as his adviser and campaign
manager. Her political savvy and insight into what his
strategy should be was uncanny. The platform Janice put
together would not alarm Zanunu as to Sammy’s intentions.
Her strategy was not to put down Zunnun as a tyrant
although every one new this to be the case. His position on
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the economy, health and welfare would be his main
platform. Sammy was very excited about the challenges that
lay ahead.

In the evenings he would with his entourage of bodyguard’s
newly integrated into the ranch were from Indigo Island.
The entourage parade through the smaller villages to the
south east of his farm. The enrollment of this area was about
seven hundred voters. This part of the district could sway
the whole election so he spent time introducing himself to
each voter. They all listened intently and seemed to like what
he preached about. He had to convince them he could make
a change for the betterment of the country in these troubled
times.

One evening on his return Janice came swiftly to his side and
hugged his arm. He knew something was of concern to her.
She nestled her head on his shoulder. As the both strolled
towards the verandah she shivered. It was a very warm night
so Sammy was expecting something drastic had taken place.
They sat down for an evening drink together. Sammy said
“what is wrong Janice?’ “Zanunu called today and wanted
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to speak to you he indicated that he was Interested in you
taking over the national soccer team.”
“What’s your thoughts on it Sammy?”
“I think this may be a ploy to stop me from running my
campaign.”

About two days later Sammy returned the call to Zanunu.
The conversation was strictly about running the national
soccer program and the national team. Of course this would
be government appointment like a sports minister. Sammy
was suitably impressed. Zanunu had a smooth way with him
and normally got what he wanted. He obviously knew
Sammy was running for District #21 and would have little
opposition. This would be one of the seats the ZURP party
would lose. Zanunu did not consider it an immediate threat
or he would have sent a brigade of marauders to attend to
his business of removing the opposition. Sammy could sense
this in his tone of voice. He was speaking as if to be playing
with Sammy. He kept the conversation very formal but
declined the offer. There was a silence on the other end
Zanunu was taken by surprise as to the refusal to take a
position in his administration. It was about a five second
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delay when Zanunu eventfully said I’m saddened that you
gave not taken my offer seriously enough. You will hear
from me. The phone conversation ended.

Sammy did not tell Janice that day about his conversation
with Zanunu as he thought it would upset her to much with
the baby being so far along. Sammy continued with his
campaign in the southeast part of the district. One evening
while speaking to a large crowd in the village of Chindwanda
he noticed Rawanda. Who was normally at the boarder
station on duty as a patrol officer He was now curious as to
why he would be on the Zimbabwe side of the boarder and
not the South African side where he would be safe. Sammy
also thought maybe he is working for Zanunu. With these
questions on his mind he approached Rawanda after the
rally to see why he was in attendance. He made his way
through the throngs of people all were trying just to touch
him as they chanted Cheetah! Cheetah! Rawanda tried to
steal away, Sammy hurriedly walked towards him grabbing
him from behind. Rawanda was startled his facial
expressions announced he was running scarred. Sammy
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confronted him with “So what brings you away from the
safety of South Africa?”
Sheepishly Rawanda said “I’m here to talk to you about a
job with the mercenary forces”. Sammy was quite taken
back when he spoke of the forces. Sammy showed a side of
his character very rarely seen. He pushed his hand over the
mouth of Rawanda so as to smoother the sound. He pulled
him aside and said angrily “I will be passing through the
boarder in two days on my way to Messina we will talk then”
Sammy knew that Rawanda would make a good leader after
his experiences in the Democratic Republic Congo where he
had fought for many years since being abducted as a young
boy when taken from the Messina Valley ranch.

Sammy had called earlier in the week and to talk to Mr.
Nelson who had been extremely busy constructing the
antennas for the broadcast station and mobile phone mast
on the top of the Soutpangsberg Mountain. The complex was
to be state of the art. They were to meet in Messina to review
the project cost and progress. Sammy had Mr. Nelson talk
to Rawanda to meet up with him at the mine. The day had
arrived for the meeting. Sammy had crossed over the border
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and continued his journey to the mine without incident. He
played music on the jeeps radio. He was alarmed while
seeking a different station that he stumbled on to a frequency
that had a test awareness bulletin over the airwaves. It was
Mr. Nelson with an introductory speech from the manager
of station 102 .96. Taken by surprise although secretly happy
he shouted load “That’s my boy.”

Forty minutes later he arrived at the main gate to the mine.
Mr. Tanomi was there to greet him with a “How are you
today sir?” Sammy was in a rush and talked to him curtly.
This was not normally Sammy’s way with people but on this
day he was in a hurry to talk to Mr. Nelson. As he walked
towards the offices he said to Mr. Tanomi
“Did Rawanda arrive as of yet?”
“No Sir” was his answer.
“Please look out for him and send him directly over to my
office when he arrives” Sammy said.

Mr. Nelson was patiently waiting in the office with a little
smirk on his face. Sammy entered saying “That was really a
wakeup call” What? Nelson replied. “The broadcast I heard
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over the radio on channel 102.9.” Well we only have the
station operating around ten percent power so I’m glad you
received a signal. Mr. Nelson handed Sammy a small mobile
phone saying “Call 34-01-345-1600”. Sammy took a little
time to work out the features of the phone and then dialed.
From Mr. Nelsons pocket came a ringing in the form of a
chime. He reached in and started talking to Sammy. “We are
up and running with cell phones now congratulations”.
Sammy was stunned but delighted at the achievements of
Mr. Nelson. I have built a tower on leased property very
close to the boarder so the Messina Valley ranch and farmers
can have phones for emergency communications. The
phones also have two-way walkie-talkie features, which is
very handy. “Well done Nelson” Sammy kept repeating with
such excitement. What a great surprise so early in his
campaign.

“I did not prepare a budget for the construction of the site
as it is finished way ahead of schedule at a cost of half of the
money you had transferred to the Account of NewWave
Resource. However, the portfolio on your desk does outline
our budget for the next two years. We have quite a large part
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of our expenses covered by advertising so the operating cost
will be substantially reduced” Mr. Nelson stated. Sammy
was impressed again with the efficiency of the whole
operation and with a keen eye on cost control. “This has been
quite a meeting” Sammy replied.

The meeting was coming to a close when a knock at the door
Mr. Tanomi introduced Rawanda as he entered the office.
Sammy introduced Rawanda to Mr. Nelson. Immediately he
excused himself from the room. “No I want you in the
conversation, as you are not privy to what is going on in
South Africa. This meeting will bring you up to speed with
all of my operations within the boarders” Sammy said. Mr.
Nelson sat down again at the conference table. Rawanda now
that we are in a surrounding that is more conducive to
having a private discussion I would like to know all of your
thoughts about the future. The discussion went on for a long
time Mr. Nelson look flabbergasted. It wasn’t but twenty
minutes that the door swung open again and in walked
Higgins. “Well old boy what do I owe the pleasure of such a
quick meeting that is of such importance?” Sammy sat him
down and then introduces Mr. Nelson and Rawanda is an
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expatriate who fought in the Democratic Republic of Congo
war with the Zimbabwe forces.”
“So you know a little about jungle warfare then young
man.”
Rawanda explained that he was very young twelve years old
when abducted from the farm to fight for the forces. He was
branded with number 6734 on his right shoulder it was
heavily exposed with scare tissue. He was not proud of his
achievements during the war. Higgins was quite aware of the
circumstances that young men had to fight under. Rawanda
was look ferocious with a steel look in his eyes. Higgins
considered this a good sign.

This is my plan Sammy explained. In South Africa there are
2.5 million expatriates. Most of them are living in
Johannesburg with the majority willing to fight to get back
their country. Only problem they are not organized nor have
the means to form an offensive. Higgins that’s where you
come in along with Rawanda to organize. I would expect that
Rawanda

can

move

around

the

communities

in

Johannesburg quite easily. He will organize a clandestine
group of officers who will report to you Higgins directly. The
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training will be done for the army in groups of several
hundred in the mine as we have previously organized with
the farmers of Messina Valley ranch. They are quite an
impressive force and I believe could hold back any attempt
by Zananu to overpower the ranch not like before when
Willey was killed or when Rawanda was abducted. Rawanda
was very excited about the chance to work with Higgins and
organize such a large fighting force. The communication
center NewWave Resources is up and running due to the
hard work of Mr. Nelson. You can communicate when in this
area with me over mobile phone or with walkie-talkie. Mr.
Nelson I would like you to set up a dedicated hot line between
Rawanda and Higgins and myself. It needs to be monitored
for line taps. Sammy had addressed them all for about two
hours.
He then said to “Higgins you are in charge of the whole
operation along with the mercenary forces.”
“O.K.” Higgins replied.
Rawanda was told to report to Johannesburg within the
week and start his operation
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Higgins will make arrangements for you to stay close at
hand. With this said the meeting broke up except Mr. Nelson
stayed behind as Sammy requested.

Now Mr. Nelson you are brought up to date with the whole
operation of the mercenary forces, Messina Valley force and
the Johannesburg retaliatory expeditionary forces” Sammy
said.
I’m staggered with the organization that has gone into this
already”
Well we need to sit down and organize broadcasts that
coincide with my district meetings so I can play them over
the speakers on the vans. This will be a very powerful tool
for me to use. Mr. Nelson reminded Sammy that the mobile
phone just received was the answer as they will have a
direct link when within one hundred and fifty miles of each
other by using the walkie-talkie link up. The meeting
adjourned with Higgins and Rawanda parting and
indicating that they were on their way to Johannesburg.
Mr. Nelson was the last to lead saying that he would be in
touch with Sammy every day from now on as the campaign
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was underway. “Broadcasts will be important” he said as
also left the compound.

Higgins would need to set up Rawanda with
accommodations in the ghetto area around Johannesburg.
He had political connections in local government that
would be of help. First as they entered the outskirts of
Johannesburg Higgins stopped the jeep and gave Rawanda
quite a large amount of money. With this young man you
should be able to get lost in amongst all of the expatriates.
Rawanda put the money safely into his pouch that was
nestled under his clothing. Inside the roll of money is a
phone number only call if you have an emergency. We will
meet every week at the Church of the Cross in the
remembrance garden. Remember the rendezvous spot as I
will expect to see you in ten days’ time on Friday. Rawanda
was dropped off as Higgins place about twenty pounds in
his hand. That will get you into town look for digs for now
until we meet.

Rawanda was not at all familiar with Johannesburg but his
resourcefulness and training instinctively ratcheted into
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gear. The mission was at hand he thought. Walking quickly
towards the bright lights he was at times accosted by
women who offered him their services declining he
marched on. Within two hours he was in a district full of
activity with bright lights and traffic speeding through the
streets. He was now a little tired but patient with what was
in front of him. Suddenly a young boy was tugging at his
shirt. Mr. I need help my mother is sick please help. Again
and again the tugs on the shirt eventually he could not
ignore it any longer hesitated and sat on the side walk. Tell
me your story young boy. The young boy explained that his
mother was suffering badly with AIDS and could no longer
help in providing for both of them to live. Rawanda said
“Take me to your mother” he exclaimed in a strong but
compassionate tone. The young boy put his small fingers
slowly into the hand of Rawanda squeezing it tightly as if to
say thank you. Tugging Rawanda’s hand and with a smile
now on the young boys face he lead him through the
narrow streets of the ghetto. People were just hanging out
having fun with music blasting out of the shanty type
homes. Men were drinking on every street corner. This was
a rough place to grow up in but Rawanda was use to such
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environments and would brush passed bodies in the way
and shout in a profound voice if they did not move. The
young boy stopped with a big hush from his lips as they
approached a very dark alley. Rawanda noticed that the
bright lights did not penetrate the metal shanty roofs and
wood buildings as they were stacked two high with flimsy
structure walk ways leading to the upstairs. The young boy
clung to Rawanda and indicated to go upstairs to the
second floor. The first room the door was not secured and
as the boy tugged on the structure the door fell onto the
ground below with a large crash. Inside the room
highlighted by small oil lamp laid a woman deep in sweat
on a blanket and coughing profusely. He knew the signs of
AIDS and new how to help in these last moments that she
would live on this earth. The boy hastened to her side and
introduced Rawanda he came closer and took the boy
aside. He hugged him and the boy knew from the body
warmth that his mother was near the end. Rawanda sat
down close to the bed and waited several hours the young
boy fell asleep against the heat of his body.
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By morning the woman had succumbed to death. Rawanda
walked her body to a dumping ground where the
authorities would pick up her remains and dispose of them.
The young boy followed with tears constantly flowing down
his cheeks. After they had disposed of the body Rawanda
made his way back to the row house. The young boy still
had not told Rawanda his name. He named him Lucky. The
young boy acknowledged his new name with a smile of
gratitude saying “You my new father.” At first he shied
away from the thought but realized this was an opportunity
to lay low and have a confidant to help in his cause, the boy
would know the area and the various tribes that lived in the
ghetto. First order of business was to secure the small room
as his. “Lucky who do you pay the rent too he remarked.”
“Bandawando at the end of the row house” he said.
Rawanda made his way to the row house to make
arrangements for the rental of the room. Securing the
rental for the next two months mad the young boy feel very
excited about his new father. Rawanda explained to the
young lad that he needed to be very quiet about him and
that he would hire him at one shilling a day. Lucky was
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delighted as his eyes looked at Rawanda with great
reverence and understanding of his place by his side.

During the first week they got to know one another and
Lucky would do anything to please him. The relationship
started to bond. Rawanda sensed that he could trust Lucky
with a little knowledge of what he needed to develop. On
the forth night they had a discussion on the tribes in the
geographical area. Lucky explained that the tribes from
Zimbabwe were on the other side of the river flowing
through the ghetto some two miles away. Tomorrow we
must visit the area he told Lucky. “How many men?” he
asked hundreds and hundreds.
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The morning was very hot and to sit in the shade next to
the fountain made sense as Rawanda waited for Higgins to
arrive at 12:00 mid-day. The cooled air from the fountain
and the slight mist made the wait bearable. He sat
pondering the past week. It was obvious to him that this
task was going to be rather rewarding when Sammy gained
power enough to run the Government. Time was passing
and it was nearly 12:30PM when from the corner of his eye
in the far corner of the park Higgins was making his way
across the patio. He had a brisk walk with his brolly
touching the patio stones and ringing out from the steel tip
on the end. He stopped once or twice just to smell the
hibiscus that was in full bloom. For a Brit he was always
late very unusual.
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He seated himself adjacent to Rawanda on the other side of
the bench with the usual exclamation
” Well old boy how are you!”
Rawanda politely answered “
“Doing fine sir.”
“Any news to report?” Higgins was now ready for
whatever the news would be.
‘So far I have befriended a young boy Lucky.’
“Luck old boy that sounds trouble I’m just superstitious.
Never had much luck at the track”
“Go on what else?” Higgins was now very interested in the
progress.
“It’s a long story and I will just enlighten you with the
important issues” Rawanda said.
“As it stands we have just started to infiltrate the Ndebele
tribe on the north side of the 110th street bride.”
“Good work old man”
Higgins while smiling and twisting his long handlebar
mustache
I obviously had to offer funds and they were quite willing to
accept based on the leader 8922.”
Who?
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“Chindra the leader is from or fought in the Democratic
Republic of Congo also.”
“How interesting both of you having been abducted from
your parents to fight in that war.”
“Well it’s a good start so where do we go from here?”
Higgins said.
I believe you will need to start a program whereby we can
transport small numbers say 100 men to Messina for
training. I have thought about that and several of our top
mercenaries will arrive from Indigo Island within the week.
They will be based in Messina at the mine. This will give
you time to recruit the first set of the Ndebele tribe. These
men are very good fighters and will be chosen to lead other
groups Rawanda said.
“I will report to Sammy. The progress which is pretty
impressive for just a week’s work”
Higgins abruptly got up and swishing his brolly around
walked briskly across the park and out of site.
Rawanda stayed for a while reflecting on the meeting. He
thought Higgins is always ahead of everyone and works
without consulting anyone very clandestine operator.
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Rawanda was getting quite hot and thought a nice beer
would be good. He walked along the main street and then
took a detour on a side street seeking out a bar that was
black.
Neon sign flashing ahead; he made a beeline for the door.
Inside was cool dark and crowded and it was only 2:00pm.
He entered with a thought on his mind this must be some
place. A football game was on the Chiefs playing on the
Tele. Patrons were screaming and booing at every play. He
was fully aware of his surroundings and would need to be
pretty cautious. Seating at one end of the bar under the
Tele made him stick out. He could not see the game or was
he interested as a bottle was spun down the bar top towards
him. With thanks he took out his money. Rawanda carried
only sufficient money to get around town.
The first sip was so refreshing from the heat outside now
107 degrees.
A little later the bartender took the money that lay on the
bar. They broke into friendly conversation about the scars
on Rwanda’s arm that were so noticeable.
“Boy you had it rough the bartender” said
“Kind of”
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“I have several guys who come in here with similar
markings on their arms.”
“Someday, if you’re interested, stop by and meet them.
Normally they stop in on Friday. “What’s today?”
“Friday “
They will be in shortly then. After a brief discussion the
bartender left to help other customers.
Just then in walks six mean looking guys with expressions
on their faces like they were looking for trouble demanding
beer as they sat at a corner table that seemed to be reserved
for their Friday afternoon session. The men looked all
around focusing their eyes on Rawanda as he was a
stranger in these parts. The bartender when he delivered
the beer was asked, whose he? Pointing and referring to
Rawanda. All I know is he has 6734 on his arm. With that
he left and went back to the bar. It was getting pretty
rowdy as the game was tied up and the patrons supporting
the Chiefs were having a great time.
About half hour later, a shout from the corner “He You
6734”
Rawanda just ignored the gesture
“Again You 6734.”
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“Again you 6734” with one of them approaching him at the
end of the bar.
Rawanda said no further the man kept coming he wasn’t
but a two yards away and Rawanda went with a flying kick
like Kung, Fu and laid him out cold to the ground.
Rawanda springing to his feet was ready for the next one to
come at him as he poised in a frightening pose the bar was
stunned and kept very quiet. The gang in the corner slowly
went back to their seats seeing that they were no match for
this guy 6734.
Rawanda said to the bartender “My money please.” It was
passed to him quickly as he made his way to out of the bar.
As he was about to leave he turned and said. “Don’t follow
me either as you will all be dead tonight.” Rawanda always
carried a forty-five loaded strapped on his right leg just in
case he was confronted in similar circumstances.

He made his way back to Main Street and then walked two
miles to the Ghetto. He would look back on occasion just to
see if he was being followed.
It was still late afternoon and Lucky came running to him
as he came into site. This sent a chill down his spine. Lucky
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was very quiet as they walked to the Shanty Town.
Rawanda worried what was on his mind. Lucky sang a
quiet song in a chant as he stayed close to his side.
They both walked settled into the room and Lucky had
prepared a meal of maze and a matzo type of bread with a
broth. Rawanda did not question where he got the broth
from but it sure tasted good. Lucky would say “Good
father good”
“Very good”
He replied with “Very good”
After the meal they both would walk to the corner of the
Ghetto and people watch. Rawanda would dream the
evening away even though today was very frustrating at the
bar having to give his identity and martial arts skills away
to those stupid men he thought. From the inside of his shirt
he gave Lucky a crumbled up one pound note for his
services to date and maybe a little extra. Lucky smiled and
graciously accepted the money. “Thank you father” Lucky
put the money in his belt and securing it safely smiled back
at him. Time was approaching midnight so they strolled
back to the squalor of the impoverished Shanty Town.
Climbing the stairs to the second level they entered the
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dimly lit room. Lying down on straw they both dropped off
to sleep. Rawanda always slept lightly so as to respond to
danger. Lucky was now in a deep slumber tucked in close
to Rawanda.

A new dawn was upon him and Lucky was already awake
sprucing up the meager surroundings but this kept him
busy not worrying about his future. Lucky dreamed that
someday he could go to school and learn about the world
that was slipping by. These thoughts he had not mentioned
to Rawanda perhaps he would at some later date. They
were to travel to the 110th street again as time had passed
and the meeting day was today with Chindra. Lucky was
getting the gist of what was going on and felt liked big man
to have Rawanda relying on him.
Little was spoken as they came to the bridge over to 110th
street. Looking across no hangers on slouched on corners.
The roads were quiet with just a few Ndebele ladies
walking with packs on their heads. Strange he thought as
he arrived at the cornerstone designating the area. He
made his way or started in the wrong direction until Lucky
pulled on his shirt pointing the other direction. As they
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walked he felt eyes were upon him just like it was in the
jungles where he fought. It was several blocks before they
came to Chindra’s house. There were armed guards outside
quite different from the last time. He poised and started
towards the entrance to be stopped by two armed men with
bayonets crossed swords. He started to push aside and
immediately noticed who was standing on the right. A voice
said “So we meet again 6734” as the bayonet was thrust
slightly into his side. Rawanda was about to retaliate when
Chindra shouted disarm men. Well I understand you two
have met before not under good circumstances at a bar
down near Main Street.
You are both in my territory so temper down. Rawanda
lets meet and talk as they went inside. The guard stood
outside while they were to talk business. Chindra spoke
first saying “Twenty top men have been picked along with
eighty of the best fighters and will meet up with him
where?” In “Messina”
“How much per man”
“$500 US dollars per month’
“Seems reasonable”
‘And for me?”
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“$1000.00 US Dollars.”
“Agreed”
“The men will be paid Bi-weekly at the Messina Camp.
Arrangements will be made for cashing at the bank.
I want to forewarn you and your selected men that the
border is just eighteen miles away from Zimbabwe. It is a
large trucking stop with a lot of action. HIV is very
prominent in Zimbabwe now so please advise the men to be
careful.
After training the Messina Camp they will be retained on
half pay until needed. Training is a full three months.
Higgins will make arrangements after the initial training
for the raw recruits to train elsewhere on a monthly basis.
No shows will not be paid for any given month they do not
attend the monthly training meetings.”
“They must all report by next Friday to Messina Camp.”
Commander Higgins will be there to meet the first
contingent.” With that said He walked outside Lucky was
still standing close at hand with a smile on his face as
though he had been listening to everything that had been
said. This was not the time to broach him about the
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conversations. The streets were still empty as the made
their way over the bridge not looking back.
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A New Reformation

During the later months of the year Sammy was very active
with hometown speeches in the precinct he was running for.
The precinct had a population of 70,000 of which 700 were
farmers from his area. He had developed a massive
following during the few months on the road with Janice by
his side. Janice was starting to show quite large and was
very tired after campaigning three weeks at a time with just
Christmas off. Elections were just six weeks away and
Sammy was now deep into his final push with plenty of
enthusiasm as the crowds were increasingly larger at each
event. He was very popular and articulate and with
guidance from Janice avoided such words as dictatorship,
tyrant although he would have loved to have used them in
his speeches. Change, Reform, was his emphasis and party
unity.
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It was on a Monday while he was speaking at an
engagement when a call from Janice left him stunned. She
informed him that there was a raid on the northern border
of the farm along the border with Botswana. The
marauders were repelled thanks to the training they had
received the Messina Camp. Janice asked him to come
home immediately as she felt unsafe at the ranch and the
baby was a concern now only a few weeks away from
delivery. He closed up shop quickly and rushed home. The
journey was about an hour as he turned into the ranch
driveway up to the house. She was waiting on the stoop he
ran into her arms and they kissed.
“Now tell me what happened.”
“Well the walkie-talkies really came in handy as the
northern night patrol was ambushed near Siletto. I was
able to keep in close contact with what was transpiring
during the fight. We had no fatalities but several farmers
were injured and are now being transported to our
hospital. They should arrive in the hour. Sammy, I believe
this was a scare tactic of Zanunu as a warning not to run.
May be you should have taken the Ministry job after all.”
There was a quiver in Janice’s voice, she was scared.
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“No! No! No! He shouted at the sky frustrated.
We are going to see this through and I’m going to make a
difference and get back our country from this bad régime.

Janice went inside Sammy waited for the bus to arrive at
the hospital it was about thirty minutes and that seemed
interminable to him as he was deeply concerned about the
men and the extent of their injuries. The bus pulled into the
compound next to the hospital Doctor Savage and his staff
members were all prepped ready to start the emergency
care. As the first bus arrived Sammy jumped on to the bus
before it stopped eager to mingle with the men and women
before they were to receive treatment trying to make sense
of what happened and their injuries. They were all so
surprised to see him but were assured that they would get
the best care the hospital could service. He could not thank
them enough for their bravery in defending the ranch and
farms. After seeing and speaking to each fighter he was
satisfied that they were safely settled in the hospital. With a
tired body he dragged himself to the main house and
slumped into the hammock on the verandah and fell asleep.
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The cold morning air with the sweet scent of hibiscus
whiffed past his nostrils as he awoke. Stretching he fell out
of the hammock and laughing while stumbling he pulled
himself up as he went inside to see Janice who was quietly
sat in the Great Room waiting to hear his thoughts going
forward, Janice herself had already visited all of the
injured farmers at the recovery area. There were just two
in critical condition and would need long term care. The
others would be released in about a week, as their wounds
needed care until they healed. Sammy bent over her and
with a loving kiss caressed the top of her head and hugged
her tightly from behind the chair. She turned and said
“What’s on your mind Sammy”
“The baby at this very moment and how much it means to
both of us. Last night was a reminder how precious life is
and how we must protect our baby. The ranch has had
enough bad events we need an event to make us all happy
so we must look after you and keep you in good health
through this trimester.” I will do my best to see you have
the least of worries and after last night no more scares I
promise.”
At that very moment his walkie-talkie buzzed.
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“Handlebar Hear” was the calling code that Higgins had.
Sammy’s code was “The Dell” and Rwanda’s “Lucky.”
“The Dell reporting old boy” mimicking Higgins in his
voice.
Janice had no idea of what was going on with the use of
secret codes.
Sammy continued, “So how is the recruitment proceeding
in Johannesburg?”
“Bloody well old chap. The first contingent will arrive at
the camp this weekend. You should arrange a visit to
review the progress.

Channel 102.96 alert blasted from the radio in the Den.
“Zanunu’s Elite Guards now on maneuvers heading
towards Bulawayo some 2000 strong armed fighters.”
This was no immediate threat to the farm but the troop
movement still was a big concern
‘Hold up Handlebar I have a bulletin I need to listen to.”
“O, K.”
Sammy listened for three minutes on the update and
evaluated that the elite army were on their way to
Bulawayo which was about 200 miles away too close for
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comfort he thought. Could this just be a coincidence or a
warning?
“Handlebar I have issues as Zanunu’s Elite Guards are on
the move.
That Nelson has done a great job with the station in
Messina.”
“Will call later The Dell” and signed off.
Sammy sent out an immediate communiqué to all of the
four regions of the farm to stay on high alert and to keep
him informed. The situation called for great concern for
Janice his wife so he requested arm guards to be posted
around the compound. The watchtower at mile maker four
was now on high alert also. This was the first line of defense
of possible attacks from the north. The river Limpopo
River side of the farm that ran partially along the South
African border was pretty safe as there was a defense
mechanism in place with the most up to date
communication system.

With most of the defenses in place and ready he went back
into the Great Room Janice was missing. After searching
for several minutes, he found her in the barn near the
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football field. She was shivering and cold. He hugged her
and held her close without a word. There was no need for
words as his hands slipped down to her tummy the baby
was kicking pretty wildly. She was so upset about the
situation and the turmoil that was now in Sammy’s life.
The situation caused such a panic in her body and limbs.
Sammy slowly walked her to the hospital and called out
loud for Doctor Savage.

Janice collapsed as he passed her over to the doctor. She
was rushed immediately into the emergency room her
water had broken and the baby was in the birth canal. The
baby took about two hours to be delivered. The Doctor, as
the last part of the upper torso emerged out screamed “It’s
a girl.”
Sammy’s face lit up and Janice just smiled with happiness,
as her child would be safe in her care during this troubled
time. The baby was just a few weeks early but in good
health and not too underweight at 5lbs 6oz and 21 inches
long. The doctor had remarked saying “This young lady
will be very tall.” Janice was six feet tall so it would be
expected that her child would grow to be very tall also.
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Janice lay quietly in bed with the newborn by her side the
anguish was over and she was very content. No name had
been decided on but during the day Janice said she would
like her to be named Sarah. Sammy agreed so her name
was listed on the birth certificate as Sarah Kufa Kahn.

Sammy now that Janice was resting with the baby left the
hospital and went back to the compound main house.
Proceeding to the Den closed the door and took the WalkieTalkie of off the charger stand.
Handlebar the Dell reporting.
“Handlebars onboard.” Higgins replied
“Just had a baby girl prematurely.”
“Congratulations old boy, great stuff send me a cigar or
bring one to Messina Camp next week.”
“Is Janice O.K?”
“Resting right now so I will lay low for a week as too much
is happening with Zanunu’s Elite Army is on the move.
We are not ready for a confrontation so I will just monitor
the daily events a keep you informed Handlebar.”
Higgins agreed the timing was not good.
“So what’s the baby’s name? Old boy.”
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“Sarah Handlebar”
“Very appropriate The Dell. Hope Janice is soon out of
recovery and on her feet.’
“You Bet” I will see you at Messina Camp next week.

The first week of Janice’s recovery was very time
consuming having to change his routine. Feeding times
were keeping him awake as the baby was in the Master
Bedroom also. Janice insisted she handle the whole process
of infancy no Nanny for help she insisted.
His eyes deepened and he looked tired after just a few days
the new routine was causing havoc with his schedules and
political agendas. Strategy was thrown out the window. He
was on his own as the new member to the family took all of
Janice’s time. The arrival of the new baby was bad timing
as far as his political career was concerned. Sammy was a
passionate and compassionate person so things went along
smoothly in his life. All things can be handled without fuss
as far as he was concerned.

After the first week, he made arrangements to visit the
Messina Camp. Higgins was there along with Col Robbins
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from Indigo Run Island. Sammy on arrival asked the
Colonel “How he got there?” I flew in using one of our
Russian Mig’s our new fighter planes you saw on the
Island. They are now in great shape ready for action.
Sammy addressed the meeting with renewed passion as he
could tell there would be a struggle for power if he was to
get elected to the Senate of the Zimbabwe Government. All
this was playing on his mind and what with a new borne he
was not his usual self.

Addressing the meeting first to speak was Higgins on the
training of the new recruits.
“Firstly they are very tough and hardened bunch old boy.
Most have been trained in Jungle warfare and are ferocious
warriors dying for another fight in taking back their own
country from Zanunu.”
“How long to get them in shape for the type of tactics we
will need to use them as the advanced guards” asked
Sammy?
“I would say about another six weeks as some of the
equipment is quite advanced for them as they have never
been trained with it. The 3000 mercenary troops on Indigo
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Island are very versed in the type of warfare that will be
needed. Higgins was now pointing to the large map of
Zimbabwe in the center of the war room. “The forces from
Indigo Run Island will be transported to the Botswana
border. A small contingency of mercenary forces about two
hundred to post along the South Africa border.” Strategy
planning went on and on in minute detail. Rwanda and Mr.
Nelson were also present as this was a pre-planning for
operation “Poison Sword”
Each player would describe his duties and the intricacies of
the operation and how they all tied into the complete
operation. Higgins and the generals had planned for the
past year. It was very complete as all the support
equipment was being shipped and transported to the
Messina Camp.
“By the end of January, we will have at least half the pieces
in theater ready for the operation,” Higgins explained.
Sammy had several questions but was very impressed with
the whole operation. He already had a budget meeting with
Higgins and knew exactly how much the cost would be to
take them through next year.
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Sammy addresses the group saying “This operation is, or
will be ready to support the elections two year hence. First I
have to win this one in just four weeks hence.

He took a quick tour of the camp mingling with the
Ndebele fighters who were new recruits. Chindra was there
and they had a brief discussion about new batches of raw
fighters. “No problems money good” he replied and Sammy
left it at that.
Sammy needed to see Higgins before he left for the Messina
Valley Ranch; Janice would be worrying herself silly if he
was not back by eight in the evening as promised.
“Higgins old boy” I need to meet up with the Prime
Minister in Johannesburg any chance of you making the
arrangements for me A.S.A.P?” “Will do Sammy.”
The massing of troops on the South African side of the
border was tricky even thought they were of the beaten
track did have some exposure to the South African
Government. This could also have a World Wide political
backlash. Sammy had pre-planned his connections, but
needed to once more reaffirm their commitments to him
down the road.
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Sammy took off in a hurry speeding up highway one
towards the Border. He had not said good bye to Rwanda
and felt bad about it. “Lucky come in” Using the walkietalkie. The Dell needs to talk to you. Lucky answered
immediately.
“Yes, I’m here”
“Sorry, I left early without talking”
“When I go to Johannesburg I want you to come along also.
We need to talk about a few things privately”
“Will be there The Dell.”
“Lucky will talk later”
Sammy felt more relaxed after the conversation as things
seemed to be getting out of control. So many things to think
of along with running the farm.
The ranch was just a mile away and the time was 7:30 pm.
He was on time and Janice would feel comfortable. From
the verandah Janice could see the dirt bowl as Sammy sped
up the trail to the compound. She was relieved that he was
safe. The jeep rounded the compound stopping in front of
the staircase. Sammy jumped out and running up the stairs
that lead to the verandah, but missing the third stair and
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fell onto the verandah. Janice could only laugh. This
brought joy to his heart to see her happy. The anxiety of
the possible attack was diminishing with each day. It was at
least two weeks since the fright or possibility of Zanunu’s
fighters on their doorstep.
Sammy just laid there and laughed and laughed at his
dexterity, that seemed to be missing as he got older. After
several minutes, he decided to get up and hug his wife
asking “How was the baby today?”
“She was wonderful and is sleeping right now.” Janice
loved having Sammy around when things were not going
quite as planned. He was a calming influence in her life.
She was very aware that he was falling to pieces as the
pressure was now on with just four weeks away from the
General Election. Mr. Hanson, the incumbent was not too
serious, as he had held the seat in congress for twenty
years. Sammy thought he was now in a great position to
take the first seat for the ZSRF (Zimbabwe Social Reform
Party). This would be the first step in his advancement to
high goals he had set several years ago.
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Election Results

Sammy was out canvassing votes every day within the Biet
Bridge District #21 part of the Matabeleland South
Province. His support base was increasing rapidly. As part
of the coordination, Mr. Nelson from NewWave Ltd daily
blasted political updates on 102.96 all focusing on Sammy
Kufa Kahn. He did not increase the power output to reach
Harare in the middle of the country. Sammy still wanted to
keep things very quiet and take the seat without alarm bells
going off. He was in contact with Mr. Nelson regularly and
they would have daily conversations. From all indication,
and the result of his hard work, it looked like this seat
maybe his.
Janice and Sammy awoke early Election Day February 28th.
The last day of the month. Both were very excited about the
day, as it would be their first election to vote as well as run.
They drove to Biet Bridge and went to the school. Well273

wishers were mingling around the building. Reverend
Black crossed over the road and headed for the both of
them and wished them good luck. Mr. Sinclare his
Barrister was leaving the polling station at the church
school building. He gave a Thumbs Up as he came closer to
both of them.
“You will make it, I’m sure Sammy” “We appreciate all of
your help” Mr. Sinclare “Let’s hope it’s all worthwhile”
and he said as he proceeded to walk swiftly to his office
even though he was quite old.

Sammy and Janice entered the polling station with
applause. There was a buzz around the place as though
something special was going to happen. Janice and Sammy
split and voted in separate booths and placed their ballots
in one of the boxes distributed on long tables. They left and
would wait until the next day for the results.
Mid-day on the 1st of March the polling station
administrator called Sammy and said, “You’re the new
District #21 representative by a landslide 9233 to 1500
congratulations Mr. Kufa Kahn”. The new Zimbabwe
Social Reform Party (Z.S.R.P.) was now official as an
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opposition party Sammy thought. His first hurdle had
concluded with a resounding victory. He passed the word
along to Janice who assumed he had won due to the great
smile on his face and with those beautiful white teeth
showing. She knew it was victory.
She ran over, kissed him, and with a big hug, announced,
“We are a great team and I love you very much.”
Sammy thought hard and long about his induction day at
the Government Head Quarters at Parliament Square in
Harare. His task from here on would be to amalgamate all
of the opposing factions into one well-oiled machine under
the auspices of the Z.S.R.P. This would be a monumental
and daunting task, but one he must undertake to go
forward. Sammy would need to report at the end of the
summer recess, at the start of the new government year.
This gave him about seven months to organize his thoughts
and start political alliances with other factions going
forward.

“Back to the Planning Room.” Janice announced.
She was so excited about the process and her involvement
in Sammy’s future vision and mission plan for the Z.S.R.F
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party. The new baby occupied most of her time, but the
thought of a new dawn for the country energized her.
Could this be the first step and the forerunner to greater
achievements?

She had already made arrangements to use the new
Planning Room to set up the map. While Sammy was
canvassing, she had a large map made up of all the Districts
and Provinces throughout Zimbabwe. There are about 50
District seats of which Zanunu controlled 43 seats, and the
opposing faction split into several parties controlled just 7
seats. There are only 3.2 million registered voters.
The Zanunu Elite Forces totaled about four divisions, that
is about 20,000 troops. That number was an immense force
for such a small nation of just 13,000,000. The cost to
support the Zimbabwe Nation is inordinate. 55%. Of the
total population 7,000,000 are Shona tribes. The Ndebele
tribes account for about 4,500,000 of the population a much
smaller portion 35%. There are about 2,000,000 expatriates
mostly Ndebele in Johannesburg and Pretoria in South
Africa. All these statistics would have to be evaluated,
dissected, and realigned to plot a strategy going forward.
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The Ndebele tribes have a strong ethnic background with a
blood line of the Zulu tribes and fierce fighters. The
Ndebele tribes are geographically located in the South West
and South. This would be Sammy’s strong hold and a must
if he was to integrate their leaders into his party.

Sammy could now concentrate on the running of the farm.
The farm was experiencing some difficulty with the crops.
There had been a drought for some years. Watershed from
the Limpopo River was receding each year and the effluent
intake structure moved twenty feet towards the center. This
was expensive, but engineers hired from Johannesburg had
a developed modular system that could be extended as the
water table receded; the effluent from the water basin was
pumped to the farms so there was plenty of water for the
crops. This contributed to the success of the model ranch.

Sammy had spent little time in the last three months with
his lead man Fatsu. Today he invited him to a meeting so as
to touch base on the results of crops to be harvested and the
possible outcome of bushel per hectare they could expect.
Sammy had now extended the main house to include a
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planning and meeting room for his staff meetings rather
than use his Den. The results of the meeting were
encouraging as the business of the farm was still very
profitable. The total revenue was still in line within last
year. The farm generated about two million pounds less
expenses around fifty thousand pounds. The balance was
sufficient to support the mercenary forces. The mine was
pure profit. Profit from the copper mine was growing in
leaps and bounds based on the current world market
demand for copper.
That same day Sammy made arrangements to visit Higgins
in Johannesburg. He would leave next week. The ranch was
less of a worry after reviewing the finances. He would now
concentrate on his political agenda. Mr. Black was certainly
a person of interest, while visiting Johannesburg.

Tuesday rolled around. His travel bags were packed and
placed on the verandah. Giving Janice a quick kiss, he
picked up his bags flung them in the back seat of the car,
and drove off in the silver Mercedes now showing its age
being a vintage model 250SL. Rawanda was waiting at the
border tower as pre-arranged. “Good morning” Sammy
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said as he approached him, talking to a truck driver.
Rawanda made a signal to Sammy as if to stay away. “I will
meet you at your car in about five minutes”.
Sammy played classical music broadcasted on the
NewWave station 102.96. It was very relaxing for him as he
laid his head back on the headrest. After a short time, in
the border parking area Rawanda knocked on the window
and Sammy unlocked the door for him to sit in the front.
“What was that all about? he remarked”
“I was just checking up on the progress of recruiting in
Johannesburg. The trucker is an informant and lives on the
outskirts of the ghetto. The chief is very influential. His a
chief of a smaller tribe of the Ndebele from Matabeleland
North Province. I thought Higgins might ask when we visit
with him. This way I’m up to date.”
Sammy was impressed. The underground throughout the
various tribes is very strong and news travels very quickly.
“So give me an update” Sammy said.
“From all indication the word has spread to the majority of
the tribes. Recruiting lines are very long at Chindra’s base.
Thousands have signed up and have pledged allegiance to
your cause. They are very encouraged and want to fight to
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get back their country.” Rawanda spoke with dedication in
the tone of his voice.
“How about secrecy?” Sammy asked
“We have ways to insure it will not leak out.”
Sammy was caught up in the excitement of masses of
mercenaries possibly streaming into the country, when the
word is given. This would need careful planning so as not to
end up as a dictatorship and with uncontrolled bloodshed
on his hands. Higgins must be made aware and the
planning to incorporate the fighting forces into new
Zimbabwe police units after the overthrow of Zanunu is
announced.
Sammy talked as they journeyed on the N1 south west to
Pretoria.
Sammy said to Rwanda, “I would like you to command the
Police Force when the country is back in the hands of the
people. I think you would be a very just person and carry
the duties out with pride, and without corruption.”
Rawanda was taken aback, but replied “I will do my best
for you Sammy.” This was Sammy’s first appointed person
contingent on success in the next two years. We cannot fail
he thought.
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They approached Johannesburg. Rawanda was dropped off
close to the ghetto. Sammy went to the Heatherdale Guest
House and checked in.
Rawanda made his way through the Ghetto. The stench in
the air was chocking his throat. He would cough with his
bandana over his mouth. It was extremely hot and humid
and sweat was streaming down his face. The market was
teaming with people as he scrunched between the various
vendor stalls. Suddenly a pull on his arm and standing
there was Lucky his face was beaming. Rawanda hugged
him and threw him into the air catching him in his arms.
He too was so glad he had found the boy as he had it in his
mind that the shack would be empty on arrival. Lucky
talked relentlessly about the mercenary forces, and how
many lined up each day to sign up at Chindra’s
Headquarters. “Many, many men Lucky explained “with
strong determination on their faces.
“Quite scary” he said. This was tremendous news for the
Z.S.R.P. party.
They arrived at the shack. It was such a poor and rundown
Ghetto, Lucky kept it neat and tidy. A dim oil lamp was
still flickering in the corner. The wick nearly down to the
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end. It gave off a strong aroma of kerosene and enough
light to walk about the shack. Lucky started to prepare a
meal of maze and broth the one that Rawanda always loved
to eat. They sat there until the early hours of the morning
talking about the past several weeks. Lucky was
enthusiastic. This was reflected in a smile at the end of
every news release. He would say “Good news, yes” always
answering his own question.
It was close to 10:00am
Higgins would be arriving in just a few minutes if on time
Sammy thought. The courtyard at the hotel was very quiet
and secluded from the outside world which made for an
ideal meeting place.
Higgins arrived sporting a Panama hat. His head was large
so it fit tightly around his forehead. Sammy laughed at the
site of this hardened mercenary and could not resist a
comment
Higgins “what’s with the new head piece?”
“Oh old boy the women love it as it’s always an opening
line as I enter a bar”.
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“Down to business Congratulations in winning District #21
not that it was much of a surprise with how Janice
organized your campaign.”
“Quite true,”
“Quite true” Sammy agreed.
“How is the new born Sarah?”
“Both are doing very well,” Sammy answered
“Well what is the direction we will be heading in before
your inauguration at the parliament steps in Harare.”
Sammy explained the next five months and how the large
mercenary forces would be needed. The Messina Valley
Ranch needs extra manpower to insure that Zanunu forces
will not invade the ranch from the North without inflicting
severe casualties on their side. We lost two farmers the last
time the skirmish happened, but if it wasn’t for the training
they received at the Messina mine it would have been a
different story and I can only thank you and your
dedicated commanders for training such a formidable force
not like the rag tag army of Zanunu’s men. We have had no
repercussion’s as of yet so I’m thinking they are all tied up
with plundering farms nearer to Botswana border. I’m
meeting with the CIA and Mr. Black later today and
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making sure we have the backing going forward with our
plan.
The massing of forces on the Botswana side has already
been agreed upon with the government so you can move in
mass with our elite men from Indigo Run as soon as
possible.
Poison Sword is under way. You will also need to analyze
your capabilities using the aircraft as this will be an out
and out war. Sammy watched the face of Higgins who had
waited so long for this day to begin. He could see the
determination on face for it to be a success.
“I will inform Colonel Robinson at Indigo run to
implement the plan as we all agreed upon while you were
last at Indigo Run.
We have most of the equipment in place to enter the
theater. This is still to be a clandestine operation until such
time as I give you the word to fully implement our total
plan. Timing will be of the utmost importance and the
training of the Johannesburg should be as expeditiously as
possible.”
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Higgins left after about an hour and with a bounce in his
stride walked briskly away through the courtyard.

Later that afternoon Sammy met with Mr. Black and the
CIA representative and described the plan now under way.
“So Poison Sword is go. Mr. Black said now that you have
a foot in the door with winning District #21. “This is the
stepping stone to your country becoming Democratic.”
Sammy stated
“As it shall be from here on”, Sammy stated
Mr. Black gave Sammy a full report on how South Africa
would support the effort and the technical difficulties with
the United Nations as this would be a full invasion and will
be discussed at the United Nations Security Council. We
have initial feedback from our technical staff and they are
convinced that all except one country will be give you full
support for your efforts. If this ends up as planned South
Africa will alleviate some of the unemployment a big cost
savings so we are all for fully supporting the new Z.S.R.P.
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Sammy, after his visit to South Africa, needed to spend
quality time with Janice. He realized that it is extremely
important to have the little one feel close to him and so as to
be assuring and safe while in the baby’s early development.
It was a thrill at night just to sway in the hammock and
give Janice a respite from the daily routine of looking after
the baby’s needs.
He would swing backwards and forwards as his mother
looked out from the Planning Room which run alongside of
the newly extended decking. The new Cyprus wood stood
out as the original wood had aged and looked odd with its
discolored stripes. She would smile as if to say I knew he
would be a happy man.

The Planning Room having the large map of Zimbabwe on
the wall and a paper Mache model in the middle of the
room mounted on a 15’0 x 15’0 ebony board. The school
children had made the map using topography maps, and
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data from the internet of Zimbabwe. The constructed
elevations were exact and the Voting Districts defined in
colors of the ruling party and those few of the opposing
party. The overhead lighting was designed with spot lights
adjustable so as to highlight areas needing special attention.
“Back to the drawing board” said Sammy as he entered the
weekly meeting now under way. He first stated nothing had
changed since he last had a meeting only the fact that he
now represented all of their concerns as far as the country
had been heading in the past twenty years. We at Massina
Valley Ranch are blessed as we are remote from the
political regime now in power and destroying this once
beautiful country. All cheered in unity and then he went
about the weekly meeting.

The work went on and the ranch was still in good shape
with all of the various crops still producing measurable
bushels of their respective seeds planted even though it was
a crop damaging year.
August approached it was nearing the time to report to the
first inaugural meeting in Herrera. September 1st was the
start of Parliamentary procedures with new inductees.
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Sammy made his way to the capital wearing a new beige
suit and looking very dapper. He stayed at the Colonial Inn
about three blocks from the Parliament.
Early morning, he had his usual breakfast of eggs, bacon,
fried bread, and fried tomatoes. While enjoying a little
quality time he was quiet aware of the fact that his
entourage was in place just in the event danger was
eminent. After breakfast he walked to the Parliament
building taking in the large crowd that had gathered or
ordered to gather by Zanunu’s henchman he was not sure
why they were so quiet standing with little or no expression
on their faces. This should be a great occasion but
obviously not so for the citizens now in the capital for the
opening day.
As he approached the steps the crowd recognized him and
shouted Cheetah, Cheetah, Cheetah, He acknowledged with
a wave of his hand but stopped short as Zununu’s parade
of Motor cycles and cars were streaming down the main
boulevard with a band playing in advance of the
motorcade. Sammy though what an awesome site but,
things will change went through his mind if he has his way.
Zanunu Stood erect as he ascended the stairs and at the top
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stood stalwart as if to say yes I’m the dictator and the
embodiment of this country. As the members came up the
steps he greeted them one by one. Sammy the new member
was last as he ascended the steps the crowed with such a
loud chanting shout Cheetah, Cheetah Cheetah, Zununu ‘s
face turned red with anger and with a tip of his scrambled
egg covered brim of his commander’s hat. Shots rang out
and Sammy fell to the ground. The crowd smothered him
enough with their bodies and his mercenary forces were in
place to sweep him up as the injury was only in the
shoulder. They sped him away in a private jeep which had
been parked close at hand expecting the worst. Zununu’s
forces could not get close to him to arrest him. By the time
the crowd had dispersed Sammy was miles away. The Dell
was summoned on the walkie talkies set.

Sammy announced from the NewWave towers in Messina
that the liberation of Zimbabwe was to start. Let the full
force of Poison Sword liberation begin. This is a
prerecorded message to all citizens. NewWave station was
at full power range and could reach all four corners of the
country. Within hours the jets were bombing the capital,
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trying to pin point the command positions and barracks of
Zanunu’s armed forces.
People were advised to stay in their shanty homes the
streets should be kept clear. Zanunu’s division of
marauders on the border with Botswana were overcome
within a few hours as the Indigo mercenary force with
advanced heavy armory were just to skilled and powerful
at this type of warfare. They advanced within four days to
the outskirts of Herrera.

Higgins, Robinson and his elite commanders were all
assembled at the ranch this would be their home for the
next several weeks. Full communication was in place and
working well. They were in complete control of the
countries destiny. On the Southern border thousands of
well-trained Ndebele tribes were now securing the
Southern Counties and in unionism chanting as they slowly
made their long journey to Herrera. The Ndebele warrior’s
move forward with little opposition it was estimated around
a million people led by a division of well-trained troops now
marching onward.
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Cheetah’s jeep passed them moving in the opposite
direction on the way to Massina Valley Ranch he stood
erect even though bleeding profusely from the arm which
had a temporary sling for support, but his beautiful suit
was covered in blood. They saluted as he drove by. This
was to be the beginning of a great period for Zimbabwe.
Reports from the theatre were coming in fast a furious as
the mercenary forces took back the country county by
county.
Zanunu had no choice but to surrender or flee the latter
being his choice. His aircraft was ready and waiting before
the Indigo aircraft could bomb the runway at Herrera.
Boarding his private jet, remorsefully, he left as a defeated
man now to be in exile place unknown.
The mood at the ranch was one of hope and excitement.
Janice came running to the jeep as it encircled the center
fountain. In joyful response the fountains spouts were now
shooting out its water jets with the new colors of the
Zimbabwe Social Reform Party. Janice looked at Sammy
and could not hug him, but lead him straight to Doctor
Savage for treatment.
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After treatment, Sammy went to the War Room to see how
the insurgent’s forces were doing. Higgins was right in the
middle of it all with his communicating cell phones laid on
the map addressing each and every commander. Higgins
addressed him with “How you doing Old Boy? “A little
banged up I see” “Just a scare” Sammy said as he went
around the map analyzing the progress made by the
mercenary forces, with their heavy armor tanks and
Humvee’s. Colonel Robins quoted that we are in control of
practically 45% of the country with little or no resistance.
Most of Zanunu’s men are siding with our troops and being
turncoats the writings on the wall. They are joining forces
with us in the hundreds. Sammy was very pleased with the
situation and thanked everyone for their courage and
steadfastness. “We will succeed”, he said as he left to spend
some time with Janice and their newborn.
He held her up in his arms although it was extremely
painful from the wound in the shoulder and shouted
“This is a new beginning for you and our beloved Country”
“AMEN”
If this was true it would be wonderful for the people of
Zimbabwe who could live now without fear. The period of
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terror and dictatorship has been a very sad chapter in the
history of this African Nation.

Hope you enjoyed the journey of a life time for the young
man from Zimbabwe and the intriguing and clandestine
operation to take back his beloved country
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